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IN THE SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO 
SILVER CREEK SEED, LLC, ) 
) Supreme Court No. 
Plaintiff/Respondent, ) 
i,c ) 43078 




RECORD ON APPEAL 
Appeal from the District Court of the Fifth Judicial District 
of the State of Idaho, in and for the County of Blaine. 
HONORABLE ROBERT J. ELGEE, DISTRICT JUDGE 
MICHAEL D. GAFFNEY 
2105 Coronado Street 
Idaho Falls, ID 83404 
Attorney for Defendant/Appellant 
'-I 
ANDREW B. WRIGHT 
PO Box 226 
Twin Falls, ID 83303 
Attorney for Plaintiff/Respondent 
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788-3664 • Fax (208) 578-7806 
m:.irkj (i~, hughes .net 
1944 
.. .........._ ,,-- --r., ·75) y I , ·1 ·\l'l 
)! · .,. ,-..J r rsrnt .1 , CmTier Name -------"-'--=,-'-' --"="'-:........=',.;;-;;,,· ..:....:··'--i,., ----"'"-'·'-"--.......;--- .Load It --------
,:.:;:::- / 
" Carrier.Adtlress------------------------Truck # _ __..'._)_l-r-.,,.,..,-,-· __ 
,......_.· 
Contactor License...,,-.;-·.--------- State------Traiier License----- State----
/ i / I ,,. fl ,...., 
: f I/ / ///.JV. . •"/ 
Driver Signature f/Y>,}f ·;::..· l,Ji · ·''1•• _,;:.-.,.# 
~ ,, ::.,,., 
The carrier acknowledges receipt of and the shipper acknowledges delivery to the carrier of the commodity, 
the kind, grade and quantity described below which carrier shall carry cmd deliver to the destination pre-
:.,cribed below on or bejQre date .~pecified, CARRIER TO BE FULLY RESPONSIBLE AND ABSOLUTELY LIABLE FOR ANY /IND 
ALL LOSS OR DAMAGE TO 1WOVE DESCRIBED CAR.GO REGARDLESS OR THE CIRCUMSTANCES OCCASIONING SUCH LOSS. 
SHIPPER IS RESPONSIBLE FOR PROVIDING ABOVE JNFORMATJON. 
'LOCATION: 
CONTACT: 
SILVER CREEK SEED, LLC. 
PIC'ABO, IDA.RO 
MARK JOHNSON (208) 280-5213 
PuRCRASE 0RDF.R # 
..--..._ . j,.,,_, ' , _____. I To: ;· 
1 ., / 
LOCATION: .Vt;!!:-. 'Ht:. \Q. ~. I ,J_ qt 










Picabo. ID 83348 
('.~08) 788-3664 .. F:ix (208) 578-7806 
markj@hugbes.net 
.L 
-S __ \Iµ_ 
Carner Name _ ...... Y-J_.=---------------------- Load ff--------
Canier.Addrcss------------------------T'.rnck # _______ _ 
ContactoT License=· State------Trailer License----- State----
. -; .:.~~.) t. ~/t.~'-,! ,fl'_,.,.., j 
Driver Signut~- .~,..· / ."~ 
/ 
The carrier ack1wwle{.lj;es/'eceipt of and the shipper ac~nowledges delivery to the carrier of the commodity, 
the kind, grade andquattiity described below which carrier shall carry and deliver to !he destination. pre-
scribed below on or before date ~pecifi.ed. CARRIER TO BE FULLY RESPONSIBLE 1\ND ABSOLUTELY LW1[,E.FOR ANl' AND 
ALL LOSS OR f)At\1.i\GE TO ABOVE DESCRIBED_ CARGO REGARDLESS OR THE CTRCUMSTI\NCES OCCiiSTON/NG SUCH LOSS. 
SHIPPER rs RESPONSIBLE FOR PROVIDING ii.BOVE JNFURMA110N. ' 
.:FROM: Sn,yl!,'R<CREEK SEED, LLC. 
,.,,' ·3! 
-~" (;, 
J':,OC,\'fION(" PICA.BO,. IDAHO 
·- CONTACT~' MARK-JQHNSON 
l ' ... ,. 
.DfTE: 5,.. /b- /3 
/. ~CALE TICKET: ~ ? II 

















SEED Pon.TOES ' 
LOT#: 
/ "'"I 






Pkabo. fD 83348 
788-3664 • Fux (208) 578-7806 
1 narkj@hughes.net 
~-·!t\r:: (\,1ry\(}1fi/-t 1 ·J 1 /-.,. '·1 / Carrier Name----,----:.-"'--"'=,---"-:--'__,. --'-1"'-'-·---·-' '-·'--'-·-·""'. =c:=r------ Load ff----,-.,,.,_..,.,.,. __ 




,, ., )'5tatc------Trailer License----- State----
' .. , l? i'/ /1 , 
Contactor License 
, • __..-'t/},_/1_ ;· t,. pr 'l.."' I !' 
Driver S1rrnature '' ~,,. 1- /!,,,,_.,. i 
r::, / .'' 
,.· V 
The carrier acknowledges receipt of and the shipper acknowledges delivery to the carrier of the commodity, 
the kind, grade and quantity described below which carrier shall carry and deliver to the destination pre-
scribed below on or before date specified. CARRIER TO BE FULLY RESPONSIIJLE AND AJJSOLlrff.LY LMBU: FOR ANY .4.ND 
t!LL LOSS OR DAMAGE TO ABOVE DESCl<IBED CARGO REGARDLESS OR THE CJRCUMST:ANCES @CCASIONJNG SUCH LOSS. 
SHIPPER IS RESPONSIBLE FOR PROVIDING ABOVE fNFORlvfATlON. 
,FROM! 
-LOCATION: 
SILVER CREEK SEED, LLC. 
PICADO, IDAHO 

























P.O. Box 646 • 9051 20 
Picabo, ro 8334B 
C~OB) 788-3664 • Fax (:20g) 57S-7R06 
markj@lmghe!;.net 
=-1- I 't \ Carrier Name-------=·---~-· ---------------- Load#------~-
,.,.... •• , ..... I ;' 
,· ,· J 
Cirrier A<ldre:::s------------------------Truck /t ___ ··--;··, .... <· ,-..,._{,.--+-/ __ 
·.._; 
Contactor License--------.,--· - Statc------Trniler License------ State----
,· } #"// li 
./~·~/~.'-· ~ ·)1 ... , ~-Driver Signature-· _______ ......_ _ _,..._.-.. ...,-==-_...=------------
' 
The carrier ackrwwle,dges receipt of and the shipper acknowledges delivery to the carder of the commodity, 
the kind, grade and ·quantity described below which carrier shall car,-y and deliver to the destinmion pre-
·~·cribed below on or before date specified. CWUER 1V BE FULLY l?ESPONSIBLE AND ABSOLUTELY UAllLE FOR AN!' ,1ND 
,1LL LOSS .OR JJA,MAGE TO ABOVE DESCRIBED CARGO REGAJWLESS OR THE CIRCllMST,1l:-JCES OCC.ASLONJNG SUCH LOSS. 
SHIPPER IS RESPONSllJ[,E FOR PROVIDING ABOVE lNFOllNIATTON. 
J?ROM! 
·LOCATTON: 
SILVER CREEK SEED, LLC. 
PICADO, IDAHO 
MARK JOHNSON (208) 280-52.13 
D,\:rE! 5 t 7{ L3 
Sc,\LE TICKET: G; dd 
GROSS: / 0 9• / rd) 
PuRCIIASE ORDER # 
To: 
LOCATION: 




P.O Box G46 • l 905 l Hwy 20 
Picabo, [D 83348 
(208) 78!i-3664 • Fax (208) 578-7ls06 
markj@hughe:-;.net 
1949 
CARRIER INFORMATION \ 
Carrier Name ------~-__,---_,,,..):....-:~=--"__,,(:=-"-l,..:_<"-J ________ _ ---1 Luad .JI ---_,,,..----'_, __ _ 
--- ·-.;.,..._c;:": .... 
·- )l .. , 
Carrier Address------------------------Truc.:k # ___ _,,,_.i .... " ... -:c..x"'"'·-\.:::'·-=---) 
Contactor Ucense-----:""""---=-- State------Trailer License----- State----
Driver Signature----''_K_-;-_;..;;;L;...;:' ... -:' ::::'------=..-:.:"::;.
1
~ .... > A".'""""'.,,c.;:::;~c...iJ __ ...___-=:::;;:;...--------
The carrier acknowl.edges receipt of and the shipper acknowledges delivery to the. carrier of the commodity, 
the kind, grade and quantity described below which carrier shall carry and deliver to the destination pre-
scribed below 011 or before date specified, CARRJER 1'0 BE FULLY RESPONSI8LE AND ABSOLUl'ELi' LIABLE FOR ANY AND 
AU LOSS OR DAMAGE TO ABOVE DESCRIBED CARGO REGARDLESS OR Tl:lE CIRCUMSTANCES OCCASIONING SUCH LOSS. 








Sn.VER CR.EEK SEED,LLC. 
PICABO, IDAHO 
MARK JOHNSON (208) 280~521:3 
/ 
PURCHASE ORDER # 
To: 
LOCATION: 
FOR Acer. 01r: 
. - . REC'D'BY: 
DA'.l'E: 
----~ 
SCALE TICKET: \ 
,,.....,_ -~Pi _)' 
I -, ·' ,,-;{ '.) 
I
! \ii .,,__, ' J' 
GROSS: ( \ "- 1-{ 
l l,_..1 / 











PC,. Box 646 : 9()5 i 10 
Picabo, ID :~334X 
78l-:-3664 • Fu;( (:2081 :rn.;.7ll06 
markj<cr)hughci;.nct 
.. ~ ·:~ ; r1 
1 ,,., ,_,· ',.,,;' 
~-/.- Q \ C:.1.1Ticr Name-------==----,----'"::::;--·_.._; __________ Load ft--------
Carrier Address------------------------Truck fl 
Contactor License---------- State------Trailer License _____ Srntc----
.t'r! / ,...;~ 
\,;~~ 
Driver Signature--__ ....·:,?--;' _ __.·;.....""------------------
The carrier acknowledges receipt of and the shipper acknowledges delivery to the carrier of the commodity, 
the kind, grade and quantity described below which carrier shall carry and deliver to the destination pre-
scribed below on or befnre date specified. CARRIER TO BE FULtY RESPONSIBLE /\ND ABSQLUTEJ...,Y LJl!JJLE FOR ANY AND 
ALL LOSS OR DAMAGE TO ABOVE DESCRIBED C;\RGO REGARDLESS OR THE CIRCUMSTANCES OCC,\.SlONlNG SUCH LOSS. 
SHIPf'JJR TS RESPONSIBLE FOR PROVlDING ABOVE INFORMATION. 
FROM: 
"LOCATION: 




CONTACT: MARK JOHNSON (208) 280-5213 FOR ACCT, OF: 
• .. · REc'n BY:· 
DATE: 
r-; r ., 
".::)··· . f { • _...:::i, DATE: 






SEED ·PoTA'fOES c=r 'B 
11 '\h ~ 




l'.0. Box 646 " l Y051 20 
Picabo. 1D 15334g 
7ls8-3664 • Fax c;:og) 578-7806 
markj (<,) hughe:;.net 
1952 
,· ·s.-f· \ t) Cmricr Name------,=,,..'---;..--'-'--------------- Load ii--------
Currier Adclress-------------------.-----Truck /l_-'-:-=-;-..;cl-'-1 _/ ___ _ 
Contactor:Liccnsc---------.,-- State------Trai1er License----- State----
// . . /~ fl. ..,,,!.' k. 
· Driver Sinnature ....... t_/-,=,f'?.,..,., ..... ,=...I'-- -'--··--'-------------0 .._.; ' 
The carrier acknowledges. receipt of and the shipper acknowledges delivery to the cari-ier of the commodity, 
the kind, grade an.d quantity described below which carrier shall carry and deliver to the destination pre-
scribed below on or before date specified. CilRR[ER TO BE FULLY RESPONSIBLE AND AJJSOLUTl;;LY U,\JJLE FOR ANY ,IND' 
ALL LOSS OR DAMAGE TO ABOVE DESCRIBED.CARGO REGARDLESS OR THE CJRCUN!STilNCES OCCASIONING SIJCH LOSS. 








SILVER CR.EEK Smw, LLC. 
P!CABO, IDAHO 
MARK JOHNSON (208) 280~5213 
r·......,., ! !' 
I '-i' . 
{ 
PtmCHASE ORDER # 
To: 
LOCATION: 








P.O.Box646 •l905l 20 
Picabo. ID 83348 





'-· _-,'"'_: __ f_ ..... \_~_-_,,_i ___________ Luad ti -~-.,,--~;,,.."'"-
1
""'··:;,::...'·--
1 ~1) I 
',(JQ..'.it I , 
Carrier Adtlress ------------------------Truck It ___ ,._-_~_{ _'....;..-'---
,, .. _",, 
Contactor License--------..-- State------Trailer License----- State----
// .r!il 
Dliver Signatur.e--....,/""·j_,,..._ __ ,_· _ir..,,.. -··----"-------------
// 
v 
The carrier acknowledges receipt of and the shipper acknowledges delivery to the carrier of the comrrwdity, 
the kind, gl'ade and quantity described below which carrier shall carry and deliver to the destination pre-
. scribed be[mv on or before date specified. C,IRRIER TO BE FULLY RESPONSIBLE 1\ND ABSOLUTELY U:IBLE FOR ANY AND 
.ill LOSS OR DAJHAGE TO ABOVE DESCRmED CARGO REGARDLESS OR THE CJRCUMSTANCE'S OCCASION!NCi"'sucH LOSS. 
SHlPPf::.'R IS RESPONSIBLE FOR PROVIDING ABOVE INFORMATION . 
· FROM: . SILVER CREEK SEED, LLC. To: 
LOCATION: P!CABO~ IDAHO LOCATION: 
CONTACT: MARK JOHNSON (208) 280-5213 
















.I l. '/ I 




-- State------Trailer License----- State----
and the shipper acknowledges delivery to 1he carrier r4 the commodity. 
wd below which carrier shall carry and deliver to the destinazion pre-
ified. CARRIER TO BE FULL}' RESPONSIBLE 1\ND i\BSOLliTELr LIABLE FOR ANr AND 
'?!BED CARGO REGARDLDSS OR THE cmcUMSTA.NCES OCC1\S!0N{NG SUCH LO!:L<;. 
G ABOVE INFORMATION. 
SILVER CREEK """""""D, LLC. 
PlcAnO~ IDAHO 
MARK JOHNSON (208) 280-5213 
To: 
LOCATION: 
FOR ACCT. OF: 
0 
( 














c.,J (C / 
Load ff ---.,.,.-----




1 and the shipper acknowledges delivery ro the carrier of the commodity, 
ibed below which carrier shall carry and deliver to the destination pre-
:ified. CARRJEN TO BE FULLY RESPONSIBLE AND ABSOl.UTELr LIABLE FOR ANY AND 
:R/BED CARGO REGARDLESS OR Tfll!: CIRCUMSTANCES OCCA.S!ON!NG SUCN LOSS. 
iG ABOVE INFORMATION. 
SILVER CREEK SEED, LLC. 
PICAHO, IDAHO 
MARK JOHNSON (208) 280-5213 
To: 
LOCATION: 
FOR ACCT, OF: 
REC'D BY: 
DATE: 5/ Y3 J f 6 



















---------------- Truck f/_---s=~,.... . =....·:,_2 __ ,,  __ 
-- State------Trailer License----- Slate----
:md the shipper acknowledges delivery to the carrier of the comnwdiry. 
ed helow which carrier shall c:arr_v and deliver w rhe destination pre-
ied. CARRJER 70 IJE FULLY RESPONSIBLE AND ABSOL[ffELl' LIABLE FOR ANY AND 
BED CARGO REGARDLESS OR THE CIRCUMSTANCES OCC,tSIONING SUCH LOSS . 
. __ ,.,....., ABOVE !NFO!?MATION. 
SILVER CREEK SEED, LLC. 
PICA BO, IDAHO 
MARK JOHNSOi'< (208) 280-5213 
To: 
LOCATION: 













/ _ _../ 
Len#: 
·/; I VARIETY: L I 
! I J ! 















---------------Truck # ___ .,_C:__'--=-/-+1 __ 
/ 
-- State------Trniler License----- Stare----
and the shipper acknmvledges delivery to the carrier of the commodiry, 
Jed below which carrier shall carry and deliver to the destination pre-
ified. CARRIER TO BE FULLY RESPONSI!JLE AND ABSOLUTELY UAHLE FOR ANY AND 
RlBED CARGO REGARDLESS OR THE CIRCUMSTANCES OCCASION/NG SUCH LOSS. 
-IC ABOVE INFORMATION. 
SILVER CREEK SEED, LLC. 
PlCABO, IDAHO 

























LOCATCON: PlCABO, IDAHO 
__..._('""' --"""r_/_· --------- Load ti __ :;....~----' --1 --ri~;=/:-? 
-------------Truck # __ ---,-/__.,L _...;.' _ _j_-+---
- I 
ate------Trniler License----- State----
hipper acknowledges delivery to the carrier of the commodity, 
which carrier shall carry and deliver to the destination pre· 
'!ER TO BE FULLY RESPONSIBLE ,iND AlJSOLUTELl' LIABLE FOi? t\Nr AND 




CONTACT: MARK J0tINSON {208) 280-5213 FOR ACCT. OF: 
SHIPPED BY! REC'D BY: 
DATE: DATE: 










J 788-3664 • Fax (208) 578-7806 
marlj <itl hu g:hes .net 
== .. ~J-"_::f .... 1·-" _L_Y_:__..,,_,:_' ------- Load#---------
'----i '7 C>< ----------------Truck It _______ _ 
-- State------Trniler License----- State---
ind the shipper acknmvledges delivery to the carrier of the commodity, 
'1d below which carrier shall carry and deliver ro the desrinarirm pre-
1ed. CARRIER TO BE FULLV RESPONSIBLE AND A/JSOLUTELi' LIABLE FOR ,\Ni' AND 
'BED CARGO REGARDLESS OR THE ClRCUMSTr'lNCES OCCASION/NC SUCH LOSS. 








SILVER CREEK SEED} LLC. 
PlCABO, IDAHO 
MARK JOHNSON (208) 280-5213 
I I 
PURCHASE ORDER # 
To: 
LOCATION: 











/ ~ ( '-;-· --< 
'---·' ... __ __) 
: i 
i I 
I I t 
markj@hughes.net 
--------------Truck ll ___ +-t-----
- SLute------Trai1er License----- State----
lhe shipper acknowledges delivery w the carrier of the commodity, 
·e/m,1' which carrier shall carry and deliver to the destination pre-
CARl?IER TO BE FULLY RESPONSIBLE AND AIJSOLUTELY Llt\BLE FOR ANY AND 
_ CARGO REG;\RDLESS OR THE CIRCUMSTANCES OCCASIONING SUCfl LOSS. 










SILVER CREEK SEED, LLC. 
PlCABO, lDAHO 
MARK JOHNSON (208) 280-5213 
PURCHASE ORDER # 
To: 
LOCATION: 





















( n .1 i <- C:: 
___ <\'_, __ m __ . \""'1_f\_ ...... n""'"r ... "'.,..~-'--+-r .... ,__ ,,..._, __ ._. __ , __ Load#---.,..-..,,...-,.-----.. ,, 
\ / 
X 
----------------Truck # __ "'----''-/....,··'-----.._. 
-- State.------- Trailer License----- State----
<&:~<//;(/ 
/ / j/ 
p 
f and the shipper acknowledges delivery lO the carrier c~f' rhe c:ommodiry, 
'bed belmv which carrier shall carry and deliver to the desrination pre-
~ified. CARRIER TO BE FULLY RESPONSlBLE AND :iBSOLUTEU LIABLE FOR ANY 1\ND 
:RJBED CARGO REGARDLESS OR THE CIRCUMSTANCES OCCASIONING SUCH LOSS. 
JG ABOVE INFORMATION. 
SILVER CREEK SEEn, LLC. 
PICAIJO, IDAHO 





























788-3664 • Fax (208) 578-7806 
markj@hughes.net 
_.;:..~-_,"'". _,,---·--"'.c.. ____ ,._1_
1
• ---------- Load ti---------
''1, 
..,.,..•~ ', •' ,......._ __ ,,,........ : \ ' 
----...;._"_ ..... _"_i':_· -")---~""' ...'"', t_. __ ._··_-_.,_· -----Truck 
-- State-------Trailer License----- State----
; 
./ 
ind the shipper acknowledges delivery to the carrier of the com:modi1y, 
:d he/ow which carrier shall carry and deliver Lo the destination pre-
ied. C1RR!ER TO BE FUU,Y RESPONSIBLE AND ABSOLVTEU' l!J\BLE FOR ANY AND 
BED CARCO REGA!WLESS OR THE CIRCUMS7i\NC£S OCCASIONING SUCH LOSS. 
ABO\!£ INFORMATION. 


















--- Stale-------Trniler License----- State-~-~ 
tand the shipper acknowledges delivery to the carrier <d the comnwdiry. 
bed below which carrier shall carry and deliver to the destination pre-
·ified. C.4RHIER TO BE FULLY RESPONSIBLE AND ,\BSOLUTELY LJABLE FOR ANY AND 
R!BED CA/WO REGARDLESS OR TJ-IE CIRCUMSTANCES OCCASIONING SUCH LOSS. 










SILVER CREEK SEED, LLC. 
PICARO, IDAHO 




PURCHASE ORDER # 
To: 
LOCATION: 


















) 788-3664 " fa,, {208 l 578-7806 
markj@hughes.net 
I 
~ I.--·, .. 
.) 
<; -4,,, i-. 
'.--·/ l 1-·, \._:_ / 
-'--'-!-........ ------------- Load ff---------. ; ,,..,.,.,.-
_._.,_:_· -·-
1
, -~-1--~--~-'l_:::_ .. _________ Truck # 
... __ _ 
I 
---;--------
-- State-------Trailer License------ State----
rtd the shipper acknowledges delivery ro rhe carrier of the commodiry, 
1 below ·which carrier shall carry and deliver to the destination pre-
,d. CARRfER TO BE FULLY RESPONS!BLE ,tND :\BSOLUTELY LIABLE FOR ANY AND 
eD CARGO REGARDLESS OR T!-JE CIRCUMSTANCES OCCAS!ON!NG SUCH LOSS. 
BOVE fNFORlvJAT!ON. 





























State------- Trailer License----- State----
t-' 
q/ and the shipper acknowledges delivery to the carrier cf the commodity, 
ribed below which carrier shall can)' and deliver to the destination pre-
~cified. CARRIER TO BE FULLY RESPONSIBLE AND AlJSOUJTELr U;\BLE FOR ANY AND 
;cRmED C . .\RGO REGARDLESS OR THE C!RCUlVJSTANCES OCCASIONING SUCH LOSS. 
ING ABOVE INFORMATION. 




MARK JOI-lNSON (208) 280-5213 FoR ACCT. OF: 











I 221 I I 
I .._. 
!' ' 
/ j l' / c-
( r~ t-J/ {Y'r""'t,-'1! r-r·J ? '··. 
. '*' ; ,) !_J_t . ! ··-c• )( ' - '- Load 11--------I __ ,, 
j ·-, 
----------------Truck II __ -.--'-/ ..J..·-· ·..:..; __ _ 
----- S-tate------Trailer License----- State----
if and the .,:hipper acknowledges delivery to the carrier (~l rhe commodity, 
·ibed below which carrier shall carry and deliver IO the deslinalion pre-
cijied. CARRIER TO BE FULL}' RESPONSIBLE AND A8S0Ufl'EU' UABLE VOR ,\N}' AND 
'.:Rll1ED CARGO REGARDLESS OR THE CIRCUMSTANCES OCCASWNING SUCl-l LOSS . 









StLVER CREEK SEED, LLC. 
PJCABO, IDAHO 
MARK JOHNSON (208) 280-5213 
PuRCHASE ORDER# 









!' 1· \ 
l ' ! l 
j 1 I ; 
· \ 1 l l 
J..-t-" l ' . 

















- State------ Trailer License----- StatC----
~J---· 
nd the shipper acknowledges delivery w the carrier of the commodiry, 
d below which carrier shall carry and deliver lo 1he destination pre-
ed. C\RRIER TO BE FULLY RESPONSIBLE AND .•lBSOlUTELY LJABLE HJR ANY ANl> 
?ED CANGO REGARDLESS OR THE Cll?CUMSTANCES OCCASIONING SUCH LOSS. 
'\BOVE !NFORkl/\TlON. 




MARK JOHNSON (208) 280~5213 
J 
I I 
(s;,j ILJ I J 2J 
.. ( \ -·-:;;.._ 
( ,--, .><. ~ ;· J) ;.,_,1..__,1 
. / 
I (£> 





















markj@ hug hes .net 
Load II--------
-----------------Truck 
--- State------ Trailer License----- State----
land the shipper acknowledges delivery ro the carrier of the commodity, 
·ibed below which carrier shall carry and deliver to the destination pre-
cified. CARIUER TO BE FULLY RESPONSIBLE AND ABSOUJTEI.Y LIABLE FOR t\Nl'AND 
CRf8£D CARGO REGAIWLESS OR Hi£ C1RCUM5TANC£S OCCASIONING SUCH LOSS. 
NG ABOVE INFORlvM170N. 
~ILVER l.-Kl'~KK ,::mED, LLC. 
PICABO, lDAHO 
MARK JOHNSON (208) 280-5213 
I J l 
To: 
LOCATION: 

























() I I 
-----------------Truck 
-- Statc------Trailer License----- Stme----
~" 44""'C 
,. and the shipper acknowledges delivery w the carrier of the commodity, 
bed below which carrier shall carry and deliver to the destination pre-
ifi-ed. CARRIER TO BE FUUY RESPONSIBLE AND ABSOLUTELY LIABLE FOR ANY .'\ND 
'UBED CARGO REGARDLESS Or? THE CIRCUMS1i\NCES OCCASIONTNG SUCH LOSS. 
G ABOVE INFORMATION. 
SILVER CREEK SEED, LLC. 
PICADO, IDAHO 











. ...J_,, ~· / 
----' """---'--------------- Load#--------
1 i 
----------------Truck 11 __ _,,::-==..;:;.c:::::)::...· c+-1-.'---
__ ., State------Trailer License----- State----
'// () 
~~~· 
, I I 
,I 
SHJPPER IS Xi:Srvn.,,~-
rand the shipper acknowledges delivery to the carrier of the commodiry, 
bed below which carrier shall carry and deliver to the destination pre-
:'ffied. CA!Wl£R TO BE FULLY RESPONSIBLE AND ABSOLU'fELY LIABLE FOR ANY AND 
:·R!BED CARGO l?EGARDLESS OR TH£ CIRCUMSTANCES OCCASIONING SUCH LOSS. 









SILVER CREEK SEED, LLC. 
PICADO, IDAHO 
MARK JOHNSON (208) 280-5213 
f 
I I 




















. CARRIER lNJrORMATION 
P.O. Box 646 • Picabo, ID 83348 
(208) 788-3664 • Fax (208) 578-7806 
markj@hughes.net 
1632 
Carrier Name y -n ;;:e Load# ___ _,_ ___ _ 
Carrier Address--------------------------------
Contactor License State Trailer License State __ _ 
~ ~~:;:::, 
. ./:.> ' -~;1?: DriverSignature ?:; ::======---
The carrier acknowledges receipt of and the shipper acknowledges delivery to the carrier of the commodity, 
the kind, grade and quantity described below which carrier shall carry and deliver to the destination pre-
scribed below on or before date specified. CARRIER TO BE FUUY RESPONSIBLE AND ABSOLUTELY UABLE FOR ANY AND 
ALL LOSS OR DAMAGE TO ABOVE DESCRIBED CARGO REGARD1£SS OR THE CIRCUMS'.I:ANCES OCCASIONING ·sucH wss. 





Sn,VER CREEK SEED, LLC. 
PICADO, IDAHO 
MARK JOHNSON (208) 280-5213 
DATE: / d d:) I J 
SCALE TICKET: Li) ;;t<;::.3 
GROSS: 
TARE: 




\/~ r,+o C1e_~EK" 
c 104. ·A-c 







( 208, 788-3664 ° 
nrnrkj@1hughes.net 
' ·--. -c;. ! I 
Carrier Name-----...,\ ~):-----~--\_..,.··, __ .-_..,_1 __ _..:;. __ 1'------ I Load It ___ .._·-----
Carrier AddrcsS--------------------------------------
Comactor License __________ State _______ Trailer License----- State----
~ 
Ori ver Signature_...,,....··~-::;;....,,-..c··.,,· ,----.. ;:;;c--:_.~_ . :_"'··-· --------------;.,.. .•, ... ~".: ... -----
The carrier acknowledges receipt of and the shipper acknowledges delivery 10 the carrier r?f 1he commodity, 
the kind, grade and quaruity described belmv which carrier shall carry and deliver to rite desii11atio11 pre-
scribed below on or before date speci;fied. C4l<RJER TO BE FULLY RESPONSIBLE AND ABSOLUTELY LIABLE FOR ANY :\ND 
A.LL LOSS OR DAMAGE TO ABOVE DESCRIBED CARGO REGARDLESS OR THE CIRCUMSTANCES OCCASIONING SUCrl LOSS. 









SILVER CREEK SEED, LLC. 
PICA.BO, IDA.HO 


















P.O. Box 646 " Picabo, ID 83348 
(208) 788-3664 • Fax (208) 578-7806 
markj@hughes.net 
c.,arrie1 Name Ii )5'.=<:.:-L~en y,: I ( ( :r:t·· l: • \ Load #---+-----
Carrier Address---·.;;:5:::::·:...:6:;:;:.:S:::..;;:C.::... _?......i:,....:::0~1.::::C:::::... __________________ _ 
Contactor License--, ------- State _____ Trailer License----- State __ _ 
Driver Signature M £ . -£'.;~ 
< .-,/~-~,,.:;;;i..'---~=,,;;z_----------~ 
The carrier acknowledges receipt of and the shipper acknowledges delivery to the car.rier of the commodity, 
the kind, grade and quantity describ~d below which carrier shall carry and deliver to the destination pre-
scribed belowon ·o'hbeforBdate '.ypecijied. CARRIER TO lf.E FUUY RESPONSIBLE AND ABSOLUTELY lJABLE FOR ANY AND 
ALL ;wss OR DAMAGE TO .ABOVE.:DESCRIBED CARGO RBGARIJLESS OR THE CIRCUMSTANCES OCCASIONING SUCH wss: . 
SHIPPER. 'is RESPONSIBLE FOR PROVIDING ABOVE INFORMATION. 
>; • • ' '\." • • •• • 
FROM: To: 
LOCATION: PICABO, IDAHO. 
CONTACT: MARK .JOHNSON (208) 280-5213 
SIIIPPED BY: 
DATE: 
GROSS: (_j) )71/) 
TARE: <~-\ / ;ro 
NET: ~2~ 0~ NEr: 
·~ 
SEED POTATOES ~ 
/ 
I --:;? .~. 
I - ; u-
230 
CARRIER INF0fil .. 1ATI0N 
P.O. Box 646 ID 83348 
(208) 788-3664 " Fax (208) 578-7806 
markj@hughes.net 
11 {:,36 I '"' 
Carri.er Name ------,.:::--... ?t-+f-.--. ...,... ______ , .... < ... :ff ... '_·...,~-._..------- Load#---+-----
Carrier AddresS---------------.,,.-----------------
Contactor License State ______ Trailer License _____ State __ _ 
DriverSignatwCl~~;,~z;~ 
The carrier acknowledges· receipt of and the shipper acknowledges delive,y to the carrier of the commodity, , . 
the kind,'grade and quantity describedbelaw whiohcarrierShall:carryancl,aeliverctp the destjrudion:,pre-· .·. 
scribed below on or before. date specijied.'CARRJER IQ'BE'FUilXRESf()N_SJBLE.if{p AB$0LCJTFJD.YUABIBiFORA!fYANP, · .. 
AIL wss aR DAMAGE ro ABOVEDESCRIBED·CARao l(.RGARvu..ss;oi.?;me1c1RcuwANces;oc&10NmasucHLoss?"··· 
SHIPPER 1s ResPONSIBLEFORPROVlDlNGABOVEINFORMATiON(k ; , ,1ff;'Jkf1\fa 
FROM: 
LOCATJON: PICABO, IDAHO 
CONTACT: 
DATE:. 
l'ARE ... 1§7 .. . r-\ 







J[i~~:h t G3 ~-::: i:B 
: I~~ GOL~ f~Rn: 
;:;rn!CH nm crn:·i' rn 
F'APEF: !Juii1: AI/D 










_,.,,..._--., ..,,.,..........,,..._..,,,.___,_.......,......_) _,~}---,.--- Load fl_:,--------
{° t- Ihl n ')o A t r ,~\=· 1 \~~j 
-:;f- Stff_-.--____ Trailcr License _____ State __ _ 
)/{lei( 
rand the sliipper acknowledges delivery w the carrier of the co111111od1ty, 
bed below which carrier shall carry and deliver to the destination pre-
ified. CARRIE// TO BE FULLS RESPONSIBU: AND AfJSOLUTEl.X L!AlJLE POii ANY AND 
RI/JED CM?.GO REGARDLESS OR THF. Cll?CUMS11\NCL'S OCCASIONING SUCH WSS. 
G ABOVE INFORMATION. 
SILVER CREii:K SEED. LLC. 
PICARO, lDAHO 












BILL OF LAJJ~3'4 50 - L/3~::tJ 
K£d. 00-bs~ · 14 <otJu~ 
-ssc+~-u 




Picabo, ID 83348 
(208) 788-3664 • Fax (208) 578-7806 
markj@hughes.net 
1947 
---C;rricr A<ldress----------------------Truck # __ _.../_{__.,~.,,',,..~.,--
ContactcltLicense--------- State------TrailerUcense ----- State---
Driver Signature---------------------
The carrier acknowledges receipt of and the shipper acknowledges delivery to the carrier of the commodity, 
the kind, grade and quantity described below which carrier shall carry and deliver to the destination pre-
scribed below Ort 01· before date specified. CARRIER TO BE FULLY RESPONSIBLE AND ABSOLUTELY,UABLE FOR ANY AND 
ALL LOSS OR DAMAGE TO ABOVE DESCRIBED CARGO REGARDLESS OR THE CIRCUM::,TANCES OCCASlONlNG SUCH LOSS. 
SHIPPER lS RESPONSIBLE FOR PROVTDING ABOVE lNFORMATlON. 
FROM: SILVER CREEK SEED, LLC. 
LOCATION; PICABO, IDAHO 
CONTACT: MARK JOHNSON (208) 280-5213 
SHJPPED BY: 





NET: G f IO' 




ScALETic~ [: / ,,, /cA 








Picabo, 1D 83348 
788-3664 • Fax (208) 578-7806 
markj@hughcs.net 
CARRIER INFORMATION 
.-::::;:- -i :-I, ,....._ 
Carrier Name-------··..;.,. .:..f~=·"".:-'-""'I ;:;:..1 =-"\\'-'G=-;._"-...;.._ ________ _ Load # --------
/·-·r 
Carrier Address-------------------------Truck f/. ___ .,,_~...:)_\"""'"'(!"'"./--
Comactor Lice1rse···. . State-------Trniler License----- State----
···, ~ ( "' ./ 
Driver Signatur{;~e-,......,_.............-,./:~ ,..,_,.,~ 
' . 
' 1' :1· ., .- : 
The carrier ackno,vledge;s receipt of and the.shipper acknowlecl,ge,~ delivery to tlte carrier of the commodity, 
the kind, ,grade and quantity described below wh~f!hi;arrier slwll,carry and :!,?liver to the destinarion pre-
Jcribed below on or before di:tte specified, C\R[U~ 1'0. J)EFlJLL}' il.ESP0Nfi1Bl,E AND MJSOJ,UTEL)' LIABLE FOR AN!' AND 
/i.1.L WSS OR IJAM1lGE TO ABOVE DESCRIBED C,\RGO,Jl.EG,ri{DLESS OR THE CJRCUM.'>TANC£S OCCASJONING SUCH LOSS, 





SiLVER CREEK SEED, LLC. 
PICA.BO, IDAHO 
MARK JOHNSON (208) 280-5213 
P'(JRCHASE.0Rl>ER # 
' 
To: .· ~~l \ 
·~·.l.·k~ 











Pic:iho. 1D 83348 
(208) 788-3664 ~ Fax. (208 l 578-7806 
markj (iii hughes .net 
_..., 
,,.,L.~ 
Load#---~'-_,,.,..1 __ _ 
, ·r-. i 
I ··,< 
Carrier ,i.<ldress------------------------Truck # _ __,........;../_(,.,,,,._·, __ _ 
Comactor License-------.....,.-- State------Trailer License----- State----
i ' / ,/ h~ __ .. -,.,_f-.. + .__,, ,;/(., . /; ',.;/ ,' ,•,/ / ·1 
Driver Signature 1-,°" ~·'''-*' ,. C...·,L.,,-""': ,,,., 
/ / '\ 
';... 
The carrier acknowledges receipt of and'fhe shipper acknowledges delivery to the carrier of the commodity, 
the kind, grade and quantity described below which carrier shall carry and deliver to the destination pre-
·1tcribed below on or before date specified; CARRIER TO BE .FULLY RESPONSIBLE AND ABSOLUTELY LJABLE FOR ANY 1\ND 
ALL WSS OR DAMAGE TO /,BOVE DESCRIBED CARGO REGARDLESS OR THE CIRCUMSTANCES OCCASIONING SUCH LOSS. 




SILVER CREEK Smm, LLC. 
PICAKO, IDAHO 
MARK Jm.lNSON (208) 280-5213 
PURCHASE ORDER # 









._''f/f' •• ~(:-,"\;, i,, /I' , ,'f,., 
P.O. Box 646 • 1905 l 20 
Picabo, lD 83348 
(208) 788-3664 • f;a.x (208) 578-7806 
ma.rkj@hughes.net 
195 9 
Cairier Name-------==\==;;;..,..· _·_+..___L_/ ____________ Loud ti --------
---:;., -·) . :;;---) 
Carner Address----------------------Truck t! __ _.f'--,~·::;2(,...._.,,_(_...--11 
Z-~- 'Z:_7 
Contactor License-:-~----_-/ ______ State------Trailer License----- State 
Driver Signature ,t .::. cJ .. -.. , E; l. a · ,. 
The carrier acknowledges receipt of and the shipper acknowledges delivery to the carrier of the commodity, 
the kind, grade and quantity described below which carrier sh.all carry and deliver to the destination pre-
fcrihed below on or before date specified. CiRRIER TO BE FULLY RESPONSIDLE A.ND ABSOLUTELY LJABLE FOR ANY AND 
ALL LOSS OR DAMAGE TO ABOVE DESCRIBED CARGO .REGARDLESS OR THE CIRCUMS'I'ANCES OCCASIONTNG SUC'fl LOSS. 
SHIPPER JS RESPONSJBL.E FOR PROVTDJNG :iBOVE !NFORMAJ.'!ON. 
'!FROM: SILVER CREEK SEED, LLC . 
... 
LOCATION! PICADO, IDAHO 
·:CONTACT: MAR!{ JOHNSON (208) 280-5213 
;SHIPPED BY: 
I ,.,. .. 
REC'D BY: 
DATE: 5/() 13 
SCALE TICKET: Co 7L-3f 
DATE: 
SCALE TICKET: 
GROSS: I o L/ ;)_ (f:'.;) 
TARE: ':)7Co(?() 














~f /l --;) 
--h'"- i I r--·, · l I # . -· , ..• oac --------
___ State ______ Trailer License State __ _ 
~f' and the shipper acknowledges de!ive1~v to the carrier 1?{ the commodity. 
•·ibed below which carrier shall carry and deliver to the destinarion pre-
tcified. C1RRIER TO BE FULLY l?.ESPONSIBLE AND ABSOLUTELY LIAIJLE FOR AN)' AND 
:CRJBED CARGO REGARDLESS OR THE CIRCUMSTANCES OCCASIONING SUCH LOSS. 
!NG ABOVE INFORMATION. 
To: 
MARK JOIINSON (208) 280-5213 
LOCATION; 












.0. l:lox 646 • ! 9051 20 
Picabo, ID 83348 
('208) 788-3664 • Fax (208) 578-7806 
markj@hughcs.net 
', IC i7 ,I 
Carrier f'lurne ------~-----,-,,,---,------------ Load ii -------c:,,,...---~ .... ' ___ ) ·; \, .... ..._..,. ,1,,,--..-
- /!---Carrier Address ------------------------Truck /l __ c:...-_.,,._(_··."'·· ____ ) _ _ 
Contactor License---------- State------~frniler License----- State----
\_,..,,... ,,,.,,-.. 
--., ,,.. 0 ,. .....,,;.. 'f (_,1 '·· )+-. t ·"".'"'"v'i,. ,("' l'._ .. DriverSignalure < ..• ~ ,"t,id'.JT,_., 1 - -,,,,,, -
The carrier acknowledges receipt of and the shipper acknowledges delivery to the carrier of the commodity, 
the kind, grade and quantity described below. which carrier shall carry and deliver to the destination pre-
;,;cribed belotti on or before date specified. CARRIER 1'0 BE FULLY RESPONSIBLE ,1ND ABSOLUTELY LIABLE FOR ANY AND 
ALL LOSS OR DAMAGE TO ABOVE DESCRinED CARGO REGARDLESS OR THE CIRCUMSTANCES OCCi'iSWNING SUCH LOSS. 








SILVER'-CREEK SEED, LLC. 
PICABO, IDAHO 
MARK JOHNSON (208) 280-5213 
P1:JRCHASE ORllER # 
To: 
LOCATION: 
FOR ACCT. OF: 
REC'D BY! 
.DATE: ( •.. A 
Sc~LE TJc~t{l . 











.0. Box 646 ~ !905 l Hwy '.20 
Picaho, ID 83]48 
7/W-]664 • Fax,(208) 578-7800 
n1arkj (,ri)hughcs.nct 
'l G :::, 
,! .,, ...,,, 
Cmier Name ---------'·-:..~ ...... i -·-_._ • ./.'-, .. ~{ .... __ ~-;;:;;._) __________ _ Load I!---------
_;_.._, f'--,,-..'\ 
, ' I ) 
Carrier Address----,-,7---------------------Truck lt ____ ,_1 __ /_( __ l_ 
/ / / 
Contactor License i 1 , '· '1 State-------Trailer License.....,.. ____ State----
1. / ,tA ·-P /\ / L 
/ll/ ')'I,{,' !l I I ! I tr:;; - . 
Driver Sigmature-..;,./-..;,.r;,.,/"'"t1_·1"_r_/_·t1_·_·_-_,_,,.,;·:,:;,.-·)./ .......... ,n..,, __ .n.,.P __ .""./-----------
• -· i ! 
:;flu:. carrier acknowledges receipt of and the shipper acknowledges delivery to the carrier of the commodity, 
.... lh'e kind. grade and quantiiy described below which carriet shall carry and deliver w the destination pre-
\cribed below on or before date spec~fied. CARR[ER TO BE FUG'l-Y RESPONSIBLE AND AllSOUffELI' UA.lJJ,E FOIi ANY AND 
AU LOSS OR DAiHAGE TO ,lBOVE DESCRIBED CARGO REGARDLESS Oli THE ClR.CUMSTt1NCES OCCASIONTNG SUCH LOSS. 
SHEPPER lS RESPONSIBLE FOR l'JWVlDfNG ABOVE INFOllMATlON. 
SILVER CREEK SEED, LLC. 
PICA.BO, IDAHO 





PURCHASE ORDER # 
To: 
LOCATION: 







li--·· ~ ,r-t·~ \ ·~., .. ___.) 
240 
PO Box 646 • 19051 20 
Picabo, 1D 83348 
(208) 788-3664 • Fax (208) 5711-7806 
mark j fcilhughc:-..nct 
CARRIER lNFORJVlATION 
___.....- , 1 . , c:.....:-t I ti ! 
Can:icr Name-------.,,.. _____ _.;:'---"'-·"''---'---------
Carner Address -------------------------Truck 
Contactor License------.,,----- State------Trailer License----- Stute----
/~::/,.:<~: .. _.,;'{0i ,i.,..,,,---"".:;.:z__ 
Driver Signature-----------------------
The carrier acknowledges receipt of and the shipper acknowledges delivery w the carrier of the commodity, 
the kind .. grade and quantity described below which carrier shall carry and deliver to the destination pre-
,;scribed below on or before dare specified. Cumll~R TO l1£'.FULLl'/?£SPDNS/8LE AND MJS()LUTELY LIABLE FOR ilNY AND 
""Ju LOSS OR DAMAGE.. TO ABOVE DESCRll/ED C.WGO REGMIDLESS OR 'fflE C!RCVMSTI\NCES OCCASIONING SUCH WSS. 










SILVER CR.EEK SEED, LLC. 
PICA.BO, IDAHO 
MARK JOHNSON (208) 280-5213 

















P.O. Box 646 • 1905 I :w 
Picabo. ID 83348 
('.208) 788-3664 • Fax (208) 578-7806 
markj@lmghes.net 
", ,·~ ·.~ 
·:·"J :;• / 
I fl I -~-'.,,,L. I Y_.l Currier Name-------.,.. ... ,-_-...., __ ,.;--"",:;;.--...----'"'------------ Load It -------,"'". -
1 } \7 
Currier Address -------------------------Truck # __ = 
Contactor License\~> L..-~;( \ ( ..... ) Sm\6---------Trailer License----- State----
D . s· 1.,, ·--\ \.~~~=>---1 ...... ~ nvcr 1gnnture_,··-·~· ___ ..;....;;;;_._.;,;;;;;.... __ -':--/-,-----------
The carrier acknowledges receipt of and the shipper acknowledges delivery to the carrier of the commodity, 
.the kind, grade and quantity descr·ifJed below which carrier shall carry and deliver to the destination pre-
scribed below on or before date specffied. CARRIER TO BE FULLY RESPONSIBLE AND A1JSOLUTELY UABLE FOR ANY AND 
AU LOSS OR DAMAGE TO ABOVE DESCRIBED CARGO REGARDLESS OR THE CIRCUMSTANCES OCCASIONING SUCH LOSS. 




SlLVER CREEK SEED, LLC. 
PICABO, IDAHO 
MARK JOHNSON (208) 280-5213 
ffiHIPPEn BY: { / 













Box; 646 • 19051 20 
Picabo, ID 83348 
788-3664 • Pax ('.208) 578-7R06 
markj@lmghcs.net 
~-;---· f I 
,,, /"": f", 
:, :5 :j 
'\ ,.,[... ,} ) 
C:.mier Nim1e ----------=-----'.;....."------------ Load II------,---
Cairier At.ldress-------------------------- Truck 
Contactor Lic:::nse---------- State-------Trailer License----- State----
0 
. s· . (,,--'] ~- ·-zt! /-f.:;,,·7 nver , 1gnature-·::=--:.:::·tr__""'· "-'-'/.;::;[.,,/'::.-__ -:...._,__ ______________ _ 
The carrier acknowledges receipt of and the shipper acknowledges delivery to the carrier of the commodity, 
the kind, grade and quantity described below which carrier shall carry and deliver to the destination pre-
scribed below on or before date .!i]Jecified. CARRIER TO BE FULLY RESPONSIBLE AND ABSOLUTELY IJ..1BLF: FOR ANY AND 
ALL LOSS OR DAMAGE TO ABOVE DESCRIBED CARGO REGARDLESS OR THE CIRCUMSTANCES OCCASIONING SUCH LOSS. 








Srr..VEll CR.EEK SEED, LLC. 
PICADO, IDAHO 
MARK JOHNSON (208) 280-5213 
















P.O Box 646 • 19051 20 
Picabo. [D 83348 
(:208) 788-3664 • Fax (2.08) 578-7806 
markj (iil hughes .iwt 
··, .. 
~l 
$i C ;~ 
"\ ,,.., .. , 
J ...... /. //_/' 
Carrier Name -----------=:.:.....---.....:..----------- Load // --------
-.__~:\ 
Carrier Address-------------------------Truck .# t~··s..J. --"---'"""--'--~---.-. --
I 
Cnnmctor License---------- State-------TrtiUer License----- State----
·, 
The carrier acknowledges receipt qf and the shipper acknowledges delivery to the carrier of the comnwdity, 
. the kind, grade and quantity described below which carrier shall carry and deliver to the destination pre-
°scribed below on or before date specffied. CARlllER 1'Q BE FULLY RESPONSIBLE AND ,mSOLl!TELY UAIJLE FOR ANY 1tND 
~l.LL LOSS OR DAMAGE TO ABOVE DESCRlBED CARGO REGARDl.,ESS OR THE C!RCl!MSTANCES OCCASJONING SUCH WSS. 
SHIPPER IS RESPONSmLE FOR PROVIDING. ABOVE INFORMATION. 
.. x·~ h 
SILVER CR~ SEErl~LC~ 
..,,,. \ 
.LOCATION: PICABO, lDtID:O 
) 
CONTACT: lvlARK JOHN.SON (208) 280-5213 
I 





PURCHASE ORDER # 
To: 
LOCATION: 



















P.O. Box 646 • 1905 I Hwy 20 
Picabo. ID 83348 
(208/ 7ls8-1664 • Fax (208) 578-7806 
rnarkj@hughes.net 
,,,.r' 
,: q ~ 
,,/ .v" i 
i . .,..;... I i / 
Crurier Name -------~==""""c--'---1----·1-z-../ __________ Load ii----------; I --~: . .' ... 
--f 
I f>':, ) ·Carrier Address-------------------------Tn1ck # ___ -=-.......i--=-"'---
State-------Trailer Licenl:ie ----- State----
The carrier acknowledges receipt of and the shipper acknowledges delivery to the can·ier of the commodity, 
.the kind, grade and quantity described below which carrier shall carry and deliver to the destination pre-
~scribed below on or before date specified. CJ\.RRJER TO 8£ FULLY RESPONSJBLE AND ABSOl,UTELY UABlE FOIi ;\NY ,\ND 
ALL LOSS OR DAMAGE TO A.BOVE DESCRIBED CARGO REGARDLESS OR THE CJRCUMS,I'ANCES OCCASJON!NC SUCH LOSS. 








SILVER CREEK SEED, LLC. 
.PICA.BO, IDAHO 
lVIARK JOHNSON (208) 280-5213 
I 
1 I 
.PURCfLIJ.SE ORDER JI 
To: 
LOCATION: 












I .,, . 
245 
-~ . .) 
)tLV~RfEl<j~ 83348 
788-1664 • Fax 578-780t, 
markj (ir,,hughe:; .n:;t 
CARRIER 1NFORMATI0t'S,. ..-
~~ \ /""'11(\ <:. < 1l ..'."lv~/1r"''1'J ,,,-x •11 i-/· ;·,; ... ___ '--· ... .,_ 
Ca1Tier Name ----,--·--·-·-'-·-....1-1 __ 1 _-c-:-_'·-·--'' _. -1--<__.U __ , ~------ Luud Ii 
I ~~-- ! I I '~;..,(:::" I ,, Truck# I ( · Carrier Address------------------------
Contactor License----------- Stnte------Traiter Lic~nse ----- State----., / 
L.-·-·? 7 -/1 c/ / ./ ./ 
Driver Signature /' I. .,,.,;' :'Jr:f !_ (_-; .,.,.{ ,, /.I' 7 
- / l ,,_ V j/' 
v' 
The carrier acknowledges receipt of and the shipper acknowledges delivery to the carrier of the commodity, 
the kind, grade and quantity described below which carrier shall carry and deliver to the destination pre-
;cribed below on or before date specified. CARlUER TO BE FULLY RESPONSlBLE AND ABSOLUTELY L.IABLE FOR ANYAND 
ALL LOSS OR DAMAGE TO ABOVE DESCRIBED CARGO REGARDLESS OR TllE CIRCUM5TANCES OCCASIONING SUCH LOSS., 








SILVER C.Rh'EK. SEED, LLC. 
PICADO, IDAHO 
MARK JOHNSON (208) 280-5213 
l j 













P.O. Bo:: 646 • J9fJ5 I :w 
Picabo. !D il3]48 
7gg_J664 4' i:-:·ax (208} 57E-7H06 
markj 1w hug he;; .11et 
1995 
-l --l- / t .1 
Carrier Name -------~-"""__.--------''----
1
---------- Load ft---------."-----. 
Carrier Address------------------------Truck ll_--',_ .. ,,,..,.,,.c../,=·-_..>:_/~}--
-- . ._:--=>~ 
Cnntactor Lict."tlSe-..,...--:....,.--.....:z.~---- State------Trailer License----- State----
( .! i ~-"/' _,.,./ ,,,~.,,. 
D · s · t _,.,..~ .. ~~ .. -7 . -· .. /' nver igna: ure--,,,,,....,.;.._--,"'-,......,----------------
.-c 
The carrier acknowledges receipt of and the shipper acknowledges delivery to the carrier <~f the commodity, 
the kind, grade and quantity described below which cwrier shall carry and deliver w the destination pre-
1·cribed belo,v on or before date specified. CARRIER TO HE FULLY RESPONSlBLE AND ABSOLUTELY LIABLE FOR ,\Ni' AND 
. ALL LOSS OR DAMAGE TO 11110VE DESCJUBED CARGO REGARDLESS OR THE CIRCUMSTANCES OCCASIONING SUCH LOSS. 






SILVER CREEK SEED, LLC. 
PrcA.1.m, IDAHO 
MARK JO!INSON (208) 280-5213 
I 
PURCHASE 01WER It 
To: 
LOCATION: 
FOR ACCT. 01<': 










i'D. fl11;, 1146 " ; qo:-: \ Hwy ~:O 
Picahu. !_D g3::.4i; 
('208) 788- 3664 • Fax (208) 578-7806 
rnarkj@hnghes.net 
CARRIER INFORMATION 
Carrier l'-fame ----~----~---------------- Load#---------_,-}J. ! ) 
Can-ier Address---··~'_\_·.~_!.,,_-_,__,, _ , _________________ Truck # ___ --,~'--------
Contactor L.it:ense---------- State-------TraiJer License----- State----
/ -/ • I ·/ 
D 
. s· , ,...  .,<.~{ It~ (L.,, nvcr 1gnatm;.e__..' ........... • ··._.t/.,.'.> _ __..//.....,.·,1 .... -'JJ...,,!,...;e ... •..c''·r ... (_l _____________ _ 
The carrier acknowledges receipt of and the shipper acknowledges delivery to the carrier of the commodity, 
the kind, grade and quantity described below which carr,:er shall carry and deliver to the desiination pre-
:rcribed below on or before date specified. CARRIER TO BE F'Ul.LY RESPONSIBLE AND A.!1SOWTEIX UAlJLE FOR t\NY AND 
~ILL LOSS OR DAMAGE 'fO ti.BOVE DESCRJBED CARGO REGARDLESS OR THE ClRCUMSTANCES OCCASIONING SUCH LOSS. 





S1LYER CREEK SEED, LLC. 
PICADO, IDAHO 
MARK JOHNSON (208) 280-5213 
DATE! £'/:JI/ J 3 
SCALE TICKET: (p 71 :) 
GROSS: ) •1'7 1-\ Du·~. 
.1..,.., If ' 
TAm~: 
PURCHASE ORDER # 
To: 
LOCATION: 










P.O Bo;,:. 646 l 905 20 
Picabo. !D 33348 
(208) 788-3064 • Fax (208) 578-78fl6 
murkj ,ffihughes .net 
C1\RRHLR INFORMATJON 
'~, '.,d ' 
.?' ,-,' j 
Ca1A{ Name _______ ._ .. ~_···_ ... _ .. ··-~---·-....;·;../-_. ---'l'-r-'-r\ __ ,:...f _______ Load # -------------- \...... · . ....__. 
Cari0i~r Address ------------------------Truck ll ---------
Contactor License----------- State-------Trailer License------ State----
· The carrier acknowledges receipt qf and the shipper acknowledges delivery to the carrier of the commodity, 
· the kind, grade and quantity described below which carrier shall carry r.m:t.l deliver w the destination pre· 
icribed belqw Orl or before date spec)fied. CIRlHER TO IJE F(}J.[,J'.RESPONS{l;lE.AND ADSOLU'ftrLY LIMJU!.'FOII ANY AND 
''i\u. LOSS OR DAJ,,fAG£ TO ABOVE DESCRIBED CARGO REGARDLESS OR Tr.IE CJRCU,'v!STANGES OGC,,SIONING SUCfl LOSS. 








Sn..VER C:rumK Smm, LLC. 
I 
PICAJ.lO, IDAHO 
1VIA.RKJOHNSON (208) 280-5213 
f{i 
I j I 
--:, 
.1< 
-.1c I /' -r-
PuRCHASE ORDER # 
.,~ J 
-). iii I '-/•' 






















P.O. Box 646 • 19051 20 
Picabo, ID 83348 




::::r VO+· (; Carrier Name------~-= ___ ..._ _____________ Load ti-------
--, -J . ;;-._) 
Carrier Address----------------------Truck If ___ ~/_,_, 1.-,....y?\__.,'C_(..,..'-...../  __,, 
Contacror License-~_,,...,.,...--,.--
2
-,--:>-.,...--- State------ Tni.iler License----- State 
' , -( 
Driver Signature__,.,;_.___c·=c.-""'-_f ___ . ""'4,,.. ...,,,~, ... ,< ..... ,C._4........_..·-"-----------
The carrier acknowledges receipt of and the shipper acknowledges delivery ta the carrier of the commodity, 
the kind, grade and quantity described below which carrier shall carry and deliver to the destination pre-
1cribed below on or before date specified. CARRIER TO JJE FULLY RESPONSIBLE AND t1BSOWTELY UABLE FOR ANY AND 
ML LOSS OR DAMAGE TO ABOVE DESCRIBED CARGO _REGARDLESS OR THE C1RCUMSTl1NCES OCC1!SI0NfNG SUCH LOSS. 
SHIPPER JS RESPONSIBLE FOR PROVTDJNG A.BOVE INFORMATION. 
To: 1 , 1 \ ,.J t. nv 
LOCATION: 4 ;?edet p -~/ 
<Cc..- .-.I .. '"'nE~ 
FOR ACCT. OF: .._.).f µ..::.:,n_; ' 
'WnoM: Sn.YER CREEK SEED, LLC. •, 
'" 
.LOCATION: PICABO, IDAHO 




DATE: 5 / () 1 _::::; 
SCALE TICK.ET: Co73/ 
DAl'E: 
SCALE TICKET: 
GROSS: I o Lf d. <t?c) 
TARE: '::>7CcK'J 





CARRrER INii'ORMNDON --.,_.., .. · .. ' 
P.O. Box 6.:.ib , 19(15 l 20 
Picabo. TD 83348 
(2(}g) 7g8-3CJ64 ~ Fax (208) S71·\-7806 
rnarkj@hughcs.riet 
"0 ,, 0 l ~· 0 
-1- ) t ) l ( '\ 
Carrier Name------==-='--'---,.·-'-·------------ Load ti- ____ 1_..;.··-"-1 __ _ 
I••:·,.,;; 
-)-~--
Carrier Addres.s------------------------Truck. ii r--·,,/1'.-...>< --=~----
Contactor Licens, 
The ca1Tier acknowledges receipt of and the shipper acknowledges delivery to the carrier of the commodity, 
1he kind, grade and quaniity llescribed below which carrier shall carry and deliver to the destirrmion.pre-
1,;cribed below on or before date specffied. CARRJERTO BE FULLY RESPONSIBLE ,WD A:BSOLUTF.LY UABLE FOR J\Nr ,\ND 
ALL LOSS OR DAMAGE TO ABOVE DESCR1BED CARGO REGARDLESS OR THE CIRCUMSTANCES OCCA.SJONJNG SUCH LOSS. 
SHTPPER JS RESPONSIBLE FOR l'ROVIDJNG ;WOVE lNFORIYIATlON. 
'1:FROM: ... 
:CONTACT: 
·. {SHIPPED BY: ,.. 




SILVER CREEK Smm, LLC. 
PICABO, IDAHO 
MA.RJr JOHNSON (208) 280-5213 
r 
5 17/b 
PURCHASE 0RDgR # 
To: 
LOCATION: 




P.O. Box h4(, i9U5l :20 
Plcabn. 10 !~3:)t.+g 1970 
c2og·1 -;gg_J(;64 ... 57~~-7fHJ6 
rnm·kj 
CARRIER lNFORMA.TlON \ 
-··~·-· , I 
\ ·-'-· .. -<. . . / 
Carri.er Name--------"·----.-'-=.~------'---------------- Load#---------
-··7 ( ;·--:; 
Carrier Addrcss-------------------------Trur.;k JJ ___ t' __ ·-_r_.....,./_· __ 
--Contactor, License---------- State-------Trai1er License------ State----
~ ... ____ I, /\ -
1( h ('. ~-t.. ,,Jc::J::..5(--~-., D1iver S.ignmure ' _.., - .. 
The carrier acknowledges receipt qt an.d the shipper acknowledges delivery to the carrier of the commodity, 
the kind. grade and qu.antit:y described below which carrier shall carry and deliver to the destination pre-
)crihed beiow rm or before date specified, CARRIER TO BE FUUY RESPONSIBLE AND r1BSOLUTELY UABLE FOR,, ANY ;\ND 
AU LOSS OR DAMAGE- TO ABOVE DESCRJ/JED CARGO REGAJWLESS OR TI-IE CJRCUMSTA.NCES OCCASION!NG SUCH WSS. 









SILVER CREEK SEED, LLC. 
Ptc,wo, IDAHO 



















.0 Box 646 4 9()5 l 
Picahn. JD E3348 
20 
f'2D8) 788-3664 ~ F:.ix (208) 57ll-7806 
markj<iv hughc:; .net 
-\· . I' ' - . ~-- () __ / 
Carrier Name ----------,:: .. __.,--".'i-......... -~..:=-----------
Ca1Tier Atl<lrcss -------------------------Truck 
1971 
Contact.or License--------...,,...- State-------Traiier License----- State----
,/? vL p Driver Signature-'.,,." ___ ,,i__ • __ /( .... ___ : ___ ,,_.___.,_ ____________ _ 
1~ .. -
The carrier acknowledges receipt of and the shipper acknowledges delivery to the• carrier of the commodity, 
the kind. grade and qucmtiry described below which can·ier shall carry and deliver to the destination pre-
.,~cribed below Ofi or before date specified. CARRIER TO JJEl'ULLY l?ESPONSlllLE AND ABSOLUTELY Ut!BLE FOR ANY AND 
A.LL LOSS OR DAIYIAGE TO ABOVE DESCRIBED CARGO REGilRDLESS OR THE CIRCUMSTANCES OCC,lSJON!NG S[!Cfl LOSS. 






SILVER CREEK SEED, LLC. 
PlCAIIO, IDAHO 







PURCHASE ORDER # 
To: 
LOCATION: 









PO. Box 646 • 19051 
Picaho. 1D 83348 
788-3664 ~ Fax (20~)578-7806 
markj (a? hughes .net 
-- I 
CarrieT Name _________ ;:::::::ziu ___ ~__ :;__, .... -__ c_· L"'=,.....) _______ Load # --------
' .•111"""', ~~> ' ~~:::. .. ,, 
·'' 7 1 v' ·) 
Carrier Address-------------------------Truck /1 __ -,c../_1,......., ... ;\__ --'-'-._,. 
Contactdr License---------- State------- 'Trailer License----- State----
t,·~:t ,.,,.,-"';;f", ':,' .._...,, ___ _ 
Driver Signarnre ,,. /;,.,· .-/,~:J.J.~'r/'/r';:,/'. ·... -;::-,-L._::..,'.2_ : 
The carrier acknowledges receipt of and the shipper acknowled[{es delivery to the carrfor of the commodity, 
the kind, grad; and quantity described below which carrier shall carry and deliver to the destination pre-
~·;c:ribed below on or bc;fore date specified. CARRIER TO BE FULLY llESPONSIBLE ,1ND 1IBSOLUTELY LUBLE FOR.ANY AND 
:ilLL LOSS OR DAMAGE W<il.JJOVE DI:."SCRJ.BED CARGO REGARDLESS OR THE G1RCUMSTANCES OCC:iSIONING SUCH WSS. 






SILVER CREEK SF.Im, LLC. 
PICAnO,!DAHO 
MARK JOHNSON (208) 280-5213 
! 
I . I 
Pr.!RCHASI~ ORDER # 
To: 
LOC,\TION: 











P.O. Box 6J.6 • l lJU5 
Picabo ID 3T148 
20 
78:1-3664 • Fnx (2081 571;-7lm6 
rnarkj (iy hug he:; .net 
\ 
\ -....)_ .. /ll__) 
Carrier Name------------=-------.,.---------- Load If ----...,.--,--,,--
,·--7 LJ -7 
Carrier Addrcss-------------------------Truck It 
' 
/ / 
Contacr<1r License---------- State-------Trailer License----- State----
1 '. ' ') ----~'('·'"' ., \ r I Ii -.,. v'];:' ·N, ·", 
Driver S i~na nu:e i"'- 1 1 J c· · 1- · ,1;..., 0 '-' I '· 
The carAer acknowledges receipt C?l and the shipper acknowledges delivery to the carrier of the commodity, 
the ki.1ui.,''f]rade and quantity de:,cribed below which carrier shall carry and deliver to the de:,-tination pre-
scribed be'low on or before date specified. Crl.RRJER TO RE FULLY RESPONSIBLE AND ABSOLUTELY UABI,£ FOR ANY AND 
ALL LOSS OR DA.1WAGE TO ABOVE DESCRIBED C,\RGO REGARDLESS au TflE CIRCUMSTANCES OCC/\SIONIN'G SUCH LOSS. 







SILVER CREEK SEED, LLC. 
PlCABO, IDAHO 

















• l tJ()S 1 H W\' 
ID E:-:.:;48 
12m:1 7gg.3()64 • Fax \2081 578-7806 
markj(al huh"he:; .net 
~--~-r r-· t I " 
Carrier Name ---------""'--1----'-/,._, •.. _.,,_. ·-------------
Carrier Address----------------------------Truck 
Contactor License.----------- Statc-------Trailer·License ------ State----...... ~ ./' ~r·, ,, , ,, ,,,..:;.,,1 
Driver Signature __ !_,.._. ,"'",._/_/...;;Le...';;-_,_-_,,_......_  -_______________ _ 
-~··:~ 
The carrier aclrn.owledges receipt of and the shipper acknowledges delivery to the carrier <!/ the
11
cr1inmodity, 
the kind, grade and quamity described below which carrier shall carry and deliver to the destinaiion pre-
scribed below on 01' before date specified. C1llillIER TO FJE FULLY RESPONSIBLE ,lND ABSOUJTELY UABLE FOR ANY ,WD 
ALL LOSS OR DAMAGE 1'0 AlJO\!E DESCRlBED C1iRGO RF.GI\RDLESS DJ/ THE CIRCUMSTANCES OCCJ1SlONING SUCH LOSS. 
SNIPPER JS JUiSPONSlBLE FOR PROVlDlNG ,WOVE INFORMATION. 
' 




; CON'l'AC1': MARK JOHNSON (208) 280-5213 · FOR Acp·. OF: 
REc'1) BY:···. 
SCALE T1cmrr: SCALE TICKET: 
GROSS: GROSS: 
NET: 
~RCHASE Onm:tR # 
,,. (~~ 





P.O. Bo,. 6..1.6 l9051 Hwy JO 
Picubo. lD B3J48 
12m: l 7fm- l664 • Fax , 2D8i 578-no6 
markjCrohughe:;.ne! 
...... --··· \ • __ ),._. 1(1 J 
1976 
Carrier Name --------........,--..,-\ ___ r _1~>-_1 _ , ________ _ 
·---._.1 Load I/ ------,.----/ 
Carrier Addrcss-------------------------Truck It ----------
Contactor License State-------Trailer License----- State----
:, \ i) : l i ' ' ,\/•\ ·I, t .\ 'i Ii ,c..,-,.1/ =-c· Driver Signature 11 .i ,w •. :cJ,<...· \,;.._,_.1 :,.,t1 ":;·' 
The carrier ack.rwwledges receipt of and the shipper acknowledges delivery to the carrier of th(, commodity, 
the kind, grade and quantity described below which carrier shall carry and deliver to the destination pre-
;w:ribed below on or before date specified. CARR/ER TO BE FULLY RESPONSIBLE AND ,WSOLUTEIX LlJlBlE FOR ANYliND 
AU LOSS OR DAMAGE TO ABOVE DESCRIBED CARGO REGARDLESS OR THE ClRCUMS'IANCES OCC,\S!ONJNG SUCH LOSS. 




SILVER CREEK SEED, LLC. · 
PICADO, lDA.UO 
!Vfa:RIC JOHNSON (208) 280-5213 
I 
PURCliASE ORDER # 
To: 
LOCATION: 








Carrier Address-------------------------Truck it ...__.., 
Contactor License---------- State------Truiler License----- State----
/ ' / . . '......-11,,'} ~ r ~ / / 1..---Dnver Sl!maturc ' ' · _.,,.J11r:: • .; d.d-c, ,,.,,,,,,, 
~ /·.>/l /'/ 
The carrier acknowledges receipt of and the shipper acknowledges delivery to the carrier of the commodity, 
the kind, grade and quantity described below which carrier shall carry ani1:7leliver to the destination pre-
·scrihed below on or before date specified. Ctll?RfER TO BE FUILY RESPONSIBLE AND ABSOLUTELY UAIJLE FOR ANY !IND 
ALL LOSS OR DAMAGE TO ABOVE DESCRIBED C1f13GD.¥GARDLESS OR THE ClRCUMSTANCES OCCJ\.SIONJNG SUCH LOSS. 
SHIPPER JS Rl:.'SPONSIBLE FOR PROVlD!NG MJOVE INFORMATION. 
;~' .:, 
SILVER c~1':SEEn~Iilic. To: 
LOCATION: 
! ' . ,, r· i .. -,, 
,, Plc~: :o,~Q./ ·,) 
' ' 
LOCATION: 










P.O Box 646 $ t 9051 
Picabo, fD l:\3348 
(208) 78g.J664 • Fax (208) 578-7806 
rnarkj (ft.lhugbes .net 
.. -------\ -~, I, { H I 
Carrier Name ·----·------\---··--1--'-.· __ L.,_. __ , ----------- Load ti---------.__. 
( 
Carrier Address------------------------- Truck 
Contactor License---------- State------ Trailer License----- State----
1 ··-.'\ ..., i ,, 
\. l ,/~ tr -;,.,,r .pt.> "':::.:;::::; 
Driver Signature-,:-:-·-:--:;,;'-.:~·'......,,;i:,=<-~-=-~------------------The carrier acknowledges receipt of and the shipper acknowledges delivery to the carrier qf the commodity, 
the kind, grade and quantiry described below which carrier shall carry and deliver to the destination pre-
'.1,cribed below rm or before date specified. C,lRRIER TO BE FULLY RESPONSIBLE /uVD ABSOLUTELY [,!ABLE FOR ANY AND 
ALL LOSS OR DAMAGE TO ABOVE DESCRIBED CARGO REGARDLESS OR THE ClRCVMSTANCES OCCASIONING SUCH WSS. 
SHIPPER IS RESPONSIBLE FOR PROVIDING ABOVE TNFORMATJON. 
'LOCATION! 
. CONTAC'.r: 
SILVER CREEK SEED, LLC. 
PICA.Bo, IDAHO 
MARK .JOHNSON (208} 280·5213 
PURCHASE ORDER # 
To: 
LOCATION: 














P.O Box 646 1905 '.W 
Picabo, ID 83348 
(208) 788-3664 ° f:L-: (20B) 57B-7806 
markj@hughes.ucr 
---1.--.. ~. "'· J__. ,i ' J 
"'1--,-- / ./( / 
C:irrier Name--------,,.--,.' --·;-1 -------------- Load II----------·--.; 
·-;1 ) 
Cm-rier Address------------------------Truck. ff ___ -_,.,_.,,..._,..
1 
__ _ 
Contactor Lic:cnsc--.;..;...------- State------ 'frailer License----- State----
/'), q{ ,,,p 
Driver Signature-"1·----··•;;....,,._,...._._,, __ / ___ i ________________ _ 
The carrier acknowledges receipt of and the shipper acknowledges delivery ro the carrier of Jhe commodity, 
the k.itul, grade and quantity described below which carrie1· shall carry and deliver to the destination pre-
scribed below on or before date specified. CARRIER TO OE FULLY RESPONSIBLE AND ABSOLUTELY UABLE FOR·ANr AND' 
ALL LOSS OR DAMAGE TO 1\BOVE DESCRIBED CARGO REGARDLESS OR THE CIRCUMSTANCES OCCASIONING SUCH WSS. 







SILVER CREEK SEED, LLC. 
PICADO, IDAHO 
MARK JOHNSON (208) 280-5213 
I I 
PURCHASE ORDER # 
To: ,Y -.\:5 eo\FJ1.zJQJ 










VAmET'i': l .... · -,- _J 
-·i .. ':-s· ·~ .I \ { __ .~ ___ . '. 
.,,,/1•· 
/'-i· 





('208} 788-3664 " Fax (208) 578-7806 
miu·kj \f!J hu ghes .net 
1 r Jvvir111r··(1,. -t··I t,.. ··--. 
!._ •.. ,_. I ' ! I . (J \ I : / ' jL , d .µ. 






Carrier Addres.s------------------------Truck # ___ 
1
1-! _,{_r_•><:...,.:.---
Carrier Name , ___ ... 
Trailer License----- State----
The. carrier acknowledges receipt of and the shipper acknowledges delivery, to the carrier of the commodity, 
the ldnd, grade and quantity described below which carrier shall carry and deliver to the destination pre-
iscribed below on or before date specified. CI.RRJER TO BE FULLY RESPONSIBLE t\ND ABSOLUTELY UABLE FOR ANY AND 
.4.LL LOSS OR DAMAGE TO ABOVE DESCRJBED CARGO REGARDLESS OR TifE ClRCUMSTANCES OCCASIONlNG SUCH LOSS. 







SILVER CREEK SEED, LLC. 
PICABO, IDAHO 
MARK JOHNSON. (208) 280-5213 
l ~ l 
!PtJRCl!AHE 0IWER ·ff 
To: 
LOCATION: 











Picabo. CD tLD48 
7B8-3o6<1 $ Fa;; (2[)g) 578-7BOr-i 
markj t.ifhughe,;.nct 
CARRIER lNFORMATJON 
-\, ·, __ ._( i) l 
Carrier Name-------------'------'·-"-----------. _ _,., Load II-----_..,., ____ _ 
~-::) ~-, 
''.'.' 7-·--.___... Catrier Address------------------------- rrruck lt 
Contactor Li.cense---------- Statc------Trai!cr License----- State----
• ' ,C.:~' •"1\ {) I .-, r\ .. Dnver Signature · '' .. , ·"·· , , .:- · . c"! 'f ( , ' .+, ,!? :' ,.r ?"' t" - i' ,\ \ ~,. 
I ' -
The carrier acknowledges receipt of and the shipper acknowledges delivery to the carrier of the commodity, 
the kind, grade and quantity described below which carrier shall carry and deliver to the destination pre~ 
.fcribed below on 01· before date spec~fied. CANRIER TO BE FUUJ' l1£SPONSmlE AND ·1\BSOLUTELY UABLE FOU ANY /\ND 
ALL LOSS Ofil DAlv[AGE TO .tiBOVE DESCRlBED C,'\RGO REGARDLESS OR THE GRCUMST.t\NCES OCC.·\S!ON/NG SUCH LOSS. 








Sn,VER CREEK SEED, LLC. 
PlCABO, IDAHO 
MARK JOHNSON (208) 280-5213 
I 
Pl:JRCHASE ORDER # 
\. 
LOCATION! 
FOR Acer. OF: 
REC'D BY: 
DATE: 







Picabo. ID 83348 
(208) 78R-36(i4 • Fax {208) 578-7B06 
murkj(~rJhugheti .ncr 
L I! J \ ~J- .,\_/ 




Carner Addrbss-------------------------Truck ll ___ ____.,..r_/_, __ "" ___ '-)-
Contactor License------,-,,.,---- Statc-------_Trailer License ______ Stute----
.. /rjY .. 
Driver SiO'nature r .~,....,· .. · I .• -- ...... ,,,:.:::pll"' 
0 .$':;. 
The carrier acknowledges receipt of and the shipper acknowledges delivery to the carrier of the commodity, 
the kind, grade and quantity described below which carrier shall carry and deliver to the destination pre-
scribed be tow on or beJore date specified. C,,RR!ER TO BE FULLY RESPONSmLE AND ABSOLUTELY LIAIJLE FOR AN)' AND 
ALL LOSS OR DAM1.WE TO ABOVE DESCRIBED C.4RGO REGARDLESS OR THE CIRCUMSTANCES OCCASIONING SUCH WSS . 
. S11IPPER IS RllSPONSlBLE FOR PROVlD!NG ABOVE INFORMATION. 
·,LOCATION: 
CONTACT: 





Sn.VER CREEK SEED, LLC. 
PICARO, IDAHO 
MARK JOHNSON (208) 280-5213 
\ I 
PURCHASE ORDER # 


















. Bo~. 646 " 905 
Pic:ibo, I 3:13<18 
cmn ng-36n4 ~ F:1.x ('208) 
markj(ii·hughe:;.net 
20 
-c ·f' I i_J 
Carrier Name---------,._,---=----~------------
CmTier AJd.re:;s ------------------------- Truck -·· \, ;' i 
Contactor License---=------- State-------Ti:ailer License----- State----~,....---/ ~ 
r' ,.,--/ ' ,. ~·,,. 
Driver Signature---/ ... \__ ,__ ,·-· , __ ,,,;..;._, _ /_'...:.;)-'-/ ... ," .... ·''--O-.·c.='-------------
The carrier acknowledges receipt qf and the shipper acknowledges delivery to the carrier of the commodity, 
the kind, grade and quantity described below which carrier shall carry and deliver m the destination pre-
scribed below on or hefore date specified. CARRJER TO llE FULLY RESPONSIBLE AND lillSOLUTELJ' LIABLE FOi? A.NY AND 
ALL LOSS OR DAMAGE TO ABOVE DESCRIBI;D CARGO REGATWLESS OR THE CIRCUMSTANCES OCCASIONING SUCH LOSS. 
SHIPPER IS RESPONSIBLE FOR PROVIDING .,WOVE fNFORMATJON. ·-




CONTACT: MARK ,JOHNSON (208) 280-5213 · FOR ACCT. OF: 
REC'D BY: 












P . Box 19051 ::::o 
Pir..:abo. ID 83348 
788-3664 • Fax (208) 578-7806 
markjl?i)hughes.net 
Currier Name ------·:._..,_/_·-_) ___ L.__ i,_.\_. _ .1_.1 _____________ Loau // --------
Carrier Address--------------------------Truck 
Contactor License----,--------- State·-------Trailer License----- State----r· · .11 ~·; · 
\/~,· <£;; j 
Driver Signature-...,,,,.·-,,~---0 _:_,.,...-._·· ___ ,.~..:.-' _. _,.,,,_"'----------------
The carrier acknowledges receipt of and the shipper acknowledges delivery to the carrier of the commodity, 
the kind, grade and quantity described below which carrier shall carry and deliver to the destination pre-
,scribed below on or before date specified. CARIUER TO BE FULLY RESPONSIBLE ,IN() ABSOLUTELY UAIJLE FOR ANY AND 
ALL LOSS OR DAMAGE TO 1iBOVE DESCRIBED CMiGO REGAJWLESS OR THE CfRCUM::.TANCES OCCASIONING SUCH LOSS. 








SILVER CRF..EK Smm, LLC. 
PICARO, IDAHO 
MARK JOHNSON (208) 280-5213 
PURCHASE 0RDI~R ti 





..Ll~J ' LOCATION: 







(208) n8-3oti4 • r,m (2m: 1 578-71!06 
markjt'.iu hug hes .net 
CAIUUER INFORMATION 
\ : 1 \ ;.' ---7 \. .._.... \ /\-.__,,-•" 
Carrier Name -----""""'""""'---
1 
--·"'-------------- Load // _____ ., ----
Currier Address-------------------------Trnck 
\ 
Contactor License--,.--""-'------....... - Statc-------Trailer License _____ State----
_.,d ,.. • ,J~.,..,,.,.,· 
/ . , • .1 ·, 
r I r-- ,,•"I.:_. ' s· T ,' • • Dnver 1gnature_, _ ___,.,=· ~· ... "---'---------------------
The carrie1· acknowledges receipt of and the shipper acknowledges delivery to the carrier of the commodity, 
the kind, grade and quantity described below which can·ier shall carry and deliver to the destination pre-
scribed below on m· before date specified. CtiRRIER TO BE FUUY RESPONSIBLE AND AllSOLUTE:LY LIABLE FOR ANY ,\ND 
1lll LOSS OR DAMAGE TO ABOVE DESCRIBED CARGO REGARDLESS OR THE ClRCUMSTilNCES OCCASIONING SUCH LOSS. 








SILVER CREEK SEED, LLC. 
PICADO, IDAHO 
MARK JOHNSON (208) 280-5213 
P:1.JRCHASE 0Rmtn. # 
To: 
LOCATION: 



















- 1 A ~, -o/"1--__..r ... v____________ Load # _____ ,,,__ __ 
--------Truck # _ _..,..~--~-i--· ~-
:?:-=-------Trailer License----- State---
~~ 
Jj and the shipper acknowledges delivery to the carrier (d the commodity, 
·ibed below which carrier shall carry and deliver to the destination pre-
!cified. CARRIER TO BE FULLY RESPONS!BLJ': i\ND ABSOLUTELi' UABLE FOR ANr AND 
CRIBED CARGO NEGARDLESS OR THE CIRCUMSTANCES OCCASIONING SUC1-l LOSS. 
'NG ABOVE INFORMATION. 
SJLVER CREEK SEED, LLC. 
PJCABO, IDAHO 
MARK JOHNSON {208) 280-5213 
To: 
LOCATION: 







PURCHASE ORDER # 
SEED POTATOES 6 ';;;) 
WT#, Coc0 Cfior.iJ 
VARIETY: 
CARRIER 1NF0Rl'\1ATI0N 
Box 646 • l 905 l 
Pica.ho. ID 83348 
7t.Hl-3664 • Fa1: (208) 578-7806 
markj@hughes.ne l 
~ I l k \ Carrier Name _______ .,__... __ ..--_., _____ ·.~,-'.;;;;-·:--.'---------- Load :/I ------.....,--=----~--
_-, r / / r ,.J, / 
Carrier Address-------------------------Truck Jt __ -,.-1 __ ,_.,..... __ 
Contactor Licernm---------- State-------Trailer License----- State----
.? .-.---:---~· 
/j,/ • I I . .J l\ 
Driver Signarure ___ ,_'F-_. __ i_1_·:1_...8?_.:_,,_,-.,..r ... 1..... ;,,w_1_1··-----·----------
.•. 
The carrier acknowledges receipt r~f and the shipper acknowledges delivery to the carrier of the com,rwdity, 
the kind, grclite and quantity described below ,which carrier shall carry and deliver to the destination pre-
.scribed below on-or before.. date specified. CARRIER TO BE FULLY RESPONSIBLE 1WD ABSOLUTELY UJ\11LE FOR tlNY 1lND 
J\lL LOSS OR DAMAGE TO ABOVE DESCRIBED CARGO REGliRDLESS OR THE CIRCUMSTANCES OCCASlONlNG SUCH LOSS, 





SILv@·CrumK SEED, LLC. 
PICARO, IDAHO 
MARK JOHNSON (208) 280-$213 
r I 
To: 















P.O Box 646 • I ()()51 wy 
Picabo. ID 83348 
(:208) 788-3664 • Fax (208) 578-7806 
markj@hughet;.net 
CARRIER lNFOR.lVIATION 
.. ~ .... ~, I f i ') I 
\. ":.J.... l t / 
Carri.er Name --------:==-::::---4=--~---------- Load # ---------
/ ,,·-, 
i j • 
Carrier Adtlrcx8-------------------------Trnck ft __ ..::··-='-~"'-\:'_., ___ _ 
Contactor License---------- State-------Trailer License----- State----
·' ' I I 'JI' ' \.. i ..;· /l, ;[' . . 
DriverSivnature ~\1,l(tll,u-:!. L, ... 1.;1; ;;:;,--...., 
. 0 t '\ ·~.:, 
The c:arrier acknowledges receipt of and the shipper acknowledges delivery lo the carrier (~l the commodity, 
the ki11d, grade and qtumri~ described below which carrier shall carry and de.liver to the destination pre-
scribed below on 01:.bejore 'date spec(fi.ed. CtlRRIBR TO fJE·FULLY RESPONSll1lE ,\ND MJSOWTELY llABLE FOR tlNY 1\ND 
ALL LOSS OR DAMAGE TO ABOVE DESCRJJJED CARGO REGARDLt:ss OR THE CIRCUMSI'ANCEB OCC;\S/ONING SUCI:l LOSS • 
. SHlPPE:R JS RESPONSffiLE P'OR l'ROVID!NG ABOVE INFORMATION. 






SILVER CREEK SEED1 LLC. 
PICABO, IDA.HO 
MARK JOHNSON (208) 280·5213 
I I 
·PuRCHASE ORDER # 
'-f I.L/t:.,O lf l t:.k_:) 















, .. -,--\ 
.. - ...... ! 
r~,,.r~ .... :..-




D. Box 646 • i(JO'.J i ~O 
Picaho. ID li:3348 
CARRIER lNli'ORMATJON 
--"("' . -~, j 
\ q .. ,1i:1. ! 
Carrier Narpe ----------==-----'---'."-"----------- Luad II ---------
Carrier Address--------------------------Tru.:k 
ContactC')r License.--...,,.------- State------ Trailer License----- State----/ .... ~l ~ /J 
. / ,;}J ,'( ti- /t:., .. 
Driver Si,gnaturc--'-..... '. ...... -· .... · .... , ... · ------------------
Thi! carrier acknowledges receipt of and the shipper acknowledges delivery to the carrier of the commodity, 
the kind, grade and quantity described below which carrier shall carry and deliver to the destination pre-
scribed below on. or before date specified. C\RRJER TO BE FUU.Y RESPONSTRLE AND ABSOLUTELY L/AllLE FOR1lNY ,IND 
1iLC, LOSS OR DAMAGE TO A1JOVE DESCRIBED CARGO REGARDLESS OR THE CIRCUMSTANCES OCCASlONlNG SUCI! WSS. 
SHIPPER IS RESPONSIBLE FOR PROVIDING ABOVE lNFORMATTON. 
LOCATION: 
CONTACT: 
-SH1PPED BY! . 
GROSS: 
SILVER CREEK SEF.J), LLC. 
PICA.BO, .IDAHO 
MARK JOHNSON (208) 280-5213 
PuRCHASE Orunm ll 
To: 
LOCATION: 









P Bu:, l ()()"i 
PicablL 1D 33'.:,a(.t; 
1'.::0!i) 7im-36M • Fax (208) 57X-78!l6 
marl:.j (i/Jhughe:; .nel 
CARRIER INFOR.lVlATJON 
\ 
1 I A / 
C ' ~f \ ·y \I ..__.. L ., [1mcr hamc ------------=-;____;:._ ___________ oad 1 --------
..... ~ ,'_, .......... , ..... ~~ 
Carrier Address-------------------------Truck: 11 ___ ,.;...·,,.-_1 '-'-, _)_( .... _·_,,_ 
l ··-
Contactor License---------- State-------Trailer License----- State----
. ~.,/,,.7-r ~ 
Driver Signature-....,..;/:...P-"·'':...t"_. :..a-<""·:::?'l:;;.·'-::..·..,.:::.; ... : :.····:;.:·.,--.e-""~,.;;......;.;<~:::::::.:......=·;.;.:;..· ----------
The carrier acknowledges receipt of and the shipper acknowledges delivery to the carrier of the commodity, 
the kind, grade and quantity described below which carrier sh.all can)' and deliver to the destination pre-
:scribed below an or before date specified. CARR[ER TO BE FULLY RESPONSfBLE !IND /iBSOLUTELY UABLE FOR ANY AND 
ALL LOSS OR DAMAGE 1'0 JIBOVE DESCRmED CARGO REGARDLESS OR THE CIRCUMSTANCES OCCASIONING SUCH LOSS. 





SILVER CR.EEK SEED, LLC. 
PICABO, IDA.HO 
MARK JOHNSON (208) 280-5213. 
r 
P!JRCHASE ORDER # 
To: 
LOCATION: 
FOR Ac;C'r. OF: 
REc'n1w: 






Picabo. ID li:i34iS 
-,,g;L\66:.! ~ r;ax f::!mn :ng-7806 
--· \, · .. i---· 1 1 / 
Climer Name ----------cc---c----''!--;.,::f-~'-::. ,----------- Loa<l # --------
Carrier Addres:-;------------------------Truck 
CoI1tactor License---------- State------Trailer License----- State----
··/ f'. z-
t./ //2:~ .. /i'\,.,,L"'I 
Driver Signature-----~-------·----'-·'---;.·~ .... ::, .... ~.--'';----'--------, 
The carrier acknowledges receipt of and the shipper acknowledges delivery to the carrier of the commodity, 
the kind, grade and quantity described below which carrier shall car1y aiut deliver to the destination pre-
scribed helow on or before date specified. CtiREUER TO BE FULLY RESPONSIBLE AND ABSOLUTELY LIABLE FOR ANY AND 
ALL.Loss OR DAMAGE TO ,WOVE DESCR!IJED CARGO REGARDLESS OR THE CIRCUMSTANCES OCCJISIONfNG SUCH LOSS. 









SILVER CREEK SE!ID, LLC. 
PJCAllO, WA.HO 







r; '/ \ >y/·) / -~1 L· 1 ) .~ ,.,_;,,I, 
·- ,__ I 
274 
CARRmR INFORMATION 
788-3664 • Fax 
nmrkj<~,J hughes.nel 
578-7B06 
:::s~-Carrier Name ----------"""'--""'-.....;.. _____________ Load//.--------
Carrier Address------------------------Truck ,· 
Contactor License Statc------Trailcr License _____ State----
.. ·11'\/r. . I JJ .;) ,i ~ 111 ,....... Driver Signature · id.,,: ,.AX.,. ..•. k .'~ .. A.YO ,-,.\ ' . n 
The carrier acknowledges receipt of and the shipper acknowledges delivery to the carrier of the c:imimodiry, 
:the kind, grade and quantity described below which carrier shall carry and deliver to the destination pre-
wcribed below on or before date specified. CARRIER TO BE FUlLY RESPONSTBL£ AND A..BSOWTELY LIIIBLE FOR ,tHY AND 
ALL LOSS OR DAi\1AGE TD ABOVE DESCRIBED CttRGO REG1VWLESS OR THE CIRCUMSTANCES OCCASIONING SUCH LOSS • 








SILVER ,CREEK SEED, LLC. 
PrcABO, IDAHO 
MARI< JOHNSON (208) 280-5213 
f 
PURCHASE 0RUER # 
To: 
LOCATION: 









~ .... { 
1,--~) j 
CARRIER lNFORMATIOl'l 
P . Box !146 • l 905 \ 20 
Picabo, fD 83348 
788-%64 • Fax (208) 578-7806 
markJ @lm ghcs .net 
·, . ..L \? / 
Carrier Name------_:...---"-· --+--..,.,,-'-'·:.-:c---------- Load If------------: 
I 
Ca.rr.ie( Address-------------------------Truck # ___ .....,·='-;:;;,'--··,_/c'._.--:--
Contactor License---------- Stat:')------Trailer License----- Stute----
t"'J ,.I t) 
Driver Signature_·_(...,._· _.,_.J ..... ~-· -_,-',{= .._ . -~ ----------------
The carrier acknowledges receipt cif' and the shipper acknowledges delivery to the carrier of the commodity, 
the. kind, grade and quantity described below which carrier shall citrry and deliver to the destination pre-
~cribed below on or before date specified. CARRIER TQ BE FULLY RESPONSIBLE AND ABSOLUTELY LIABLE FOR 1\Nl' ,lND 
l1LL LOSS OR D11MAGE TO ;\HOVE Db"SCRlBED CARGO REGARDLESS OR THE CIRCUMSTANCES OCCASIONING SUCH LOSS. 
SHIPPER IS RESPONSIBLE FOR PROVIDING ABOVE JNFO.RlvLA.TION. 
·LOCATION: 'PICABO, IDAHO 
CON'l'ACT:-~ 'MARK JOHNSON (208) 280-5213 
:SHil'PED BY: 
) 






J>URCHASE ORDER fl 
To:' 
LOCA'l'ION: 
lt'OR Acer. OF: 






P.O Box li4h 1905 ! f--1 20 
Picabo. ID HJ34R 1969 
n8-3664 • Fax .'178-7806 
markjt~11h11ghc,;.nel 
CARRIER lNFORM.4..TION 
i· ( { (' I 
Carrier Name----------'--'-~:; .... !_--'-' .,,,l~--1 ---------- Load 11--------
Canwr Addms:.;------------------------- Trnc.:k 
Contactor License---------- State------ Trail.er License----- State----, .,·' 
Driver Signature . /.'l .. }{, __ ;7:~~;.:.::··.:.-. .:..-'---
The carrier aclcnowledges teceipt of and the shipper acknowledges delivery to the ·carrier of the commodity, 
the kind, grade and quantity described below which carrier shall carry and deliver ro the destination pre-
scribed below on or befm·e date specified. C:1RRIER TO BE FULLY l?ESPONSJBLE ;\ND A.8SOL.l!TELY LIABDE FOR ANY i;ND 
AU, LOSS OR DAi''VlAGE TO ABOVE DE'SCRlBED CJ1RGO REG,1RDLESS OR THE CIRCUMSTANCES OCCASfONlNG SUCH WSS. 




SILVER CREEK SEED, LLC. 
PICA.BO, IDAHO 
MARJ{ Jm:INSON (208) 280-5213 
SHIPPED BY: J I 
DATE: 5/ I G) / L5 
scALE TICKET: (;.,1u cl 
~-' / i 
GROSS: 
P!JRCHASE 0RJ)E.R # 
To: 
LOCATION: 

















D Box tFih • i (J(l5 ! 20 
Pi(,;abo lD BJ348 




-"l" .. ' ,\ t j 
Carrier !';lame -------=---·-"_'f-_· _\_..,'_'-_· ---------- Load It--------
,,,.. 
Can-ier Address------------------------Trnck tt ____ /~,_·.,-_, __ 
· .. ...._i-.-.,·•-'' 
Contactor License--------- State------Trni.ler Lit:ense ----- State----
. . . .. ,; ,\ -I ll . l I i 
Driver S tgnature_,·,c..;, ' ... ,'..;.'·;;.;.··•;..;.·' .... ·:l..:;• ___ .:..H"'",.,"--1' ... t'-.,.__.., __ , ~'';.;~"'-'------------
The carrier acknowledges receipt of and the shipper acknowledges delivery to the carrier of ihe commodity, 
the kind, grade and quantity described below which carrier shall carry and-deliver to the destination pre-
\cribed below on or he.fore date specified. CARRIER TO HE FULLY RESPONSIBLE AND ABSOLUTELY LJABLE FOR ANY AND 
itLL, LOSS on DAMAGE TO rlBOVE DESCJUDED CARGO REG/iR.DI.,£:<;s OR THE CJRCUMS'DWCES OCCAS[ONING SUCH LOSS. 
SHIPP El{ IS RESPONS!ELE FOR PROVIDING A.BOVE INFORMATfON, 
LOCATION: 
CONTACT: 
·. -8:mPPED BY: 
DATE: 
SILVER CREEK SEED, LLC. 
PICA.BO, IDAHO 
MARK JOHNSON (208) 280-5213 
; 1 
6} t ?;, J <;. 
' -SCALE TICKET: 0 7t?0 
GROSS: 
TARE: 
PURCHAS1l: ORDER # 
To: 
LOCA:TION: 












f>icabu. TD W:-348 




Carrier Name-----------------=------------- Load ti-----'-----
;~ 7 
Cmi.er Adtlress--------------------------Truck # ___ c __ ._)_(·-· -----
Contactor Licem;c-·--~··=· -------=--- 'Sratc-------Traikr License------ State----
.,/~/ .,1 .,L' . /2, 
Driver Signature--.....,,,,,----------------------
The caiTier acknowledges receipt. nf and the shipper acknowledges delivery to the carrier of the commodity, 
the kind, grade and quantity described below which carrier shall carry and deliver to the iicstination pre-
scribed b1~low on OT before date specijied. {:ARRiE~ TO BE FULLY RF..SPON8IDL.E AND ABSOLUTELY LIABLE FOR !\NI' AND 
ALL LOSS OR DAMAGE TO ABOVE DESCRIBED ClllWO· REGARDLESS OR TfIE CIRCUMSTANCES OCCASJONlNG SUCH LOSS. 
i 




















P.O. Box 646 • 19051 :20 
Picabo. ID 83348 




·r··"'-~ ~.r 1/ ), / Name----------=----------'--....,....---------- Load ti---------
___..,... l,_..l ··--
cari,ifr Address-------------------------Truck I 
-------Trailer License----- State----
:. The carrie~ acknowledges receipt r~f' and the shipper acknowledges delivery to the carrier of the commodity, 
the kind, grade and qiumtity described below which cwTier shall carry and deliver w the destination pre-
~cribed below on or before date specified. C.IRIUER TO BE FULLY RESPONSlBLE tiND ,ifJSOl,l!J'fELY UJ\llLE FOi? ANY AND 
'Au, WSS OR DAMAGE TO ABOVE DESCRIBED CARGO REG,VWLESS OR Ir.IE CIRCT.Ji\tlSTANC:ES OCCASIONING SUCFJ LOSS. 
SFlf PPER IS RESPONSIBLE FOR PROVlDING ABOVE INFORMATION. 
WRoM: · ·" Srr:VER CREEK SEED, LLC. 
.f 
PrcA~o, IDAHO 


























l ' .~ i
281 
PO. Box 646 • L905 i 20 
Picabo, ID 83348 
788-3664 • Fax (208) 57K-7806 
markj(iiJ hughes .net 
CARRfE:R INFORMATION 
,..,,,.,.... \ -4- (I / 
Carrier Name ____ ......,....:.,.,.;;.._· __ ......,,.,,.,.,_ _ .......;.._:...A ...... __________ ·'Luau II ----,,,...-----__.. (-\-') 
I ) ..-- / 
Carrier Addres&-------------------------Truc.:k Jt __ .,........_  _,_:....,.,(:c.-Y"", ~--
Contactor L.i6ense----,.,.,'---,----- Stnte------Traiier License----- State----
Driver Signature _ __,,·· .... ~~'""?{b_;,
1
"'-"'-~-· -- /---------------~::.:...,· 
The carrier acknowledges receipt of and the shipper acknowleages delivery to the carrier of the commodity, 
the kind, grade and quantity described below which carrier shall carry and deliver to the destination pre-· 
itfcfrbed below on or bejore date specified. CARRl.ltR 1V DE FULLY RESPONS(RLE AND ABSOLUTELY LfABLE FOR ,INY AND 
ALL z:oss · OR Dh,IAGE TO ABOVE DESCRIBED CtlRGO l?.EG,\RDU;SS OR THE CIRCUMSulNCES OCCASIONING SUCH LOSS. 
SHIPPER ES UESl'ONSIBL.E: FOR PROVIDING ABOVE JNFORMATfON. 
ti 
,, 
':FROM: SILVER CR.EEK SEED, LLC. 
~/ 
·~LC.lCAl'fON:··- P'ICA1IO, lDAiiO 
CONTACT: MARK JOHNSON (208) 280-5213 
SO,LE TICKET: 
GROSS: 
Pu'RCHASE ORDER # 
• .. ' . 
To: L-J · JSta,Mces 
, ~ h -, C:. ~ (Ylr'.._: . '-.__) ' f._),.,......,, \ _1 "'-- . LoC.iITlON: 
FoRACCT. OF! 









P.O. Box 64b • I l.lU5 :m 
Picabo. 1D 83348 
(208) 78g-3664 • Fax (20fi) 578-7806 
markj ({iJ lmghes .nel 
2 [) fJ 3 
......-.,.···· ..,0-+ I 1? } 
Carrier Nume --------;;;....-....---"'----,,------------ Load If---------
Carrier Address-------'-'---------------------Truck /;', 
// '"' ,,........, / 
, .. ··· ," , ,.,,._ ·>State-------Trailer License----- State----
~·,..t.J/.// / ~..,L, .r 
Contactor License 
-// / l/i1 l~1 /ff __ I ~ ,I 
Driver Si•!nature / , /',-J.'l''t .:.•L /-.. It. //.fi 
e !' ···" . ..,.· .. .._.,..... .. ,,.- ' 
The carrier acknowledges receipt q{ and the shipper acknowledges delivery to the carrier of the commodity. 
,lhe kind, grade and quantity described below which carrier shall carry and deliver to the destination pre-
\,·cribed below on or before date specified. CARRIE!?. TO BE FULLY RESPONSIBLE AND ABSOLUTELY UABLE FOR ;W)' AND 
ALL LOSS OR DAMAGE TO ABOVE DESCRfBED CARGO REGARDLESS OR THE CIRCUMSTANCES OCCASlONlNG SUCH LOSS. 





SILVER CREEK SEED, LLC. 
PlcA1m, IDAHO 
MARK JOHNSON (208) 280-5213 


























.Box646 • t905 Hwy2U 
Picabo, ID g334g 
788-3664 # Fax (2ll8) 578-7806 
rnarkj (i:y hug he:; .net 
a/J • ' . ; ' 
~.7 f ~ 
-----T ,-. I I .' .: 
Carrier Name-------""--''--'-··--'·-· ----'"-/,_,,. ._ ..... _· ____________ Load ti--------
Cmner -------------------------Truck 
Contactor License---------- State-------TrailerLicense ----- State----..• -, ,' ,., 
. I .... ~-'-,.., . '~ '("-' r-
Driver Signature--1..-..f.,.,.....t_L_··------------------~-·>"-· 
The c:ai-rier acknOli!ledges receipt of and the shipper acknowledges deliver)' to the carrier of the ,c61nmodity, 
the kind, grade and quamity described below which carrier shall carry and d.eliver to th<; de:Jtinaiion pre-
scrihed helow on or before date specified. CiRJUER TO 11E FULLY RESPONSIBLE ,IND ABSOUJTI';LY UABLE FOR ANY AND 
ALL LOSS OR DAMAGE 1V ABOVE DESCRIBED CJ\IWO REGARDLESS OR THE ClRCUMSTANCES OCCASIONING SUCH LOSS. 
SHIPPER IS RESPONSIBLE FOR PRO'v1DING ABOVE INFORMATION. 1t 
~FROM: SILVER CREEK SEED, LLC. · To: 4 'B;i()'/r}7{2, 'S'/ 
. LOCATION~ PICAHO, IDAHO LOCATiON: :'.:>h OS h ()f\C J" '1(_:y 






~RCHASE ORDER # 
I 
I ~----.. - .. 
Fok Aq::T. OF: 
GROSS: 
(~.) 









CARRIER L'TFORMA.TION -'---------------~----.--------------------------~"';:::;,* ·----~--
Load Ii ---------
Carrier Address---------------------------------------
Contactor License __________ _ _______ Trailer License------ State----
Tiu: carrier acknowledges receipr <~f arid the shipper acknowledges delivery to the carrier cd' the comnwdiry. 
1he kind. grade and quamity described beimv which carrier shall carry and ,deliver 10 the destinarion pre-
scribed below Oil or before date sper'{{ied. C\RR!ER TO BE FULLV RESPONSIBLE AND ABSOUfTF.LY LJABLE FOi? AN\' ,1ND 
ALL LOSS OR DAl14AGE TO AHOVE DESCRIBED CARGO REGAIWLESS OR 711E CiRCUMSTANCES OCC,\SION!NG SUCH LOSS. 
SHIPPER iS RESPONSIBLE FOR PROV/DENG AEJO\IE INFORMATION. 
FROM! SILVER CREEK SEED, LLC. 
LOCATION: PICABO, IDAHO 







BILL OF LADING # 
To: i ,' 
C 
LOCATION; 










Carrier Name / r: \"".r1-L,,- i.,t·" ' • ,', t ~ ' ,' f \ 
V 
Carrier Address----------------------------------
Contactor License State ______ Trailer ~,..,~ ... ,,., _____ State __ _ 
7 d I 
Driver Signature <~~...._,_L '--
The carrier acknowledges receipt of and the shipper acknowledges delivery to the carrier of the commodity, 
the kind, grade and quantity described below which carrier shall carry and deliver to the destination pre-
1,cribed below on or before date specified. CARRIER ro BE FULLY RESPONSJRLE AND ABSOLUTELY LIABLE FOR ANY ,\ND 
ALL LOSS OR DAMAGE TO ABOVE DESCIURED CARGO REGARDLESS OR TflE CIRCUMSTANCES OCCJ\SIONING SUCH LUSS. 
SHIPPER IS RESPONSIIJLE FOR PROVIDING ABOVE INFORMATTON. 
FROM: Sn..VER CREEK SEED, LLC. 
LOCATION: . . . PICA.BO, }J?_~() 
.~ 


















C . N { n )cif:,-\fk (\ arner ame __ ___.._,,_,,..,.'1. ................. __.. ....... --....... ------------- Load I! _______ _ 
Carrier Address-----------------------------------
Contactor License _________ State ______ Trailer License _____ State ___ _ 
The carrier acknowledges receipt of and the shipper acknowledges delivery to the carrier of the commodity, 
the kirui, grade and quantity described below which _carrier shall carry and deliver to the destination pre-
scribed below on or before date specified. CARRIER TO BE FULLY RESPONSIBLE AND ABSOLUTELY WIBLE FOR ANY AND 
ALL LOSS OR DAMAGE TO ABOVE DESCRIBBD CARGO REGARDLESS OR 7'RE CIRCUMSTANCES OCCASIONING SUCH WSS. 






SJLVER CREEK SEED, LLC. 
··:J>ICAII~, IDA.HJ_). '-'- 4 . ~ \ r 
MARK JOHNSON (208) 286-5213 
To: 18-)vto(l. Gt'1-fEf:1J?2tf~ ~,,<~ +i!f!. ;fd ,, .. 











1,t,)QC)TI '--' If"\ ~r··ft''/·~1· \t \ ,: .;: ·~: Carrier Name ____ ,-_. __ .;...__1 ....,1---'-1 __ <.._~-'--, _) '-! _ .. __....,1 __ !'-_ .. _. __ J__ c..,. _J --- Load ti--------
1 - - . ..... +f-:=,. -< (j\ 
Carrier Address _______________ ....J._1--_·_..,........,,.'-', -·-------------. _ _,
Contactor License ·· ~~ State ______ Trailer License State 
, : ·1 J ----- ----
!,j/<";l/J ;//I / V L .. / / 
Driver Signature ____ ,~1_.,.;...;·,PM---:.,.-"-./--,.:,,_'r,)ri,_·-.._fz,_t;,{_;;;.;. =-------------
The carrier acknowledges receipt of and the shipper acknowledges delivery to the carrier of the conmwdity, 
the kind, grade and quantity described below which carrier shall carry and deliver to the destination pre-
sc:ribed below on or before date specified. CAR!UER TO BE FULLY RESPONSlRU:: AND ABSOLUTElY UARL£ FOR ANY AND 
ALL LOSS OR DAMAGE 1'0 ABOVE DESCRIBED CARGO REGARDLE'~:<; OR 11-JE CIRCUMSTANCES OCC,1SIONING SUCH WSS. 
SHIPPER IS RESPONSIBLE FOR PROVIDING ABOVE lNFORMATJON. 
Sn.VER CREEK SEED, LLC. 
CONTAL'T: MARK JOHNSON (208) 280-S213 
SHIPPED BY: REc'n BY: 














CAP, .. RffiR INFORMATION 
788-3664 • Fax (208) 
murkj@hughes.net 
C . N I 1 '11 ,,....._,-,--(-· x·. 1/'"'\ ':'.+} ~-, (,_ r. 1 arner amc -----.-l -'-...;..;..r_.. ~ .. . _. __ ._1 ....... \lr_-'-·-------'-a,,,..,.;-. _..,_......., ___ Load :/f --------
'-' ~' 
Carrier Address----------------------------------
Contactor License _________ State ______ Trailer License _____ State __ _ 
d/ J 
Driver Signature ,<,,. /a= ~ 
The carrier acknowledges receipt of and the shipper acknowledges delivery to the carrier of the cummodity, 
,the kind, grade and quantity described below which carrier shall carry and deliver to the destination pre-
scribed below on. 01' before date specified. CARRIER TO BE FULLY RESPONSIBLE AND ABSOLUTELY LIABLE FOR ANY AND 
ALL LOSS OR DAMAGE TO 1VJOV£ DESCRIBED CARGO 1?.EGARDLESS OR THE CIRCUMSTANCES OCCASJONING SUCH WSS. 
SHIPPER JS RESPONSIBLE FOR PROVIDING ABOVE INFORMATION. 
Sn.VER CR.EEK SEED, LLC. 
CONTACT: MARK JOHNSON (208) 280-5213 











Load# _______ _ 
Carrier Addre8S----------------------------------
Contactor Licensc ________ ....,-iState ______ Tr<liler License----- State __ _ 
L"l'1 /l , ,;., · j/£? /) 
Driver Signature _ __._l ..... , ... ·..... r 1--'t,,_{,""·>_· _,,,,.,_,_...,, . _,, ...,' ~'-~r'---,; ' "V"".i c;;,.~----------
The carrier acknowledges receipt ((/ and the shipper acknowledges delivery to the carrier of the commodity, 
the kind, grade and quantity described below which carrier shall carry and deliver to the destination pre-
scribed below on or before date specified, C,iRRlER TO BE FULLY RESPONSIBLE AND ABSOLVTE[X UABLE FOR ANY AND 
AfL LOSS OR DAMAGE TO ABOVE DESCRIBED Cd.RGO REGARDLESS OR THE CIRCUMSTANCES OCCASIONING SUCH LOSS, 





SILVER CRERK SEED, LLC. 
PICA.BO, lDAHQ --.. · t ·~ : 
JvlARK JOHNSON (208) 280-5213 













Contllctor License State ______ Trailer License----- State __ _ 
Driver Signature ~~n:::::':::::1-~~ ?-::>~ 
The carrier acknowledges receipt of and the shipper acknowledges delivery to the carrier of the commodity, 
the kind, grade and quantity described below which carrier shall carry and deliver to the destination pre-
scribed below on or before date spec(fied. CARRJER T0 BE FULLY RESPONSIBLE ANI> 11BSOLUTELY LJABLE FOR ANY AND 
AU LOSS OR DAMAGE TO ABOVE DESCRIBED CARGO REGARDLESS OR 111E CIRCUMSTANCES OCCASIONING SUCH LOSS. 








SILVER CREEK SEED, LLC. 
MARK JOHNSON (208) 280-5213 










CA ... tt..~IER INFORMATION 
Carrier Name _____ / ..... ,~-·-'\_r_·· ... r·-· _J __ i __ c_···-... l · ... 1<_r'\_,;...__-._·~F_, __ ,::..._··.,._:: .., .... /-... )______ Load # --------
v· .__..,,,.,, ·~-
Carrier Address-----------------------------------
Contactor License ______ f'----.-- State ______ Traik"f License----- State ___ _ 
-~rv, 0 , t 
Driver Signature __ ,_,,,.. l"...6 .. ¥.-_,."1._/_,,.r ..... k.... : ·--~--,----------------
The carrier acknowledges receipt of and the shipper acknowledges delivery to the carrier of the commodity, 
the kind, grade and quantity described below which carrier shall carry and deliver to the destination pre-
scribed below on or before date spec~fied. CARRIER TO JJE FULLY RESPONSIBLE AND ABSOLUTELY UAJJLE FOI, ANl' AND 
ALL LOSS OR l>AMAGE TO ABOVE Dl!.."SCRIBED CARGO REGARDLESS OR THE CIRCUMSTANCES OCCASIONING SUCH LOSS. 







Sn.VER CREEK SEEn, LLC. 
PICAB9, ID.AllP -:t- { 
MARK JOHNSON {208) 280-5213 










VARtETY: fl %4( 
markj@hughcs.net 
CARRIER INFORMATION 
Carrier Name ____ ,...\..,..,,...· ___ ,\ ..,""'-'. \"'"c_·--:: .... --..... \ ..... ( , .--; ..... ,~-·")....,... ____________ Load # __ __,_ ___ _ 
>../\,,_) \~' 't. ' • 
Carrier Address----------------------------------
Contactor l..iccnse _________ State ______ Trailer Liceu.se ----- State_,·~-_,,.·_;-_-_--~·,.. 
:. ·c~2::)~ • 
. 
Driver Si:gnature , , __.--";; 
... ~"".-· 
The carrier acbw·wledges receipt of and the shipper acknowledges delivery to the carrier of the commodity, 
the kind, [{Tade and quantity described below which carrier shall carry and deliver to the cl~.~;inµtion pre-
scribed below on or before date specified. CARRIER TO BE FUI.LY RESPONSIBLE AND ABSOWTElY UABLI:.: FOR ANY AND 
AIL LOSS OR DAMAGE TO ABOVE DESCRIBED CARGO REGARDLESS OR THE CIRCUMSTANCES OCCASIONING ~'UCH L.OSS. 
SHIPPER.JS llESPONSlBLE FOR PROVIDING ABOVE INFORMA:I'JON. 
FROM: SU.VER CREEK SEED, LLC. 















Contactor License _________ State ______ Trailer License----- State __ _ 
Driver Signature_~,...1i,../ .... :__ .......... :;-.;-..... - ......... ·/-..,£.,,,-7),.,./_,..__,,,_~ ..... -=""""'l.z..-....-.,,.....'----
The carrier acknowledges receipt of and the shipper acknowledges delivery to the carrier of the commodity, 
the kind, grade and quantity described below which carrier shall carry and deliver to the destination pre-
scribed below on or before date specified. CARRIER TO BE FUUY RESPONSIBLE Af"D ABSOL[f['ELY LIABLE FOR t1NY AND 
AIL WSS OR DAMAGE TO ABOVE DESCRlBED CARGO REGARDLESS OR THE CJlfCUMSTANCES OCCASIONING SUCH LOSS. 
SHIPPER IS R.ESPONS!JJLE FOR PROVIDING ABOVE INFORMATION. 
FROM: SILVER CR.EEK SEED, LLC. 
LOCATION:--·. ,PICA@, lDAf¥> ·.-. 
. ' ' 
CONTACT: MARK JOHNSON (208) 280-5213 
Sill.PPED BY: 
DATE: :3/~/ /~ 
SCALE TICKET: (o ::::') I ;;z 
GROSS: 
TARE: 
To: w(X)+qn S1}8£f"CL~ 
~wcAn~~-- f0(~ -Lh l{r~ 









CARRIER INFORMATION ,.. 
. L,J C:L'";\: ~ C\ ·~tt:.: CL? Cattier Name------'"'----"-----+, --+,--;;.;:.....;----,,..~+:e--. "----- Load # --------
Can·ier-Address----------------------------------
. Contactor License State ______ Trailer License----- State __ _ 
Driver Signature ~~(? ~ 
• , ,I  
, 
Th,i,, carrier .acknowledges receipt of and the shipper acknowledges delivery to the carrier of the commadity, 
the kind, gracle and quantity described below which carrier shall carry and deliver to the destination pre-
scribed below on or before date snecified. CARRIF.'.R TO DE FULLY RESFONSJBU AND ABSOWTELY LIABLE FOR ANY AND \ .I' :t' • 
ALL LOSS OR DAMAGE TO ABOVE DEoCRIJJED CARGO REGA1WL£SS OR TfIE CIRCUMSTANCES OCCASIONfNG SUCH LOSS. 
SHIPPER IS RESPONSIHLE FOR PROVIDING ABOVE INFORMATION. 
FROM: Sn.iVER CREEK Smm, LLC. 
CONTACT: MARK JOHNSON (208) 280=5213 









P ) !3ox i)-H, • I 9(h I 
Pic:1bo. fD BTq.g 
12trn i 788-:'io64 ~ P,ix 12mn :rn,;. :goo 
markj(ii1hugl1~: •. net 
1990 
\ ':+' 't ,( / Carrier Name-----------=-./'----'--_..;;:'··-· _ .. ....,,, __________ _ Load#---------
7 . ,,.---.., Carrier Address------------------------Truck # ___ -f/C........,t:f-s-··+' -t·G-· ...,.,c....,, 
Contuctor License.-----...,....---- State------ Trailer License----- State----
.;} 1/i ~~.-;:;;r---;,~ . ---· .. r.!\/:· / ,,;,tL 1:., ··0f-? , '--...1...._ --;,:::=--;IIC-.. Driver S igml.ture---------------........ .,,. . __.,----........ -----------
. The carrier acknowledges receipt of and the shipper acknowledges delivery to the carrier of Hie commodity, 
the kind, grade and quantity described below which carrier shall carry aiid deliver to the desrination pre-
·~~cribed below (Hl or before date specffied. CARRIER TO BE FULLYRES!'ONSTBLE AND ABS0LU1iLY UABLE FOR ANY AND 
ALL LOSS OR DMllAGE TO ABOVE DESCRIBED CARGO REGARDLESS OR THE CIRCUMSTANCES OCCMIONJNG SUCH LOSS. 








Sll..VER CREEK SEED, LLC. 
PICABO;'ID~HO .. ,, ... 
MARK JOHNSON (208) 280~5213 
PtJRCHASE 01rnrm # 
To: 
LOCATION:· 









Twin Falls, ID 83303 
Telephone No. (208) 733-3107 
Facsimile No. (208) 733-1669 
e-mail: A Wright@WrightBrothersLaw.Com 
Attorneys for Plaintiff/Counterdefendant 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF 
IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BLAINE 
SIL VER CREEK SEED, LLC, an Idaho 









SUNRAIN VARIETIES, LLC, a Delaware ) 




Case No. CV-2013-644 
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT 
OF 2°d MOTION FOR PARTIAL 
SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
COMES NOW Plaintiff/Counterdefendant Silver Creek Seed, LLC ("Silver Creek"), by 
and through its attorney Andrew B. Wright of Wright Brothers Law Office, PLLC, and hereby 
submits this Memorandum in Support of 2nd Motion for Partial Summary Judgment. 
I. ISSUES 
The Court previously granted Silver Creek partial summary judgment establishing that 
Sunrain Varieties, LLC ("Sunrain") is liable to Silver Creek under the parties' Blanket Variety 
Contract (the "Contract") for the 1) seed potato lots grown by Silver Creek that did not test 
positive for bacterial ring rot (the "Clean Potatoes"), and 2) the 84180 lot of seed potatoes that 
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a 
IJnt,,,,.,,.,~,, based upon the quantity and rate for each lot. For clarification, this motion does not 
seek to address any amounts previously paid by Sunrain or the Contract amount owed for any 
other potatoes. 
II. ST AND ARD OF REVIEW 
Summary judgment is appropriate "if the pleadings, depositions, and admissions on file, 
together with the affidavits, if any, show that there is no genuine issue as to any material fact and 
that the moving party is entitled to a judgment as a matter oflaw." I.R.C.P. 56(c). The non-
moving party "may not rest upon the mere allegations or denials of that party's pleadings, but the 
party's response, by affidavits or as otherwise provided by this rule, must set forth specific facts 
showing that there is a genuine issue for trial." I.R.C.P. 56(e). "A mere scintilla of evidence or 
only slight doubt as to the facts is not sufficient to create a genuine issue of material fact for the 
purposes of summary judgment." Jenkins v. Boise Cascade Corp., 141 Idaho 233,238, 108 P.3d 
380, 385 (2005). 
III. FACTUAL BACKGROUND 
Silver Creek incorporates herein by reference the factual background as set forth in Silver 
Creek's Memorandum in Support of Amended Motion for Partial Summary Judgment, which was 
previously filed in this case. 
IV. ANALYSIS 
The Court previously determined that the Contract was an installment contract. With 
regards to accepted installments, the buyer must pay the contract rate applicable to each such 
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not matter are at a 
than the contract price. See Borges v. Magic Valley Foods, Inc., 101 Idaho 494, 496-97, 
6 P.2d 273, 275-76 (1980). 
Pursuant to the Contract, Sunrain and Silver Creek agreed to the following price terms for 
the Clean Potatoes and the 84180 Potatoes: 
Generation 3 seed will be sold to Sunrain at $13.50 per cwt if the average yield per acre 
is at or above 350 cwt. 
Generation 3 seed will be sold to Sunrain at $14.50 per cwt if the average yield per acre 
is below 350 cwt. 
Generation 2 seed will be sold to Sunrain at $25.00 per cwt. 
All prices are loaded bulk delivery from Silver Creek's storages. 
Affidavit of Mark Johnson in Support of 2nd Motion for Partial Summary Judgment (the "Johnson 
2nd Aff."), 14. 
A. Sunrain owed a total of $977.307.00 for the Clean Potatoes under the Contract. 
Sunrain's total obligation under the Contract for the Clean Potatoes was $977,307.00, 
which included the Generation 3 Laura ($138,969.00), Generation 3 Allians ($149,577.30), 
Generation 3 Red Fantasy ($58,490.10), Generation 3 Annabelle ($119,145.60), Generation 2 
Red Fantasy ($212,320.00), Generation 2 Laura ($245,705.00), Generation 2 Annabelle 
($39,725.00), and Generation 2 Carrera ($13,375.00). Johnson 2nd Ajf., 118. 
i) Generation 3 Laura 
The Generation 3 Laura seed potatoes grown by Silver Creek pursuant to the Contract did 
not test positive for Clavibacter michiganesis subs. Spedonicus (referred to as "bacterial ring 
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acre 
2nd Ajf, ,s. Since this average yield exceeded 350 Contract rate for these 
potatoes was $13.50 per cwt. Johnson 2nd Ajf, ,4. Pursuant to the Contract, Sunrain owes Silver 
Creek for $138,969.00 (10,294.0 x $13.50) for the Generation 3 Laura seed potatoes. 
ii) Generation 3 Allians 
The Generation 3 Allians seed potatoes grown by Silver Creek pursuant to the Contract 
did not test positive for bacterial ring rot and are included within the Clean Potatoes. Pursuant to 
the Contract, Silver Creek grew a total of 11,079.8 cwt (using the weight of the potatoes when 
removed from storage) of the Generation 3 Allians on 27 acres, which resulted in an average 
yield per acre of 410.4 cwt. Johnson 2nd Ajf, ,6. Since this average yield exceeded 350 cwt, the 
Contract rate for these potatoes was $13.50 per cwt. Johnson 2nd Ajf, 14. Pursuant to the 
Contract, Sunrain owes Silver Creek $149,577.30 (11,079.8 x $13.50) for the Generation 3 
Allians seed potatoes. 
iii) Generation 3 Red Fantasy 
The Generation 3 Red Fantasy seed potatoes grown by Silver Creek pursuant to the 
Contract did not test positive for bacterial ring rot and are included within the Clean Potatoes. 
Pursuant to the Contract, Silver Creek grew a total of 4,033.8 cwt (using the weight of the 
potatoes when removed from storage) of the Generation 3 Red Fantasy on 14.2 acres, which 
resulted in an average yield per acre of284.1 cwt. Johnson r Ajf, ,,7-8. Since this average 
yield was below 350 cwt, the Contract rate for these potatoes was $14.50 per cwt. Johnson 2nd 
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The Generation 3 Annabelle seed potatoes grown by Silver Creek pursuant to the 
Contract did not test positive for bacterial ring rot and are included within the Clean Potatoes. 
Pursuant to the Contract, Silver Creek grew a total of 8,825.6 cwt (using the weight of the 
potatoes when removed from storage) of the Generation 3 Annabelle on 24.1 acres, which 
resulted in an average yield per acre of 366.2 cwt. Johnson 2nd A.ff., ,i,i9-10. Since this average 
yield was above 350 cwt, the Contract rate for these potatoes was $13.50 per cwt. Johnson 2nd 
A.ff., ,I4. Pursuant to the Contract, Sunrain owes Silver Creek $119,145.60 (8,825.6 x $13.50) for 
the Generation 3 Annabelle seed potatoes. 
v) Generation 2 Red Fantasy 
The Generation 2 Red Fantasy seed potatoes grown by Silver Creek pursuant to the 
Contract did not test positive for bacterial ring rot and are included within the Clean Potatoes. 
Pursuant to the Contract, Silver Creek grew a total of 8,492.8 cwt (using the weight of the 
potatoes when removed from storage) of the Generation 2 Red Fantasy. Johnson 2nd A.ff., ,i11. 
Pursuant to the Contract, Sunrain owes Silver Creek $212,320.00 (8,492.8 x $25.00) for the 
Generation 2 Red Fantasy seed potatoes. 
vi) Generation 2 Laura 
The Generation 2 Laura seed potatoes grown by Silver Creek pursuant to the Contract did 
not test positive for bacterial ring rot and are included within the Clean Potatoes. Pursuant to the 
Contract, Silver Creek grew a total of 9,828.2 cwt (using the weight of the potatoes when 
removed from storage) of the Generation 2 Laura. Johnson 2nd Aff., ili112-13. Pursuant to the 
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The Generation 2 Annabelle seed potatoes grown by Creek pursuant to 
Contract did not test positive for bacterial ring rot and are included ·within the Clean Potatoes. 
Pursuant to the Contract, Silver Creek grew a total of 1,589.0 cwt (using the weight of the 
potatoes when removed from storage) of the Generation 2 .Annabelle. Johnson 2nd Ajf., 114. 
Pursuant to the Contract, Sunrain owes Silver Creek $39,725.00 (1,589.0 x $25.00) for the 
Generation 2 Annabelle seed potatoes. 
viii) Generation 2 Carrera 
The Generation 2 Carrera seed potatoes grown by Silver Creek pursuant to the Contract 
did not test positive for bacterial ring rot and are included within the Clean Potatoes. Pursuant to 
the Contract, Silver Creek grew a total of 535.0 cwt (using the weight of the potatoes when 
removed from storage) of the Generation 2 Carrera. Johnson iruJ Ajf., 115. Pursuant to the 
Contract, Sunrain owes Silver Creek $13.375.00 (535.0 x $25.00) for the Generation 2 Carrera 
seed potatoes. 
B. Sunrain owed a total of $80,718.60 for the 84180 Potatoes under the Contract. 
Pursuant to the Contract, Silver Creek grew a total of 5,566.8 cwt (using the weight of the 
potatoes when removed from storage) of the 84180 that Sunrain took delivery of and then sold to 
a third-party prior to the discovery of bacterial ring rot. Johnson 2nd Ajf., i116. These potatoes 
resulted in an average yield per acre of269.6 cwt. Johnson 2nd Ajf., 116. Since this average 
yield was below 350 cwt, the Contract rate for the 84180 Potatoes was $14.50 per cwt. Johnson 
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Based upon the submitted affidavit, bill of ladings, etc., there is no dispute as to the 
quantity of the various loads of the Clean Potatoes and 84180 Potatoes. As a result, calculation 
of Silver Creek's damages for Sunrain's breach of the Contract is a simple mathematical exercise 
and there is no genuine dispute of material fact precluding summary judgment on the amount 
owed by Sunrain under the Contract for the Clean Potatoes and 84180 Potatoes. Accordingly, 
Silver Creek respectfully requests that this Court enter partial summary judgment determining 
the total principal amount owed by Sunrain under the Contract was $1,058,025.60, which 
includes $977,307.00 for the Clean Potatoes and $80,718.60 for the 84180 Potatoes. 
DATED this Ji._ day of July, 2014. 
WRIGHT BROTHERS LAW OFFICE, PLLC 
By: ______________ _ 
Andrew · right 
Attorne s for Plaintiff/Counterdefendant 
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Michael Gaffney 
BEARD ST. CLAIR GAFFNEY P.A. 
2105 Coronado Street 
Idaho Falls, ID 83404-7495 
~ U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
[ ] Express Mail 
[ ] Hand Delivery 
[ ] Facsimile- (208) 529-9732 
~E-mail 
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Telephone No. (208) 733-3107 
Facsimile No. (208) 733-1669 
e-mail: A Wright(a)WrightBrothersLaw.Com 
0 
Attorneys for Plaintiff/Counterdefendant 
IN THE DISTRJCT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF 
IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BLAINE 
SILVER CREEK SEED, LLC, an Idaho 
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Case No. CV-2013-644 
NOTICE OF HEARING 
(2nd Motion for Partial Summary 
Judgment) 
COMES NOW Plaintiff/Counterdefendant Silver Creek Seed, LLC, by and through its 
attorney ofrecord, Andrew B. Wright of Wright Brothers Law Office, PLLC, and hereby 
provides notice that on August 25, 2014, at 3:00 p.m. in the District Courtroom at the Blaine 
County Courthouse, Hailey, Idaho, the Plaintiff/Counterdefendant Silver Creek Seed, LLC's r1 
Motion for Partial Summary Judgment will be heard before the Honorable Robert J. Elgee. 
DATED this lti:_ day of July, 2014. 
. Wright 
Atto eys for Plaintiffi'Counterdefendant 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
Michael D. Gaffney 
BEARD ST. CLAIR GAFFNEY P.A. 
2105 Coronado Street 
Idaho Falls, ID 83404-7495 
NOTICE OF HEARING - 2 -
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[ ] Express Mail 
[ ] Hand Delivery 




FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT STATE OF ID 
AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BLAINE 
2ND A VENUE SUITE 
IDAHO 
Creek LLC 
Case No: CV-2013-0000644 
vs. 
NOTICE OF HEARING 






NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that the above-entitled case is hereby set for: 
Motion for Partial Summary Judgment Monday, September 15, 2014 03:30 PM 
Judge: Robert J. Elgee 




Monday, September 15, 2014 03:30 PM 
Robert J. Elgce 
District Courtroom-judicial Bldg 
PARTIES REQUESTING TO APPEAR VIA TELEPHONE CONFERENCE MUST GET COURT 
APPROVAL PRIOR TO THE HEARING DATE 
ALTERNATE JUDGES: Notice is hereby given that the presidingjudge assigned to this case intends to utilize the 
provisions ofl.R.C.P. 40(d)( I )(G). Notice is also given that if there are multiple parties, any disqualification pursuant to 
I. R.C.P. 40( d)( l )(A) is subject to a prior determination under l.R.C.P. 40( d)(l )(C). The panel of alternate judges consists 
of the following judges who have otherwise not been disqualified in this action: Judges Bevan, Brody, Butler, Crabtree, 
Elgee, Hurlbutt. McDermott, Schroeder, Stoker, Wildman and Williamson. 
I hereby certify that the foregoing is a true and correct copy of this Notice of Hearing entered by the Court and on file in 
this office. l further certify that copies of this Notice were served as follows on August 8th, 2014. 
Copy to: Michael D Gaffney 2105 Coronado, Idaho Falls, ID, 83404 (Defense Attorney); 




August 8th, 2014 
JoLynn Drage 
Clerk Of The District Court 
([:;~ 
Deput'y Clerk 
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fifth Judicial District Court, State of Idaho 
In and For the County of Blaine 
FILED~~·~~ 
AU6 2 1 201't 
Silver Creek Seed, LLC ) 
vs. 
) Case No: CV-2013-0000644 
) 
Sunrain Varieties, LLC 
) CIVIL CASE SCHEDULING ORDER, NOTICE 
) OF TRIAL SETTING AND INITIAL PRETRIAL 
) ORDER MOTIONS I.R.C.P. 16 
Pursuant to I.R.C.P. 16 and 40, IT IS HEREBY ORDERED: 
1. TRIAL: This case is set for the following proceedings: 
Pretrial Conference Monday, February 09, 2015 01:30 PM. 
Jury Trial Tuesday, February 24, 2015 09:00 AM. 
A total of S days have been reserved for this trial (2/24/15-2/27 /15 & 3/4/15). On the 
first day of trial, counsel shall report to the Court's chambers at 8:30 a.m. for a brief 
conference. Unless otherwise ordered, trial will convene at 9:00 a.m. each morning, and 
adjourn at approximately 5:00 p.m. each afternoon. 
2. ALTERNATE JUDGES: Notice is hereby given that the presiding judge assigned to this 
case intends to utilize the provisions of I.R.C.P. 40(d)(l)(G). Notice is also given that if there 
are multiple parties, any disqualification pursuant to I.R.C.P. 40(d)(l)(A) is subject to a prior 
determination under I.R.C.P. 40(d)(l)(C). The panel of alternate judges consists of the 
following judges who have otherwise not been disqualified in this action: Judges Bevan, 
Brody, Butler, Crabtree, Eigee, Hurlbutt, McDermott, Schroeder, Stoker, Wildman and 
Williamson. 
3. PRETRIAL CONFERENCES: The scheduled pre-trial conference will be conducted 
pursuant to I.R.C.P. 16. 
CIVIL CASE SCHEDULING ORDER, NOTICE OF TRIAL SETTING 
AND INITIAL PRETRIAL ORDER MOTIONS·· I.R.C.P. 16 310 
is a to 
The Court will not issue a written pre-trial order in accordance with 16(f) 
unless requested by the parties. Rather, the Court and the parties shall rely on the record made 
at the pretrial conference. 
4. SCHEDULING AND HEARINGS. The Court holds its regular civil law and motion 
calendar each Monday. As a matter of calendar management, counsel shall contact the Court's 
deputy clerk, Crystal Rigby (208) 788-5521 to schedule hearings. As a matter of courtesy, 
counsel are also expected to confirm the availability of opposing counsel for proposed hearing 
dates. As an accommodation to out-of-town counsel and parties, hearings on any pretrial motion 
( except motions for summary judgment or hearings at which testimony is to be offered) may be 
conducted by telephone conference call pursuant to I.R.C.P. 7(b)(4). Counsel requesting a 
hearing by conference call will be responsible for arranging for placement of the call using a 
suitable conference operator, and the cost thereof. 
5. MOTIONS GENERALLY (applies to every motion). 
6. Unless otherwise provided by a specific rule (e.g. 56), or absent an order shortening 
time, all motions must be filed and served at least fourteen (14) days prior to hearing. 
7. One additional copy marked or stamped "Judge's copy" of any motion and all 
supporting or opposing papers (including affidavits and briefs) must be submitted to the judge's 
chambers when such documents are filed or lodged with the clerk of the Court. If a party relies 
upon any case not available on Westlaw, a copy of such case must be attached to the copy of the 
brief submitted to the judge's chambers. 
8. The amount of time each side will be allotted for oral argument on a motion will be 
set by the Court, not to exceed thirty (30) minutes per side. The Court may also deny oral 
argument I.R.C.P. 7(b)(3)(D). 
9. PRETRIAL MOTIONS: All counterclaims, cross-claims, joinders or third party complaints 
must be filed and served promptly and in no event iess than 180 days before trial. Ali motions to 
amend pleadings (including motions pertaining to punitive damages §6-1604) must be 
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so as not in event 
motions (including, but not limited to motions in limine) must be filed and scheduled for 
hearing not less than fourteen (14) days before trial. Exceptions will be granted only in extreme 
circumstances and only when justice so requires. 
No motions will be set or heard on the morning of triai prior to seiecting a jury, without 
express approval of the Court. 
Motions to shorten time for any hearing should be coordinated with opposing counsel 
and set for telephone hearing with the Court at the earliest opportunity. Any such motion must 
contain a statement detailing efforts to coordinate hearings with opposing counsel, both on the 
motion to shorten time and the main motion, setting forth the proposed dates for hearing in the 
event time is shortened, a clear explanation as to why the court should hear the matter on 
shortened notice, and must be served on opposing counsel by the most expeditious means 
possible. The court may decline to hear any motion for which appropriate notice has not been 
given. If you oppose a motion to shorten time, or are unavailable for hearing on either motion, 
you should fax any response to the court clerk at (208) 788-5514 at the earliest opportunity. 
10. ADDmONAL SUMMARY JUDGMENT REQUIREMENTS: All motions for summary 
judgment, whether full or partial, shall be in accordance with the time standards set forth in Rule 
56. Each motion must be accompanied by a memorandum which includes a concise statement of 
each material fact upon which the moving party claims there is no genuine issue, and which shall 
include a specific reference to that portion of the record at or by which such fact is proven or 
established. Any party opposing a motion for summary judgment shall file any affidavits and 
opposing brief(s) in accordance with Rule 56 time standards. The opposing brief shall identify the 
specific factual matters as to which the non-moving party contends there are genuine issues 
requiring denial of the motion, including a specific reference to the portion of the record which 
supports the claim that a genuine issue of fact exists. In ruling upon any summary judgment 
motion, the Court may assume that the facts as claimed by the moving party are conceded to 
exist without dispute except and to the extent the non-moving party shall have controverted 
them. Any reply brief must be filed prior to hearing in accordance with Rule 56 time standards. 
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DISCOVERY AND DISCOVERY DISPUTES: 
a 
with opposing counsel, and identifying the particular effort(s) made. The motion to 
compel must SPECIFICALLY ADDRESS THAT PORTION OF THE DISCOVERY AT ISSUE and 
CONTAIN A STATEMENT OF REQUESTED RELIEF. 
A part-i's obiigation to foiiy and timeiy respond to discovery requests is distinct 
from any obligation imposed by this order. No party may rely upon this order or any 
deadline it imposes as justification for failing to timely respond to discovery requests 
or to supplement prior responses. Reasonable expenses incurred when successfully 
prosecuting or opposing a motion to compel discovery shall be awarded as provided in Rule 
37(a)(4) I.R.C.P. 
12. DISCOVERY CUT-OFFS: Absent a stipulation to the contrary, all discovery shall be 
propounded and served such that responses are due no later than thirty (30) days before trial. 
Any supplemental responses a party is required to make pursuant to I.R.C.P. 26(e) or the terms 
of an earlier discovery request shall also be served at least thirty (30) days before trial. Any 
supplementation of discovery required by the rule shall be made in a timely manner. 
13. WITNESS DISCLOSURES/EXPERT WITNESSES: With the exception of 
impeachment witnesses I.R.C.P 16(e)(6)(J), each party shall disclose the existence and identity of 
intended or potential expert or lay witnesses to the extent required by interrogatories or other 
discovery requests propounded by another party. There is no independent duty to disclose 
expert or lay witnesses except as required to adequately respond to discovery requests or 
supplement prior responses. If discovery requests seeking disclosure of expert witnesses are 
propounded, the plaintiff, (or any party in the position of a plaintiff against another party, 
regardless of the pleading form) upon whom such requests are served shall, in good faith, 
disclose the existence and identity of potential or intended expert witnesses and the subject 
matter and the substance of any opinions of such experts, and all information called 
for by IRCP 26(b)(4)(A)(i) at the earliest opportunity, and in no event: later than one 
hundred-twenty (120) days before trial. A defendant, and any party in the position of a 
defendant, regardless of the pleading form) upon whom such requests are served shall{ in good 
faith, identify any potential or intended expert witnesses and the subject matter and 
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substance of any opinions of experts and all information called for by IRCP 
no event 
PROVISION EXPERT IDENTIFIED, HE OR 
SHE MUST HAVE PERFORMED SUCH INVESTIGATION AS MAY BE NECESSARY, 
REVIEWED SUCH DOCUMENTS AS MAY BE NECESSARY, AND REACHED CONCLUSIONS 
OR OPINIONS AS MAY BE REQUIRED SO THAT DISCLOSURE OF THAT INFORMATION, 
OR SUCH OTHER INFORMATION AS MAY BE REQUESTED BY DISCOVERY OR 
REQUIRED BY I.R.E. 703 AND 705 WILL BE DISCLOSED NO LATER THAN 120 DAYS OR 
85 DAYS PRIOR TO TRIAL. 
THE EXPECTATION THAT AN EXPERT MAY BE DEPOSED IS NOT A GROUND FOR 
FAILURE TO MAKE DISCLOSURES CALLED FOR BY DISCOVERY, BY RULE OF 
EVIDENCE, OR BY RULE 26(b)(4) IRCP. EXPERTS MAY BE PROHIBITED FROM 
TESTIFYING TO ANY OPINIONS OR FOUNDATION FOR SUCH OPINIONS THAT HAVE 
NOT BEEN THE SUBJECT OF TIMELY AND PROPER DISCLOSURE. IF AN OPINION OR 
FOUNDATION FOR AN OPINION OF AN EXPERT CHANGES IN ANY FASHION AFTER 
PREVIOUS DISCLOSURES HAVE BEEN MADE THERE IS A DUTY TO IMMEDIATELY 
SUPPLEMENT SUCH INFORMATION PURSUANT TO RULE 26(e) IRCP. 
Any party upon whom discovery is served who intends or reserves the right to call any 
expert witness in rebuttal or sur-rebuttal shall, in good faith, identify such experts at the earliest 
opportunity, and in no event later than forty-two ( 42) days before trial. A DEFENSE EXPERT 
INTENDED TO BE CALLED DURING ANY DEFENSE CASE IN CHIEF IS NOT A 
"REBUTTAL" WITNESS WITHIN THE TERMS OF THIS ORDER. Any party upon whom 
discovery requests are served seeking disclosure of lay witnesses shall, in good faith, disclose the 
identity of all such witnesses at the earliest opportunity, and in no event later than forty-two ( 42) 
days before trial. Absent a showing of good cause and a lack of unfair prejudice to any other 
party, any witness who has not been timely disclosed may not be permitted to testify at trial. 
14. EXHIBITS AND EXHIBIT LISTS: When and to the extent required to respond to 
interrogatories, requests for production or other discovery requests propounded by another party, 
a party must identify and disclose any documentary, tangible or other exhibits that party intends 
or reserves the right to offer at trial. Absent a showing of good cause and a lack of unfair 
prejudice to all other parties, any exhibit which has not been timely disclosed may be excluded. 
Without regard to whether discovery concerning a party's exhibits has been propounded, not less 
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seven to party 
""""""""' to 
party a copy of the complete exhibit copy that party 's 
marked exhibits. The exhibit list and duplicate copies need not include exhibits which will be 
offered solely for the purpose of impeachment. 
Uniess otherwise ordered, the piaintiff shaii identify exhibits beginning with number "1," 
and the defendant shall utilize exhibits beginning with number "501" and include a letter or letters 
identifying defendant. (Example-SVS01, SV502, etc.). If any party has over 30 exhibits all 
originals and copies should be bound and tabbed in appropriately sized notebooks. The parties 
may agree to provide electronic copies to each other for trial in lieu of hard copies, but may not 
provide electronic copies to the Clerk of Court or for the Court's copy without written leave of 
court. 
15. VIDEO DEPOSmON OR LIKE EXHIBITS: Any deposition by video or like exhibit 
shall be presented to the Court in sufficient time before the trial to allow the Court to rule on 
proposed objections and to allow for a redacted version to be prepared for use at trial so as to 
not unduly delay the presentation of the deposition or exhibit at trial. 
16. AUDIO-VISUAL AND OTHER EQUIPMENT. Counsel are expected to notify the 
Court no later than the pretrial conference of any need for audio-visual or other special 
equipment. The Court in Blaine County provides a television and DVD/VHS-format VCR, ELMO, 
easel and podium. Other counties differ. Counsel may furnish and utilize any additional 
equipment. Counsel who furnish their own equipment should make appropriate arrangements to 
set it up in advance so that prolonged delays are not required. 
17. INTERPRETER SERVICES: If the services of an interpreter is required by either 
party or any witness, they shall notify the deputy clerk not later than the pretrial conference so 
that necessary arrangements can be made. 
18. JURY INSTRUCTIONS: Jury instructions and verdict forms, particularly special verdict 
forms, requested by any party shall be prepared in conformity with I.R.C.P. Sl(a) and 51(a)(2), 
and shall be filed with the Clerk (with copies to chambers) at least seven (7) days before trial. 
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in the preliminary or final 
not 
Parties may submit additional or supplemental 
instructions to address unforeseen issues or disputes arising during trial. The Court has prepared 
"stock" instructions, copies of which can be obtained upon request. The parties may, but are not 
required to submit additionai stock instructions pursuant to Ruie 51(a)(2). 
Along with the jury instructions, counsel are to exchange and submit to the court in 
chambers a very short non-argumentative paragraph, suitable for reading to the jury prior to voir 
dire, setting forth their claims or defense, along with a final list of witnesses expected to testify, 
and the order in which they intend to be presented. 
19. JUROR QUESTIONS: In accordance with I.R.C.P. 47(q), this Court does not permit 
jurors to submit written questions to be posed to trial witnesses. 
20. TRIAL BRIEFS: The Court encourages (but does not require) the submission of trial 
briefs which address important substantive or evidentiary issues each party expects to arise 
during trial. Any trial briefs shall be prepared, exchanged between the parties, and filed with the 
Clerk (with copies to Chambers) at least five (5) days prior to trial. They must be served on 
opposing counsel in the same manner they are served upon the Court. 
21. PROPOSED FINDINGS AND CONCLUSIONS: If the trial is held before the Court 
without a jury, each party may with Court approval, within fourteen (14) days after trial, file 
with the Clerk (with copies to Chambers) and serve upon all other parties Proposed Findings of 
Fact and Conclusions of Law which support that party' s position concerning the appropriate 
resolution of the case. If done, these should be provided to the Court in email or WORD Format 
disk. 
22. R.EQUESTTO VACATE TRIAL SETTING: As a result of present case loads and the 
limited number of available trial dates, multiple trial settings have been assigned to the same trial 
dates. The Court has taken into account the needs of the parties and the case, availability and 
convenience of counsel, as well as its own personnel, facilities and the interests of counsel and 
parties in other pending cases in assigning the triai date(s). A request to vacate or continue an 
existing setting works inconveniences hardships on other 
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Any party requesting or stipulating to vacate a trial setting must submit a specific written 
statement concerning the reasons for the request, and must certify, in writing, that the request or 
stipulation has been discussed with the parties represented by counsei, and such parties have no 
objection to the request or stipulation. An order granting a request to vacate or continue a trial 
setting may be conditioned upon terms (including orders that the requesting party or attorney 
reimburse other parties or their attorneys for attorneys fees incurred for preparation which must 
be repeated or expenses advanced in anticipation of the trial setting which cannot be avoided or 
recovered). An order vacating or continuing a trial setting WILL alter the deadlines set forth in 
this order to comport with a new trial date, unless otherwise stipulated or ordered, so that 
calendar dates associated with any deadlines shall be adjusted in reference to the new or 
amended trial date. 
23. SANCTIONS FOR NON-COMPLIANCE: A failure to comply with this order or the 
deadlines it imposes in a timely manner subject a non-compliant party and/or counsel to an 
award of sanctions pursuant to I.R.C.P. 16(i) and/or other applicable rules, statutes or case 
precedent. 
24. MEDIATION: The Court will generally not order mediation on its own motion, but may 
under any of the provisions of Rule 16(k)(4) IRCP. 
25. MODIFICATION OF THIS ORDER: Any party may seek modification of this order by 
proper motion or stipulation. 
DATED this _k!__ day of 
R0BERT1M¥ 
District Judge 
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Exhibit 1 to Pre-trial Scheduling Order 
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
undersigned certifies that on the .:?Q day ~ , 201!:l she 
caused a true and correct copy of the foregoing CIVIL CASE SCHEDULING ORDER, NOTICE OF 
TRIAL SETTING AND INITIAL PRETRIAL ORDER MOTIONS·· I.R.C.P.16 to be filed and served upon 
the following persons in the following manner: 
Plaintiff's Counsel: 
Andrew B Wright 
Po Box 226 
Twin Falls ID 83303 
Mailed t--- Hand Delivered Faxed 
Defendant's Counsel: 
Michael D Gaffney 
2105 Coronado 
Idaho Falls ID 83404 
Mailed i--- Hand Delivered Faxed --
--
--
CLERK OF THE DISTRICT COURT 
By~ 
Deputy Cierk 
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Idaho Falls, Idaho 83404-7495 
Telephone: (208) 523-5171 
Facsimile: (208) 529-9732 
Email: gaffney@beardstclair .corn 
Attorney for Defendant/Counterclaimant 
DISTRICT COURT FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
BLAINE COUNTY IDAHO 
SIL VER CREEK SEED, LLC, an Idaho 
limited liability company, 
Plainti ff-Counterdefendant, Case No.: CV-2013-644 
vs. 
SUNRAIN VARIETIES LLC, a Delaware AFFIDAVIT OF ARON DERBIDGE 
limited liability company, 
Defendants-Counterclaimant. 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
)ss. 
County of Bonneville ) 
I, Aron Derbidge, having been duly sworn on oath, depose and state: 
1. I am competent to testify and do so from personal knowledge. 
2. I am the Business Manager for Sunrain Varieties LLC (Sunrain). I am 
personally familiar with the transaction of business between Sunrain and Silver Creek 
Seed, LLC (Silver Creek). I was the primary point of contact with Silver Creek regarding 
the Blanket Variety Contract and the 2012 growing season. 
AFFIDAVIT ARON DERBIDGE - l 
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2013, one 
potatoes to cattle Sunrain engaged "J&W" trucking to haul potatoes to cattle feed. 
The other trucking companies identified in the exhibits to Johnson's affidavit are not 
companies that were arranged for by Sunrain nor did Sunrain authorize those companies 
to haul potatoes to cattle feed from Silver Creek. 
5. As I testified in my deposition, in April 2013, I informed Mark Johnson 
that Sunrain rejected the potatoes Silver Creek had grown as seed potatoes. Following 
that conversation I sent Mark a text message informing him that he could move some 
potatoes to his "cattle guy". Sunrain, however, had nothing to do with the pickup of the 
potatoes or the payment for the potatoes that Silver Creek took and shipped to cattle feed. 
6. Sunrain's business practice pertaining to its seed potato operations is to 
require Sunrain's growers to sort all seed potatoes prior to shipment. Sorting is the seed 
potato farming practice and process by which dirt, rotten potatoes, frost damaged 
potatoes, incorrectly sized potatoes, and potatoes containing other defects are removed 
from the potato pile and disposed of. There is an industry standard that when seed 
potatoes are sorted an average of ten percent to twenty percent of the potato pile is 
removed and not shipped. It is extremely uncommon for potatoes being sent to cattle feed 
to be sorted. 
7. Because Silver Creek failed to sort the potatoes, there is no way to know 
the exact amount of potatoes that conformed to the Blanket Variety Contract. The 
hundredweights submitted by Silver Creek do not accurately represent the hundredweight 
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pile. 
only for the certifiable seed that had frozen, diseased, or otherwise damaged seed 
potatoes sorted and removed from the pile. 
Aron erbidge C 
Subscribed d sworn to before me on thisJ~y of August 2014. 
No~lic for Idaho 
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served a true and correct copy of the AFFIDAVIT OF ARON DERBIDGE on the 
following by the method of delivery designated below: 
Andrew B. Wright 
Wright Brothers Law Office 
PO Box226 
Twin Falls, ID 83303 
Fax: (208) 733-1669 
Blaine County Courthouse 
201 2°d Avenue S., Ste 106 
Hailey, ID 83333 
Fax: (208) 788-5527 
ich 1 . Gaffney 
f Be a St. Clair Gaffney PA 
ttomey for Defendant 
/. 
[:l U.S. Mail 
[l 
Hand-delivered 
tzr ·· Facsimile 
El 
. U.S. Mail ~ ·· .·· Hand-delivered [l F . ·1 ·.· acs1m1 e 
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Idaho Falls, Idaho 83404-7495 
Telephone: (208) 523-51 
Facsimile: (208) 529-9732 
Email: gaffney@beardstclair.com 
Attorney for Defendant/Counterclaimant 
DISTRICT COURT FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
BLAINE COUNTY IDAHO 
SIL VER CREEK SEED, LLC, an Idaho 
limited liability company, 
Plaintiff-Counterdefendant, Case No.: CV-2013-644 
vs. 
SUNRAIN VARIETIES LLC, a Delaware AFFIDAVIT OF LISA SWENSON 
limited liability company, 
Defendants-Counterclaimant. 
STATE OF IDAHO I 
I 
ss. 
COUNTY OF BONNEVILLE . 
I, Lisa Swenson, having been duly sworn on oath, depose and state: 
l. I am competent to testify and do so from personal knowledge. 
2. I am the Treasurer for Sunrain Varieties LLC (Sunrain) and am 
responsible for oversight of its financial dealings including payment of its accounts 
payable and collection of its accounts receivable. 
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to Silver for seed potatoes grown during the 2012 crop year. 
I reviewed the following Sunrain business records to assist me in 
testifying in this affidavit: Silver Creek invoices from 2012 and 2013, bills of lading in 
Sunrain's possession, Sunrain payment records, and the documents attached to Mark 
Johnson's second affidavit. 
5. The Sunrain business records I reviewed were kept in the regular course of 
Sunrain's business accounting activities and the business records were made and 
maintained as part of Sunrain' s normal business practices. I have personal knowledge of 
the business records and I certify that they were made at or near the time of the 
occurrence of the matters set forth, were kept in the course of regularly conducted 
business accounting activities, and were made as a regular practice. 
6. Attached as Exhibit A is true and correct copy of Silver Creek's Invoice 
No. 205, dated December 20, 2012, received by Sunrain. The invoice is from Silver 
Creek to Sunrain and is for an initial deposit for the potatoes being grown by Silver 
Creek. Silver Creek estimated its yields for the varieties and invoiced Sunrain at the rate 
of $1.50/cwt for each variety. Silver Creek invoiced Sunrain for $13,609.50 for the 
A84180s. Sunrain paid the invoice in full on January 25, 2013, with Check No. 2340. 
The portion paid by Sunrain for the A84180s was in the amount of $13,610.00 
7. Attached as Exhibit Bis a true and correct copy of Silver Creek's Invoice 
No. 241, dated March 25, 2013, for the A84180s, received by Sunrain. This invoice billed 
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8. is a true correct on 
No. 254, for $225,232.00, dated April 16, 2013, received by Sunrain. Sunrain paid Silver 
Creek a flat payment of $175,000.00 on May 14, 2013 for this invoice, with Check No. 
2584. Silver Creek cashed the check and has retained the $175,000.00. The check 
cleared the Sunrain bank account on 05/24/2013. 
9. Attached as Exhibit D are true and correct copies of invoices received 
from Silver Creek by Sunrain for the 03 Red Fantasy variety. Overall, Sunrain paid 
Silver Creek $33,247.91 for the 03 Red Fantasy variety potatoes in 2013. There were six 
separate payments, or allocations of payments, that comprise the $33,247.91. The first 
payment is an allocation of the initial deposit in the amount of $5,693.00 as set forth in 
Exhibit A. The second payment was an allocation of the $175,000.00 paid to Silver Creek 
on May 14, 2013 in the amount of$12,015.51. The third, fourth, fifth, and sixth payments 
are identified in the separate invoices that constitute Exhibit D. There were payments of 
$5,522.40, $4,299.60, $3,645.20, and $2,072.20, in addition to the allocation of the 
$175,000.00 and the initial down payment. 
10. Sunrain paid Silver Creek a total of $48,396.11 for the 03 Allians. The 
payments were the initial deposit of$15,559.00, as set forth in Exhibit A and an 
allocation of the $175,000.00 payment to Silver Creek in the amount of $32,837.l l. 
11. Sunrain paid Silver Creek a total of $46,480.27 for the 03 Lauras. The 
payments to Silver Creek for the 03 Lauras were the initial deposit amount of 
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as set an 
2. 
payments to Silver Creek for the G3 Annabelles were the initial deposit of$12,725.00, as 
set forth in Exhibit A, and an allocation of the $175,000.00 payment in the amount of 
$26,856.74. 
13. Sunrain paid Silver Creek $37,889.53 for the G2 Red Fantasy. The 
payments to Silver Creek for the G2 Red Fantasy were the initial deposit of$12,l 81.00, 
as set forth in Exhibit A, and an allocation of the $175,000.00 payment in the amount of 
$25,708.53. 
14. Sunrain paid Silver Creek $45,422.91 for the G2 Lauras. The payments to 
Silver Creek for the G2 Lauras were the initial deposit of $14,603.00, as set forth in 
Exhibit A, and an allocation of the $175,000.00 payment in the amount of $30,819.91. 
15. Sunrain paid Silver Creek $7,294.61 for the G2 Annabelles. The payments 
to Silver Creek for the G2 Annabelles were the initial deposit of $2,345.00, as set forth in 
Exhibit A, and an allocation of the $175,000.00 payment in the amount of $4,949.61. 
16. Sunrain paid Silver Creek $2,462.87 for the G2 Carreras. The payments to 
Silver Creek for the G2 Carreras were in the initial deposit of $792.00, as set forth in 
Exhibit A, and an allocation of the $175,000.00 payment in the amount of $1,670.87. 
17. Sunrain paid Silver Creek $12,681.44 for the G3 Rumbas. The payments 
to Silver Creek for the G3 Rumbas we the initial deposit of $4,077.00, as set forth in 
Exhibit A. and an allocation of the $175,000 payment in the amount of $8,604.44. 
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me that summarizes the potato1es 
that are the subject of this litigation. It was made at or near the time of the occurrence of 
the matters set forth, was kept in the course of regularly conducted business accounting 
activities, and was made as a regular practice. 
19. Sunrain has paid Silver Creek a total of $353,869.00 for potatoes from the 
2012 growing season. 
20. Sunrain continues to hold the sale proceeds from the cattle feed sale for 
the benefit of Silver Creek, but Silver Creek has refused to accept cattle feed prices for 
the potatoes it agreed to sell as cattle feed. The total amount of the cattle feed proceeds 
received by Sunrain is $45,143.00. 
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a true and correct copy of the SWENSON on the 
following by the method of delivery designated below: 
Andrew B. Wright 
Wright Brothers Law Office 
POBox226 
Twin Falls, ID 83303 
Fax: (208) 733-1669 
Blaine County Courthouse 
201 2nd Avenue S., Ste 106 
Hailey, ID 83333 
Fax: (208) 788-5527 
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Box 646, Picabo, ID 83348 
FAX 
SunRain Varieties, LLC 
12!0 Pier View Drive 
Idaho Falls, ID 83402 
Quantity 
9,735 Deposit on 2013 - G2 Lauras 
9,962 Deposit on 2013 - G3 Lauras 
8,121 Deposit on 2013 - G2 Red Fantasy 
3,795 Deposit on 2013 • G3 Red Fantasy 
1,564 Deposit on 2013 - G2 Annabelle 
8,484 Deposit on 2013 - G3 Annabelle 
528 Deposit on 2013 - G2 Carrera 
9,073 Deposit on 2013 - G4 A84 J 80-8 
10,372 Deposit on 2013 - 03 Allians 






















I% discount net 10/ Net 30/ After 30 da?cs from date of statement, interest accrues 
at 1. % daily. Total 



















SunRain Varieties, LLC 
1210 Pier View Drive 
Idaho Falls, ID 83402 
EXHIBIT 
Terms 
the 10th of the month 
Quantity Description 
On 3/14/2013, we sent out 2 bulk loads ofG4 A-84180-8's went to Wootan 
Enterprises-
477.4 SCS BOL # 1638, Lot #83120026, PO #102149 
508.6 SCS BOL #1639, Lot #383120026, PO#I02!50 
On 3/15/2013, 2 more bulk loads ofG4 A-84180-8 went to Wootan Enterprises 
484.6 SCSBOL#l640, Lot#83120026, PO#IOIZM' ~0~'5\ 
482 SCS BOL #1641, Loi #83120026, PO #1021-83 \ Oa l6'a 
On 3/18/2013, 2 more bulk loads of G4 A-84180-8 went to Wootan Enterprises 
515.4 SCS BOL #1643, Lot #83120026, PO #102~ l 0d \52> 
476.8 SCS BOL 1644, Lot# 83120026, PO # 102JM" l ()d 16l\ 
On 3/20/2013, 2 more bulk loads ofG4 A-841810-8 went to Wootan Enterprises 
507.6 SCS BOL # 1646, Lot #831120026, PO# I 0~ I()~ d0'8' 
451.2 SCS BOL #1647, Lot #831120026, PO #102.l0S' \ 0Jd00l 
On 3/26/2013, 2 more bulk loads of G4 A-841980-8 went to Wootan Enterprises 
567.8 SCS BOL #1657, Lot #83120026, PO #l02la1" \()a,'2r\0 
532 SCS BOL # 1660, Lot #83120026, PO # I 02.2r.l"" \ O GP~?, l 
On 3/17/2013. I more bulk load ofG4 A-84180-8 went to Wootan Enterprises 
563.4 SCS BOL # l 663, Lot #3120026, PO# 1~3 IO:;;.~ 3; 
Total Quantity 5,566.8 
J Less Deposit on 2013 seed as per contract 
5566.8 X ] .50 = $8,350.20 































PO Box 646, Picabo, ID 83348 
(208)788-3664 / FAX (208)578-7806 
Bill To 
SunRain Varieties, LLC' 
1210 Pier View Drive 





4/1 6/20 13 
Terms 
the 10th of the month 
Quantity Description 
2nd deposit 2013 seed as per contract @ 3.00 and .50 additional for first deposit 
which was billed Ill l.50 instead of2.00. 
9,735 G2 Laura 
9,962 G3 Laura 
8,121 G2 Red Fanlllsy 
3,795 G3 Red Fantasy 
1,564 G2 Annabelle 
8,484 G3 Annabelle 
528 G2. Carrera i's.-:- 1 • J ·~ 
9,073 4A841 ,J.JL-~rt -t'U 
10,372 lltn~ 
2,71 1----





































SunRaln Varieties, LLC 
12 IO Pier View Drive 
Idaho Falls, ID 83402 
Quantity Description 
Shipped on Dec 22 to Pinto Creek in Eloy, AZ 
460.2 G3-Red Fantasy- Inv #1632, PO# 101982 
total quantity invoice 460.2 
total quantity YTD 460.2 
460.2 less deposit on 460.2 cwt on Red Fantasy 
EXHIBIT 
j D 
** bal remaining on G3 Red Fantasy deposit 3795-460.2= 3334.8 
/-)~ ( \ J { 





the I 0th of the month 
Rate 
1 % discount net 10/ Net 30/ After 30 days from date of statement, interest accrues 












SunRain Varieties, LLC 
1210 Pier View Drive 
Idaho Falls. ID 83402 
Terms 
the I 0th of the month 
Quantity Description 
On 1/23/2013 shipped one load of Red Fantasy to Pinto Creek, in Eloy, AZ 
PO# 10200 
SCS Inv # 1634/ ticket 6265/6266 
03 Red Fantasy 
G3- Red Fantasy - quantity this Invoice - 403.4 4"h1S WlaJ fo,t-,h-J} l .?t 
03 · Red Fantasy - quantity Y-T-D - 863.4 tuho(<. W)A0 6,..C1 
,_.1. s c. i)t,11. 5w1foin c:&- L rttlL-
less deposit received on 03 Red Fantasy '"TV'le 1"' fr, . ..... ,.<. 
*'"'* Bal remaining on 03 Red Fantasy deposit - 3,334.8 - 403.4= 2,931.4 
Same load we shipped 2 bins of Mariettes from Cellar 26 
0.5 Manager 
1 Equipment operator 
l Charges for weighing vehicle on certified scale 
*** Forklift provided by SunRain for Cellar 26 
Rate 
1 % discount net 10/ Net 30/ After 30 days from date of statement, interest accrues l 

















On Feb 7th 2013, one load of G3 Red Fantasy was shipped to Pinto Creek PO # 
102037 
SCS BOL 1635 
280.4 Red Fantasy 
280.4 Handling fee for loading in totes 
280.4 Less deposit rec'd 
Total this Inv 280.4 
total year to date 2976.5 -280.4= 2696.1 
Terms 



















SunRain Varieties. LLC 
1210 Pier View Drive 
Idaho Falls, ID 83402 
Quantity Description 
On March 1, 2013 one load of Red Fantasy in totes going to Paso, WA PO 
#102074 
SCS BOL # 1636 
159.4 Red Fantasy 
159.4 Handling fee for loading in totes 
l less deposit 159.4 x l.50 

































W OOTAN ENTERPRISES 
~)l;lP~Q .. ···· ·· 
P".JTOCREEK 
P!NTOCREEK 
P INTO CREEK 
. iiALcol.i&i.ioo 
.. DUMPED •• , . 
DUMPED 
WOOTAN NEVER PAID SUNRAIN 
WOOTAN NEVER PAID SUNRAIN 
WO(H AN NEVEF< PAID SUN RAIN 
WOOTAN NEVER PAID SUNRAIN 
WOOTAN NEVER PAID SUNRAIN 
POTANOON PMf $6.579-48 
WOOTAN NEVER PAID S\JNRAIN 
wom AN NEVER PAID SlJNRAIN 
WOOTAN NEVER PAID SlJNRAIN 
WOOTAN Nf.VcR PAIU SlJNRAIN 
WOOTAN NEVER PAID SUNHAIN 
(blank) 
SR WAS PAID IN FUU. 
SR WAS PAID lN FULL. 
SR WAS PAID IN FULL 
SR WAS PAID IN FIJLL 
(olan•J 
(blank) 
'' Advnnce Paid, lhls is a rough ouets on how Uuu m19ht bo CCH'lsidored S~)fe.ad arnong thn varmtlos????? 
SR PD SC IN flllL 
SR PD SC IN FULL 
SR PD SC IN F\JU. 
SR PO SC IN FULL 
SR PO SC IN FULL 
SR PO SC IN FUU 
SR PO SC IN FULi. 
SR PD SC IN FULL 
SR PD SC IN FULL 
SR PO SC IN FULL 
SR PO SC IN FU! I 
SR PD SC DEPOSIT ONLY 
SR PO SC IN FIJLL 
SR PO SC IN FULL 
SH PD SC IN FULL 
SR PD SC IN FIJLL 
SR PO SC OEPOS;T ONLY 

















477.40 $13.50 $6,444.90 $71610 $0 00 $5.nS.80 $6.444.90 
508 60 $13.50 $6,866.10 $762.90 $0.00 $6 103.20 &6.866.10 
464.60 $1:l50 $6.54210 $726.HO $()0 0 $5.81520 $-0,542.rn 
48200 $<:l.50 $6,607.00 $723 00 $lLOO $(,JM.00 $6.507.00 
515.40 $13.50 $6.957.90 $77).10 $0.00 $6.164.80 $6.957.90 
476.80 $13.50 l6,436.00 $715 20 $0.00 $5.721 .60 $6,436.80 
507.00 $ 1:l.50 $6,852.60 $161 4() $0 ()() $6,09 1.20 $6.852.60 
451.20 $13.50 $6.091.20 $676.80 $0.00 $5.414.40 ${; ()9\.20 
567.80 $13.50 $7.665.30 $851 .10 $0.00 $6,813.60 $7.66;.30 
532.00 $1:l.50 $7.182 00 $798.00 $0.00 $6.384 00 $7,167.00 
563.40 $1 3 :SO $7,605.90 $845. Hl $0 00 $6.760 80 S7.605 90 
2.854 40 $13 50 $38.53440 $5.259 80 $0 00 $0 00 $5.259.80 
8,421.20 $13-50 $t13,68!l.20 $13,810.CO S0-00 $66,80UD $80,411.60 
·~·.:,~,.. . .. ·~:"\: . TL:.:- .... \ ·h·?.::·· ,· -- · <.\.:i i .. ;~_,, ·· .;:A\~~ "{: ·-w.)JC · ;··,Ys\} , 
11,07980 $1:l.50 $149.STl.30 $15.559.00 $32,83711 $(l.OO $46,39611 
11,079.80 $13.$0 $149,577.30 $1M59.00 $32,837.11 so.co $.48,3116.1 1 
t\_:/1, ,·r/<. i).:: .. ;,J;:·· \ : .< ~} ;.~----·,.:~;=:;}:,.~-:;,-,, ~) '.!\,.·. 5. · i-:.; ·.- .:1-fK( ·~~ .\~:: ~ ·.,_:i:\!,\'i;,7fr~;:. :··.L:.i?i-iJ:J.t_ .:.;.,t:::~1:.-~ i· 
1,589.00 $25.00 $39.725.00 $2. 345 00 $4 949 61 $000 $7.294 61 
1,$8\1.00 $25.00 $311 ,725.00 $2,345.00 $U.4U 1 $0.00 $7,2114 .GI 
7,414.60 $13.50 s100.091.10 $12.ns.oo s ,r,.856.74 so.oo $39.(,81.74 
651.40 $13.50 £8,193.90 $0.00 $0.00 $0 00 so.oo 
$,066.00 $13.~0 $108,ll&J .OO $21,856.74 $,1.rul $39,S&i.74 
:~::t <.·D ..\ .' :t ,···//;. __ :_ ;-} _·· ., '. '.'{~·IL; . . , .. _>;::;:: ' ;._t~-·:::.. . , \:;i,.\ 
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Idaho Falls, Idaho 83404-7495 
Telephone: (208) 523-5171 
Facsimile: (208) 529-9732 
Email: gaffney@beardstclair.com 
Attorneys for the Defendant/Counterclaimant 
DISTRICT COURT FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
BLAINE COUNTY IDAHO 
SIL VER CREEK SEED, LLC, an Idaho 
limited liability company, 
Plaintiff-Counterdefendant, 
vs. 
Case No.: CV-2013-644 
DEFENDANT'S MEMORANDUM IN 
OPPOSITION TO THE PLAINTIFF'S 
SECOND MOTION FOR PARTIAL 
SUMMARY JUDGMENT AND 
SUPPLEMENTAL MEMORANDUM IN 
SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR 
RECONSIDERATION 
SUNRAIN VARIETIES LLC, 
Defendant-Counterclaimant. 
The Defendant/Counterclaimant, Sunrain Varieties LLC (Sunrain) through 
counsel of record, Beard St. Clair Gaffney PA, respectfully submits the following 
Memorandu.111 in Opposition to the Plaintiffs Second Motion for Partial Summary 
Judgment and Supplemental Memorandum in Support of Motion for Reconsideration. 
Ill 
Ill 
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maintaining 
Judgment. If the Court reconsiders its prior decision on liability then the entire Second 
Motion for Partial Summary Judgment is moot because a jury will have to sort through 
what potatoes, if any, did Sunrain accept from Silver Creek. 
Sunrain asserts that there is evidence generating triable issues of fact whether 
Silver Creek effectuated delivery of the potatoes per the terms of the Blanket Variety 
Contract. There are also triable issues of fact whether Silver Creek delivered potatoes in 
conformance 'With Sections Two, Three, and Four of the Blanket Variety Contract. As a 
result, Sunrain submits that the Court should reconsider its decision granting Silver 
Creek's first motion for partial summary judgment. 1 
There are triable issues of material fact as to the Second Motion for Partial 
Summary Judgment as well. Contrary to the statement by Silver Creek that the motion 
constitutes "a simple mathematical exercise", as will be set forth, infra, there are triable 
issues of material fact as to who owes whom money, including the amounts. 
STANDARD OF REVIEW 
A motion for summary judgment shall be granted, "if the pleadings, depositions, 
and admissions on file, together with the affidavits, if any, show that there is no genuine 
issue as to any material fact and that the moving party is entitled to judgment as a matter 
oflaw." IDAHO R. Civ. P. 56(c) (2013); G&M Farms v. Funk Irrigation Co., 119 Idaho 
514, 516-17, 808 P.2d 851, 853-54 (1991). It is recognized that when assessing the 
1 These issues are addressed in addition to those issues raised by Sunrain in previously submitted briefing. 
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at 5 
1 V. 
Safeco Title Ins. of Idaho, 121 Idaho 463, 825 P.2d 1119 (1992). 
The moving party bears the burden of establishing the lack of a genuine issue of 
material fact. If the moving party fails to make this showing, then summary judgment is 
inappropriate. Tingley v. Harrison, 125 Idaho 86, 89, 867 P.2d 960, 963 (1994). The non-
moving party is entitled to show a genuine issue of material fact regarding the elements 
challenged by the moving party's motion. Olsen v. JA. Freeman Co., 117 Idaho 706, 720, 
791 P.2d 1285, 1299 (1990) (citing Celotex v. Catrett, 477 U.S. 317 (1986)); see also 
Badell v. Beeks, 115 Idaho 101, 102, 765 P.2d 126, 127 (1988). 
If reasonable people could reach different conclusions or inferences from the 
evidence, the motion for summary judgment should be denied. Thompson v. Pike, 125 
Idaho 897,900, 876 P.2d 595,598 (1994); Doe v. Durtschi, 110 Idaho 466,470, 716 P.2d 
1238, 1242 (1986). 
STATEMENT OFF ACTS 
1. During 2012 and 2013, Sunrain used only one trucking company to haul potatoes 
to cattle feed. Sunrain engaged "J&W" trucking to haul potatoes to cattle feed. The other 
trucking companies identified in the exhibits to Johnson's affidavit are not companies 
that were arranged for by Sunrain nor did Sunrain authorize those companies to haul 
potatoes to cattle feed from Silver Creek. (Derbidge Aff. ,I 4.) 
2. In April 2013, Aron Derbidge, Sunrain's business manager, informed Mark 
Johnson that Sunrain rejected the potatoes Silver Creek had grown as seed potatoes. 
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that conversation 
pickup of the potatoes or the payment the potatoes that 
shipped to cattle feed. (Id. ,r 5.) 
3. Sunrain's business practice pertaining to its seed potato operations is to require 
Sunrain's growers to sort all seed potatoes prior to shipment. (Id. 16.) Sorting is the seed 
potato farming practice and process by which dirt, rotten potatoes, frost damaged 
potatoes, incorrectly sized potatoes, and potatoes containing other defects are removed 
from the potato pile and disposed of. (Id.) There is an industry standard that when seed 
potatoes are sorted an average of ten percent to twenty percent of the potato pile is 
removed and not shipped. (Id.) 
4. There is no evidence that Silver Creek sorted the potatoes that were grown from 
Sunrain. 
5. Because Silver Creek failed to sort the potatoes, there is no way to know the exact 
amount of potatoes that conformed to the Blanket Variety Contract. The hundredweights 
submitted by Silver Creek do not accurately represent the hundredweight of potatoes that 
would have conformed to the requirements of the Blanket Variety Contract because of 
the lack of sorting. Anywhere from ten to twenty percent of the pile would have been 
"sorted out" and removed from the pile. (Id. ,I 7.) Sunrain would only have paid for 
certifiable seed that left storage facilities after oversize (exceeding 9.5 oz) and undersized 
(less than 2.5 oz) potatoes were sorted and removed from the pile. (Davenport Dep. 
23:21-24:4, July 2, 2014.) Sunrain also would have paid only for the certifiable seed that 
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6. payments 
Silver Creek. (Counsei 2d Aff. Ex. A.) Silver Creek does not account for, or even 
acknowledge, the payments it received in its briefing on summary judgment. (See 
generally Mem. Re. 2d Mot. Part. Summ. J.) 
7. Silver Creek invoiced Sunrain on December 20, 2012, for an initial deposit on the 
potatoes to be delivered the following spring. (Swenson Aff. Ex.,r 6 & Ex. A.) The total 
invoice for the deposit was $96,528.00. (Id) The invoice broke down the total of the 
deposit by estimated volume and billed $1.50/ cwt for each variety. (Id.) Sunrain paid the 
invoice in full on January 25, 2013, with Check No. 2340. (/d.) 
8. Silver Creek sent Sunrain Invoice No. 241, dated March 25, 2013, for the 
A84180s, and received by Sunrain. (Id. ,r 7 & Ex. B.) This invoice billed Sunrain for 
$66,801.60. (/d.) Sunrain paid the invoice on May 3, 2013 with Check No. 2551. (/d.) 
The total that Sunrain paid Silver Creek for the A84180s is $80,411.60. (Id.) 
9. Silver Creek invoiced Sunrain on April 16, 2013 for $225,232.00. (Id. -,i 8 & Ex. 
C.) Silver Creek sent the invoice after Sunrain rejected all of Silver Creek's potatoes as 
seed potatoes. (Derbidge Dep. 7:3-9:1, July 2, 2014.) Instead of paying the invoice, 
because the potatoes were rejected, Sunrain paid Silver Creek the sum of $175,000.00 on 
May 14, 2013 with Check No. 2584. (Swenson Aff. 41! 8.) Silver Creek cashed the check 
and has retained the $175,000.00. (Id.) 
10. Aron Derbidge, Sunrain's business manager, explained the reasoning behind the 
$175,000.00 payment as follows: 
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on 
were to out were to 
Mark - Mark was very frank with us that he was in big financial trouble. any 
disruption in his cash flow could cause him to lose everything. We did not want to 
see that happen to Mark. As much as we've had all these issues with all of this, I 
still think Mark is a phenomenal person, and we did not want in any way, shape, 
or form want to see Mark go under, so we were trying to help him out. 
Q. So is it your testimony that this $175,000 wasn't for a deposit for those 
potatoes, but was just because you, being Sunrain, just felt bad about the whole 
situation? 
A. Correct. We were trying to help him out. Trying to help keep him afloat. 
That's the vein of all our negotiations with Mark. 
(Derbidge Dep. 69:13-70:7).2 
11. Silver Creek invoiced Sunrain for the G3 Red Fantasy variety. Overall, Sunrain 
paid Silver Creek $33,247.91 for the G3 Red Fantasy variety potatoes in 2013. (Swenson 
Aff. ,I 9 & Ex. D.) There were six separate payments, or allocations of payments, that 
comprise the $33,247.91. (Id.) The first payment is an allocation of the initial deposit in 
the amount of $5,593.00 as set forth in Exhibit A to Swenson's affidavit. (Id.) The second 
payment was an allocation of the $175,000.00 paid to Silver Creek on May 14, 2013 in 
the amount of $12,015.51. (Id.) The third, fourth, fifth, and sixth payments are identified 
in the separate invoices that constitute Exhibit D to Swenson's affidavit. (Jd.) There were 
payments of $5,522.40, $4,229.60, $3,645.20, and $2,072.20, in addition to the allocation 
of the $175,000.00 and the initial down payment (Id.) 
12. Sunrain paid Silver Creek a total of $48,3967.11 for the G3 Allians. (Id 110.) 
The payments were the initial deposit of $15,559.00, as set forth in Exhibit A to 
2 Attached to Counsel 2d Affidavit as Exhibit B. 
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a total 
payments to Silver Creek for the 03 Lauras were the deposit amount of 
$14,943.00, as set forth in Exhibit A to Swenson's affidavit, and an allocation of the 
$175,000.00 payment in the amount of $31,537.27. (Id.) 
14. Sunrain paid Silver Creek $49,836.34 for the G3 Annabelles. (Id. 112.) The 
payments to Silver Creek for the 03 Annabelles were the initial deposit of $12,726.00, as 
set forth in Exhibit A to Swenson's affidavit, and an allocation of the $175,000.00 
payment in the amount of $26,856.74. (Id.) 
15. Sunrain paid Silver Creek $37,879.53 for the 02 Red Fantasy. (Id. ,r 13.) The 
payments to Silver Creek for the 02 Red Fantasy were the initial deposit of $12,181.50, 
as set forth in Exhibit A to Swenson's affidavit, and an allocation of the $175,000.00 
payment in the amount of $25708.53. (Id.) 
16. Sunrain paid Silver Creek $45,422.91 for the 02 Lauras. (Id. 114.) The payments 
to Silver Creek for the 02 Lauras were the initial deposit of $14,603.00, as set forth in 
Exhibit A to Swenson's affidavit, and an allocation of the $175,000.00 payment in the 
amount of $30,819.91. (Id.) 
17. Sunrain paid Silver Creek $7,294.61 for the 02 Annabelles. (Id. ,r 15.) The 
payments to Silver Creek for the 02 Annabelles were the initial deposit of $2,346.00, as 
set forth in Exhibit A to Swenson's affidavit, and an allocation of the $175,000.00 
payment in the amount of $4,949.61. (Id.) 
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amoW1t of $1,670.87. (Id.) 
19. Sunrain paid Silver Creek $4,077.00 for G3 Rumbas, as set forth in Exhibit A to 
Swenson's affidavit. (Id. 1 17.) 
20. Sunrain paid Silver Creek $353,869.00 for potatoes that are the subject to the 
litigation. (Id. ,i 19 & Ex. E.) 
21. Sunrain continues to hold the sale proceeds from the cattle feed sale for the 
benefit of Silver Creek, but Silver Creek has refused to accept cattle feed prices for the 
potatoes it agreed to sell as cattle feed. Tue total amoW1t of the cattle feed proceeds 
received by Sunrain is $45,143.00. (Id. ,i 20.) 
ARGUMENT 
Silver Creek overreaches in its Second Motion for Summary Judgment. The 
motion is a clever attempt to improperly shift the burden of proof to Sunrain without 
considering the elements Silver Creek must prove for its claim. Rule 56(c) requires the 
moving party to establish facts that are not disputed and that it is entitled to judgment as a 
matter of law. IDAHO R. Crv. P. 56( c) (2014 ). On a motion such as this one where it seeks 
an adjudication of damages, such a showing would involve (1) accoWlting for payments 
received from Sunrain, (2) accoW1ting for potatoes shipped by Silver through third 
parties, and (3) accoW1ting for payments received from third parties for potatoes sold by 
Silver Creek. Silver Creek, interestingly, fails to do any of the foregoing in its Second 
Motion for Partial Sum111ary Judgment. 
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recoruml~!r its aec1s1cm granting 
affidavits. should also deny the Second &a,,..~,H Partial Summary 
Judgment for multiple reasons because the numbers as set forth by Silver Creek are 
inaccurate and fail to account for payments received from Sunrain or from third parties. 
1. There are triable issues of material fact whether Silver Creek delivered the 
potatoes to Sunrain as required by the contract. 
The Blanket Variety Contract between Sunrain and Silver Creek contains a 
delivery provision with which Silver Creek failed to comply. Silver Creek did not deliver 
a substantial amount of potatoes to Sunrain per the contract's terms. Sunrain should not 
be obligated to pay for potatoes that were not delivered by Silver Creek and were instead 
shipped and sold by Silver Creek to third parties. 
Section 2 of the Blanket Variety Contract states: 
PRICE and QUANTITY: For the see years 2012, 2013-commercial year 2012-
2013, Silver Creek Seed L.L.C. agrees to sell Generation 3 Proprietary seed 
potatoes and Sunrain agrees to purchase all cwt Generation 3 seed potatoes. Silver 
Creek Seed L.L.C. also will not be able to sell these varieties to any other entity 
other than Sunrain due to Sunrain's exclusive ownership of the varieties. 
Generation 3 seed will be sold to Sunrain at $13.50 per cwt. In the event that the 
yield falls below 350 C\\<1: the price will go to $14.50/cwt. All prices are loaded 
bulk delivery aboard Sunrain 's trucks F O.B. Silver Creek Seed L.L. C. 's storages. 
Silver Creek Seed L.L.C. shall cooperate with Sunrain's delivery schedules. All 
acreage will be GPS monitored and volume to back up yield calculations will be 
done by scaled out weights. Any Generation 2 seed sold to Sunrain will be priced 
at $25.00 dollars/cwt and this price is based on 2012 incoming seed prices. Future 
pricing will depend on incoming early generation pricing on the Generation 2 
seed. 
(Johnson Aff. Ex. A) (emphasis added). Delivery should have occurred when the potatoes 
were loaded on Sunrain 's trucks F.O.B. at Silver Creek's storage facilities. (Id.) There are 
no other delivery terms or conditions provided for in the contract. (Id.) However, as 
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were loaded on trucks arranged for by Silver Creek and taken to third parties for sale as 
cattle feed. (Id.) By electing to load the potatoes on non-Sunrain trucks and shipping 
them to third parties, Silver Creek failed to deliver the potatoes to Sunrain. 
"The obligation of the seller is to transfer and deliver and that of the buyer is to 
accept and pay in accordance with the contract." IDAHO CODE ANN. § 28-2-301 (2014). In 
this case, as the seller, Silver Creek had the obligation to transfer and deliver according to 
the contract's terms by loading them on Sunrain's trucks, not its own trucks or trucks that 
it arranged for, at Silver Creek's storage facilities. Id. § 28-2-319(l)(c). The delivery term 
"F.O.B. at Silver Creek Seed L.L.C.'s storages" clearly required a specific method of 
performance by Silver Creek. (Johnson Aff. Ex. A.) The use of the term F.O.B., however, 
imposed an unequivocal condition of delivery. IDAHO CODE ANN. § 28-2-319(1 )(a). 
Here, Silver Creek did not deliver all of the potatoes intended for seed to Sunrain 
because Silver Creek loaded the potatoes on non-Sunrain trucks and shipped them to 
third parties for cattle feed. (Derbidge Aff. 11 4-5.) In 2013, Sunrain contracted with a 
specific trucking company for hauling potatoes to cattle feed. (Id. 14.) That trucking 
company is "J&W". (Id) The B0Ls provided by Silver Creek identify several other 
trucking companies that have never been affiliated with Sunrain. (Id.) The only company 
Sunrain arranged for as a part of the transaction with Silver Creek is J&W. (Id.) The 
potatoes that Silver Creek gave to these other trucking companies were simply never 
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Variety BOLs for potatoes not loaded on Sun:rain trucks 
12 out of 16 (Johnson Aff. Ex. B) 
/1.UlQ.U.:> II". t f'17/Th Aff P (') v ou"' 0..1. ..l. , v.,o ......... rison J.. .............. .£,..Ix. _ / 
Red Fantasy (G3) 8 out of 9 (Johnson Aff. Ex. D) 
Annabelle 2 out of 13 (Johnson Aff. Ex. E) 
Red Fantasy (G2/G3) 2 out of 14 (Johnson Aff. Ex. F) 
Laura(G2) 0 out of 14 (Johnson Aff. Ex. G) 
Annabelle (G2/G3) 0 out of 3 (Johnson Aff. Ex. H) 
Carrera (G2)/Red Fantasy (G2) 0 out of 1 (Johnson Aff. Ex. I) 
Thus, there are triable issues of fact as to delivery under the contract contrary to 
the Court's findings. Silver Creek gave the potatoes to third parties and has retained 
$25,328.34 in sales proceeds from the potatoes sold to Ida-Gold. (Counsel 2d Aff. Ex. A.) 
"Tender of delivery is a condition to the buyer's duty to accept the goods and, unless 
otherwise agreed, to his duty to pay for them. Tender entitles the seller to acceptance of 
the goods and to payment according to the contract." IDAHO CODE A:t .. 'N. § 28-2-507(1). 
Silver Creek failed to tender delivery per the contract's terms. Sunrain had no obligation 
to pay for the potatoes Silver Creek gave to third parties. 
The fact that Silver Creek never delivered the potatoes per the contract's terms 
reduces the amount of damages that Silver Creek could possibly recover in this case.
3 
3 Sunrain, of course, maintains its position that it rejected the potatoes as seed potatoes and that the 
rnnm;;;,,.tenns of the Blanket Variety Contract are inapplicable. 
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03 A84180s $40,510.80 (3000.Scwt x $13.50) 
03 Laura $88,751.70 (6574.2cwt X $13.50) 
rn RPci F~nfa.::y <!:44,T:n_JO (17R1.2~wt x <i:11.50) 
03 Annabelle 
1 $8,048.70 (596.2cwt x $13.50) 
03 Allians $46,839.60 (3469.6cwt X $13.50) 
There are other shipments that need to be accounted for by Silver Creek and until 
Silver Creek accounts for all sums received from cattle feed sales arranged for by Silver 
Creek, the Court should not grant summary judgment to Silver Creek. 
2. Silver Creek seeks a windfall. 
In litigation, a party seeking damages must prove its damages with reasonable 
certainty. In Griffith v. Clear Lakes Trout Co., Inc., 152 P.3d 604 (Idaho 2007), the Idaho 
Supreme Court wrote that a party must show damages with "reasonably certainty" in 
order for a damages award to be upheld on appeal. Id. at 611. In Griffith, the Court also 
noted, " Ultimately it is for the trier of fact to fix the amount by determining the 
credibility of the witnesses, resolving conflicts in the evidence, and drawing reasonable 
inferences therefrom. Id. at 611 (internal citations omitted). Silver Creek has skipped far 
too many steps to establish its damages in this case as set forth in the Second Motion for 
Partial Summary Judgment. As will be discussed, infra, Silver Creek has not established 
(a) causation; (b) that the potatoes conformed to the contract in any respect beyond the 
presence of bacterial ring rot (BRR), and (c) that Sunrain would have accepted the 
potatoes irrespective of BRR, that the potatoes conformed to the contract. 
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a. Silver Creek has not established causation. 
identified the elements of a breach of contract action. It wrote: 
The elements for a claim for breach of contract are: (a) the existence of the 
contract, (b) the breach of the contract, ( c) the breach caused damages, and ( d) the 
amount of those damages. O'Dell v. Basabe, 119 Idaho 796,813,810 P.2d 1082, 
1099 ( 1991) (plaintiff has the burden of proving the existence of a contract and 
the fact of its breach); Suitts v. First Sec. Bank of Idaho, NA., 110 Idaho 15, 22, 
713 P.2d 1374, 1381 (1985) (the damages recoverable must be caused by the 
breach); Watkins Co., LLCv. Storms, 152 Idaho 531,539,272 P.3d 503,511 
(2012) (the amount of damages must be proved). 
Id. at 242. Thus, in order for the Court to find that Sunrain owes Silver Creek money, i.e., 
it must first find that Sunrain's breach, (assuming there was a breach), caused damage. Id. 
Nothing submitted by Silver Creek establishes the absence of triable issues of 
material fact on the issue of causation. Silver Creek does not even attempt to submit pro 
forma evidence in this regard. As the moving party it is Silver Creek's burden to bring 
issues before the Court that it believes are ripe for adjudication. See IDAHO R. C1v. P. 
56( c ). It would be improper for the Court to adjudicate issues not raised within the ambit 
of the moving party's motion. See, e.g., Harwoodv. Talbert, 39 P.3d 612 (Idaho 2001); 
Shelton v. Shelton, 225 P.3d 693,698 (Idaho 2009); Thomson v. Idaho Ins. Agency, Inc., 
887 P.2d 1034, 1038 (Idaho 1994); Heisler v. Metro. Council, 339 F .3d 622, 631 (8th Cir. 
Minn. 2003). Granting summary judgment on an issue not raised by the moving party 
unfairly shifts the burden to the non-moving party while failing to afford the non-moving 
party with any meaningful chance to respond. See lvfcDaniel v. Miss. Baptist Med Ctr., 
869 F.Supp. 445,453 (S.D. Miss. 1994). Therefore, Sunrain objects to the Court even 
considering the issue of damages without first having the issue of causation properly 
before the 
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are 
contract. example, Section 3 of the Blanket Variety Contract requires that the 
potatoes sold by Silver Creek meet the size requirements of 1.5 oz. minimum and 9.5 oz. 
maximum. (Johnson Aff. Ex. A,§ 3.) Additionally, Section 4 requires: 
SEED QUALITY STANDARDS: The seed shall conform to Idaho Crop 
Improvement Association standards for the generation being delivered to Sunrain, 
and must meet all certification requirements of the State of Idaho. All seed 
potatoes grown pursuant to this Agreement shall be inspected in the fields and 
storages by the appropriate inspectors. All seed potatoes shall be free from frost 
damage. Each load will be inspected, tagged, sealed, and certified prior to 
departure from Silver Creek Seed L.L.C.'s storages by the appropriate state 
inspection service. Each load will have an inspection certificate upon departure 
for Sunrain's destination. No advance payments shall be due with the exception of 
a down payment due 30 days after harvest. Silver Creek Seed L.L.C. will provide 
Sunrain with proof of said potatoes passing all certifications, and field 
inspections, due at the time of delivery or after final inspections. In addition, 
Silver Creek Seed L.L.C. agrees to follow Sunrain/Potandon/Solanum Seed 
Grower protocol "Attachment A." Also for all seed lots every attempt will be 
taken to allow seed to pass all state certification requirements as well as 
Phytosanitary requirements necessary for shipping into Canada. This will include 
PCN testing to USDA/CFIA guidelines and Columbia Basin Root Knot and 
Potato Rot Nematode testing. In addition 400 tuber samples will be sent to a 
USDA approved testing facility for Bacterial Ring Rot. Silver Creek Seed L.L.C. 
will attempt to make its seed potatoes make US Fresh Grade in the growing of the 
seed crops. 
(Id.,§ 4.) There is no evidence that the potatoes met these standards because once BRR 
was discovered, Silver Creek did not sort the potatoes, inspect the potatoes, evaluate the 
potatoes for size, evaluate the potatoes for frost, or otherwise comply with the contract's 
requirements as set forth in Sections 2 through 4. Nor is there any undisputed evidence 
that Silver Creek "provide[ d] Sunrain with proof of said potatoes passing all 
certifications, and field inspections" which were to be "due at the time of delivery or after 
final inspections." (Id.) Finally, Silver Creek has not presented any undisputed evidence 
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was in accordance with the Sunrain/Potandon/Solanum Seed Grower 
contract cannot 
under rug through a creative motion for partial swnmary judgment. 
Furthermore, there is no evidence from Silver Creek establishing that the load-out 
weights came from the proper fields, i.e., the potatoes being attributed to Sunrain were, in 
fact, Sunrain's potatoes. There is no evidence of GPS monitoring of the potatoes or 
evidence correlating the potatoes to the correct fields. The Blanket Variety Contract 
required verification by GPS. (Id. Ex. A, § 2.) Without the GPS verification, there is no 
reasonable certainty attached to (a) the potato weights in the BOLs claimed by Silver 
Creek as being subject to the Blanket Variety Contract, and (b) the amounts claimed as 
damages. Reasonable certainty is a requirement for damage awards and there is not even 
of modicum ofreasonable certainty attached to Silver Creek's motion. See Griffith, 152 
P .3d at 611. A jury would have to resolve this issue. 
When Sunrain' s seed potatoes are being loaded out of storage they are to be 
sorted. (Derbidge Aff., 6.) Sorting is the process by which dirt, rotten potatoes, and 
potatoes that do no comply with size requirements are removed from the potato pile and 
disposed 0£ (Id.) If a potato has suffered frost damage this would be revealed during the 
sorting process. (Id.) There is an industry standard that when seed potatoes are sorted an 
average of ten percent to twenty percent of the potato pile is removed and not shipped. 
(Id.) Because the Silver Creek potatoes that are the subject of this lawsuit were not 
sorted, all of the "junk" remained with the potatoes. Silver Creek is asking for Sunrain to 
pay for weight that Sunrain never would have been required to pay for had Silver Creek 
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actually performed obligations under Blanket 
And is it your understanding, did the weight matter at all-what the vv'"''"''" 
was when it went into Silver Creek's cellars? 
A. No. There would be no-that is not what we paid for. We only paid for 
certifiable seed that would leave the facility after oversize and undersized were 
sorted out and disease problems and things were sorted out. We would only pay 
for what we considered to be certifiable seed. 
(Davenport Dep. 23:21-24:4, July 2, 2014).4 Sunrain would never have paid the certified 
seed prices as outlined in the Blanket Variety Contract for the uncertified, unsorted potato 
weights Silver Creek ticketed in the BOLs because the loads were unsorted and the 
"'junk" was still present in the loads. (Derbidge Aff 'I[ 6.) There is no way for the parties 
to determine what the actual weight of conforming potatoes would have been had Silver 
Creek performed its obligations under the contract. Yet, that is Silver Creek's burden to 
establish its damages claim with reasonable certainty. As it stands now, given the fact 
that the potatoes were never sorted or certified Silver Creek cannot satisfy its evidentiary 
burden as to damages for purposes of summary judgment and is asking for a windfall.5 
Ultimately, Silver Creek has the burden to prove its damage claim with 
reasonable certainty with evidence that takes the claim outside the realm of speculation. 
Griffith, 152 P .3d at 611. Silver Creek has failed to meet this burden at summary 
judgment because of an inherent flaw in its methodology: its assumption that the potatoes 
met all of the contract's requirements and that Sunrain would have paid for the entire 
load-out of the potatoes as seed without sorting the potatoes. The potatoes would have 
been required to be sorted and certified as seed potatoes before that ever would have 
4 Attached to Counsel 2d Affidavit as Exhibit C. 
Let alone at trial. 
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can be to recover any money it has to 
Sumain also would not have accepted any potatoes over oz. (Davenport 
23:21-24:4.) Had the potatoes been sorted prior to loading them on the trucks, the weight 
actually shipped would have been reduced from what the weight tickets attached to 
Johnson's affidavit evidence. (Derbidge Aff. 16.) There is a dispute whether it is 
reasonable to believe that Sumain would have paid the amounts claimed by Silver Creek 
for the potatoes. (Id. 1 7.) The jury should resolve the amounts owed by both parties, if 
any, after consideration of the evidence. See Griffith, 152 P.3d at 611. 
3. Sunrain is entitled to offset any amounts owed by the amounts paid and the 
consideration of offsets precludes summary judgment. 
Silver Creek acknowledges in its brief that it does not address amounts already 
paid by Sumain to Silver Creek. However, in seeking an order on damages, Silver Creek 
should have conceded what amounts had been paid by Sumain to Silver Creek. Such a 
concession would at least addressed the evidentiary burden that Silver Creek has on 
summary judgment, i.e., to establish the absence of triable issues of material fact. The 
Court should not award Silver Creek partial summary judgment because Silver Creek 
requests money that would not be due to it. By failing to acknowledge the payments it 
received, Silver Creek seeks to entice the Court into awarding it double recovery. 
Overall, Sumain paid Silver Creek $353,869.00 for potatoes that are the subject of 
this litigation. (Swenson Aff. ~ 19.) Silver Creek has retained $25,328.34 in payments 
from Ida-Gold that it has never disclosed to the Court. (Counsel 2d Aff. Ex. A.) The 
evidence does not support a finding that there is an absence of triable issues of material 
or that summary judgment is appropriate. 
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noted, Silver Creek arranged carriers to haul some of the potatoes to 
specifically Ida-Gold. On August 20, 2014, Silver Creek's attorney emailed Sunrain's 
counsel and attached a spreadsheet from Silver Creek. (Id. Ex. A.) The spreadsheet 
documents the payments received by Silver Creek for potatoes shipped to Ida-Gold in the 
amount of $25,328.34. (Id.) Sunrain has not received any proceeds from the cattle feed 
sales other than the payments from J&W. (Swenson Aff. ,i 20.) Sunrain should be given 
credit for the payments Silver Creek received from Ida-Gold because they were payments 
for the potatoes. 
Silver Creek, also, has only provided Sunrain with a spreadsheet for Ida-Gold 
payments. (See Counsel 2d Aff. Ex. A.) Silver Creek has not provided an accounting for 
any payments from other recipients of the potatoes shipped by Silver Creek on the trucks 
it arranged for during 2013. Silver Creek certainly did not "give" the potatoes away and 
were undoubtedly paid for the potatoes. 
a. Sunrain paid for the A84180s. 
There are no triable issues of material fact whether Sunrain has paid for the 
A84 l 80s in full according to the invoices received from Silver Creek. On December 20, 
2012, Silver Creek invoiced Sunrain for $96,528.00. (Swenson Aff. Ex. A.) The invoice 
was based on Silver Creek's planting estimates for the 2012 crop year and taking into 
consideration a 10% shrink. (Id. ,i 6.) The rate paid, as a deposit for the potatoes, and 
agreed upon by the parties was $1.50/cwt. (Id. Ex. A.) Sunrain paid the invoice in full on 
January 25, 2013, with Check No. 2340. (Id., 6.) Of the $96,528.00 paid, $13,609.50 
was allocated to pay for the A84 l 80s. (Id. ,I 6 & A.) Silver Creek then sent Invoice 
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to on the 80s. 
$ 
on May 3, with Check No. 1 in the amount of $66,801.60. (Id. ,i 
paying the invoice and accounting for the initial deposit made by Sunrain of $1.50/cwt, 
Silver Creek has retained a balance of $5,259.80 from the original deposit made by 
Sunrain. (Id. 17 & Ex. E.) Including the retainage, Sunrain has paid Silver Creek 
$80,411.60. (Id.) Sunrain has paid for the A84180s and Silver Creek is owed nothing. In 
fact, Silver Creek owes Sunrain a $5,259.80 refund of the deposit for the A84180s. 
b. Sunrain paid $33,247.91 for G3 Red Fantasy. 
There are triable issues whether Silver Creek is owed $58,490.10 for G3 Red 
Fantasy. In December 2012, Silver Creek invoiced Sunrain for a deposit for the G3 Red 
Fantasy. (Swenson Aff. Ex. A.) Silver Creek billed the deposit at $1.50/cwt. (Id.) The 
amount billed by Silver Creek for the G3 Red Fantasy was $5,692.50. (Id.) Sunrain paid 
the entire amount of$96,528.00 on January 25, 2013, with Check No. 2340. (Id. ,i 6 & 
Ex. A.) Sunrain also paid Silver Creek $175,000.00 on May 14, 2013, with Check No. 
2584. (Id. ,i 8 & Exs C, E.) Of the $175,000.00 advance, Sunrain allocated $12,015.51 for 
payment of the G3 Red Fantasy. (Id. ,i 9 & Ex. E.) Sunrain paid Silver Creek an 
additional $15,539.40. (Id. ,i 9 & Ex. D.) Silver Creek billed the G3 Red Fantasy as 
$13.50/cwt in every invoice that it sent to Sunrain. (See Swenson Aff. Ex. D.) Thus, 
Silver Creek's own documentation creates a factual dispute as to what the appropriate 
contract rate is for purposes of calculating any damages that Silver Creek might owe. 
According to the evidence, Sunrain has documented payment to Silver Creek $33,247.91 
Defendant's Memorandum in Opposition to the Plaintiff's Second Motion for Partial 





c. Silver Creek is not entitled to summary judgment for the AUians. 
Silver Creek is not entitled to judgment in the amount of $149,577.30, as 
requested in its Second Motion for Partial Summary Judgment. Of the initial deposit paid 
by Sunrain, $15,559.00 ofit was allocated to the G3 Allians. (Swenson Aff. ,i 10 & Ex. 
A) Sunrain also paid Silver Creek the $175,000.00 payment. (Id. ,i 8.) Of the 
$175,000.00, $32,837.11 was allocated for payment of the Allians. (Id. ,i 10.) Overall, 
Sunrain paid Silver Creek $48,396.11 for the G3 Allians. (Id) Silver Creek's motion 
does not account for the payments made by Sunrain. Therefore, the Court should deny the 
motion and not award Silver Creek its requested $148,577.30. 
d. Silver Creek is not entitled to summary judgment for the G3 Lauras. 
Silver Creek is not entitled to judgment for the G3 Laura variety in the amount of 
$138,969.00. Sunrain paid an initial deposit for the G3 Laura variety at the rate of 
$1.50/cwt. (Swenson Aff. ,i 6 & Ex. A) The amount paid by Sunrain in the original 
deposit for the G3 Lauras was $14,943.00. (Swenson Aff,i,i 6, 11 & Ex. A) Of the 
$175,000.00 payment by Sunrain, $31,537.27 was allocated to payment for the G3 
Lauras. (Swenson Aff. ,i 11 & Ex. E.) The total amount paid to Silver Creek for the G3 
Lauras totaled $46,480.27. (Id. Ex. E.) Silver Creek is not entitled to summary judgment 
and triable facts exist as to the amount owed, if any, to Silver Creek for the G3 Lauras. 
e. Silver Creek is not entitled to judgment for the G3 Annabelles. 
Silver Creek is not entitled to judgment for the G3 Annabelle variety in the 
amount of $119,145.60. Sunrain paid an initial deposit for the G3 Annabelle variety at 
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rate (Swenson amount paid by Sunrain 
Of the $175,000.00 payment Sunrain, "'"'"'·U-' was allocated to payment 
for the G3 Annabelles. (Swenson Aff. ,r 12, Ex. E.) The total amount paid to Silver Creek 
for the G3 Lauras totaled $39,581.74. (Id.) Therefore, Silver Creek is not entitled to 
summary judgment in the amount of$119,145.60 as requested. Triable facts exist as to 
the amount owed, if any, to Silver Creek for the G3 Annabelles. 
f. Silver Creek is not entitled to judgment for the G2 Red Fantasy. 
Silver Creek is not entitled to judgment for the G2 Red Fantasy variety in the 
amount of $212,320.00. Sunrain paid an initial deposit for the G2 Red Fantasy variety at 
the rate of $1.50/cwt. (Swenson Aff. ,r 6, 13 & Exs. A, E.) The amount paid by Sunrain in 
the original deposit for the G2 Red Fantasy totaled $12,181.00. (Swenson Aff,r 13 & 
Exs. A, E.) Of the $175,000.00 payment by Sunrain, $25,708.53 was allocated to 
payment for the G2 Red Fantasy. (Swenson Aff. ,r 13, Ex. E.) The total amount paid to 
Silver Creek for the G2 Red Fantasy totaled $37,889.53. (Id.) Therefore, Silver Creek is 
not entitled to summary judgment in the amount of $212,320.00 as requested. Triable 
facts exist as to the amount owed, if any, to Silver Creek for the G2 Red Fantasy. 
g. Silver Creek is not entitled to judgment for the G2 Lauras. 
Silver Creek is not entitled to judgment for the G2 Laura variety in the amount of 
$245,705.00. Sunrain paid an initial deposit for the G2 Laura variety at the rate of 
$1.50/c~1. (Swenson Aff. ,r 6, Ex. A.) The amount paid by Sunrain in the original deposit 
for the G2 Laura totaled $14,603.00. (Swenson Aff,I,f 6, 14 & Exs. A, E.) Of the 
$175,000.00 payment by Sunrain, $30,819.91 was allocated to payment for the G2 
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The total amount paid to Silver 
summary judgment the amount of$245,705.00 as requested. Triable facts exist as to 
the amount owed, if any, to Silver Creek for the G2 Red Fantasy. 
h. Silver Creek is not entitled to judgment for the G2 AnnabeUes. 
Silver Creek is not entitled to judgment for the G2 Annabelle variety in the 
amount of $39,725.00. Sunrain paid an initial deposit for the G2 Red Fantasy variety at 
the rate of $1.50/cwt. (Swenson Aff. ,i 6, Exs. A, E.) The amount paid by Sunrain in the 
original deposit for the G2 Annabelles totaled $2,345.00. (Swenson Aff,I 15 & Exs. A. 
E.) Of the $175,000.00 payment by Sunrain, $4,949.61 was allocated to payment for the 
G2 Annabelles. (Swenson Aff. ,i 15, Exs. A, E.) The total amount paid to Silver Creek for 
the G2 Annabelles totaled $7,294.61. (Id.) Therefore, Silver Creek is not entitled to 
summary judgment in the amount of$39,725.00 as requested. 
i. Silver Creek is not entitled to judgment for the G2 Carreras. 
Silver Creek is not entitled to judgment for the G2 Carreras variety in the amount 
of $13,375.00. Sunrain paid an initial deposit for the G2 Carreras variety at the rate of 
$1.50/cwt. (Swenson Aff. ,i,i 6, 16, Exs. A, E.) The amount paid by Sunrain in the 
original deposit for the G2 Carreras totaled $792.00. (Swenson Aff117 & Ex. A, E.) Of 
the $175,000.00 payment by Sunrain, $1,670.87 was allocated to payment for the G2 
Carreras. (Swenson Aff. ,i 16, Exs. A, E.) The total amount paid to Silver Creek for the 
G2 Carreras totaled $2,462.87. (Id.) Therefore, Silver Creek is not entitled to summary 
judgment in the amount of $13,375.00 as requested. Triable facts exist as to the amount 
owed, if any, to Silver Creek for the G2 Carreras. 
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the Second Motion for Partial Summary Judgment should be ....... un,u. 
DATED: September 2, 2014 
kichael '1J Of Bear t. Clair Gaffney PA 
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Opposition to Plaintiffs Second Motion 
Cow chow billegJ:o Ida..-Gold totals 
GENER 
INY1t CUSTOMER VARIETY ATION LOT"M GROSS IA.Ri NET SACKS PRICE TQTAt 
•1/29/2013 ]875 Cow Chow/lda-Gold A-84180-8 G3 83120026 94,140 36.160 .57.980 579.8 170 985.p6 
4/29/2013 18i7 Cow Clmw/ld:l•Gold A-84180,8 G3 83120026 96,961) 351920 61.040 610.4 1.70 1,037.68 
5/1/2013 1889 <;:ow Chpw/ldia-Gold A~84180-8 G3 83120026 .96,000 36,100 59,900 599.0 1.70 1,018.30 
5/1/2013 1892 Cow Chow/Id:J·µol<i A-S4i80•8 G3 83120025 98,560 35,860 62,700 627.0 l.70 1:o(iS.90 
5/2/20!3 1896 Cow Chow/ld:i·Gold A,84180,8 Gl 83120025 91,5::lO ~6.060 58.4~0 584.6 1.70 993.B~ 
5/10/JOB 1928 Cow Chuw/ld:~·Gold Laura (;3 83120018 99,700 . 36,100 63,600 636.0 1.70 1,081.20 
5/I0/20!3 nm Cow Chow/ld:~·Gold Laura Gl 83120011! !15,700 ·35,940 59.760 597.6 t70 l,Ol5.92 
Cow Chow/ld:a,Gol~ Laura G3 B3l200IB '99,000 36,160 62,840 628.4 1.70 1,068.28 
5/13/2013 1940 Cow Chow/ld:a-Gold Lnura G3 8Jl20018 98,500. 35,940 62,StiQ· 625.6 .1.70 1,063.52 
5/14/lOB 1941 Cow Chow/fda-Gold Laura' G3 B3J2Q018 96,900 35,820 61,080 6!0.8 1.70 1,038.36 
5/14/2013 1942 Cow Chow/Ida-Gold Laura G3 83120018 96,100 35,840 60,260 602.6 1,70 1,()24.42_ 
5/15/2013 1943 Cow Chow/fdn-Gold Laura G3 83120018 !'6.300 36;020 60,280 6028 1.00 602.80 
5/15/2013 1944 Cow Chow/Ida,Gold laura ~3 83120018 129,820 43,4~0 86,340 863.4 1.00 863.40 
5/15/2013 ]945 Cow Chow/lda•Gold [aura G3 83120018 123,580 43,120 80,460 804.6 1.00 804.60 
5/15/2013 1946 Cow Chow/Ida-Gold taurn G3 B312001B 96,020 35,780 60,240 602.4 l.00 60HO 
5/17/2013 1947 Cow Chow/Tda,Gold Red Fantasy G3 83120021 97,280 36,180 61,100 511.Q 1.00 6ll.OO 
5/17/2013 1951 Cow Chow/ldn·GoTd R~Fantasy G3 83120021 1;2'1.860 ,fl,820 82,040 820,4 1.00 820.40 
5/17l20B 1953 Cow Chow/Ida-Gold Red Fantasy G3 83120011 97,280 35,960 61,320 613.2 1.00 6l3.20 
5/18/2013 1977 Cow Chow/ldn-Golcl Red faritasy G2 83120020 96,720 36,060 60,669 606.6 1.70 1,031.22 
5/20/2013 1983 Cow Chow/rda-Gold Red Fantasy G2 83120020 99,080 35,SBO ~B.200 632.0 1.70 1,074.40 
5/20/2013 1992 Cow Chow/Ida-Gold Annabelle G3 83120030 95,940 36,020 5916W 596.2 1.70 1,013.54 
Sf2S/20B 2020 Cow Chow/lda,Gold Alllanl! (,3 83120027 J04,560 35,860 68,700 687.0 I.70 U67.90 
6/ll/20!3 2035 Cowl'.:how/icfa-go1d AIUans G3 83120027 92,220 36,060 56,160 5616 1.70 954.72 
6/11/20!3 2037 CowChow/ldn-go1d Allians 03 8)120027 86,300 32,l40 53,960 539.6 1.70 917.32 
6/ll/2013 2038 CowChow/lda•gold Allians G3 83120027 87,980 3-USO 53,600 536.0 1.70 9!1.20 
6/ll/20!3 2044 CowChow/Jd11-gold Alllans ,G3 83120027 86,360 32,080 54,28!) 541.8 1.70 9"~2,76 
6/IJ/20!3 2049 CowChow/id11-gold · Allians G3 83120027 96,720 36,'!60 6(),260 602.6 1.70 1,024.41 
2,67'1,800 984,400 1,692,400 16,924.0 25,328.34 
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for these ootatoes;t 
You know, don't think 
started working some of the sma!ier bills with 
41 Mark, some of the labor things that were going on for 
s storage rent, but I don't·· I just don't recall 
6 having done deposits. It doesn't mean I wasn't 
7 involved. I just don't recall having done it. 
Iii Q. And would - the other invoices that came 
; in, \VOuld ~fark send the ;veight tickets \.vith those 
10 invoices? 
11 A. Unfortunately, sometimes yes and sometimes 
12 no. The quality of documentation that we received out 
13 of Silver Creek was hit or miss at best. Again. being 
l4 another small company that is just starting out, we 
15 were very understanding. We recognize it's tough to 
16 get those systems and processes in place, but it was a 
111 continual issue with documentation being missing or 
18 incorrect with items that we received from Silver 
19 Creek. So there was a lot of back and forth with the 
20 majority of invoices. 
21 Q. And would Lis.a Swenson go to you or Jeff to 
22 approve those payments? 
23 A. Unless we had a weigh ticket from a trucking 
24 company to be able to immediately tie it out to where 
125 we didn't have to be involved, then sure, she would 
Aron Derbridge 
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that is what we needed to do. We had no other 
2 other than to do that, but I delivered the message. 
3 Q. And do you know if Jeff Bragg or Mel 
4 Davenport also told Mark Johnson that you guys were 
5 rejecting the potatoes? 
6 A. I'm too percent certain that Mel didn't. 
7 Mel is not involved in the day-to-day actions of 
s company. I don't know whether Jeff did. I would 
9 assume so, but I don't kno,v. 
10 Q. But Jeff would have been crystal clear that 
11 April 20 i3 you had told Mark that the potatoes were 
12 rejected? 
13 A. Yeah.absolutely. 
14 Q. And at the meetings with Silver Creek that 
15 you attended with Mel Davenport, did Mel ever tell 
16 Mark Johnson that the Sunrain was rejecting the 
17 potatoes? 
18 A. I'm not sure if he used "we're rejecting.• 
19 He might have said that they won't work for our use, 
20 but we were all having the same conversation, that the 
21 potatoes couldn't be accepted by Sunrain as seed 
22 potatoes. 
23 Q. Okay. And was there -- look at the last two 
24 pages on Exhibit 103. 
25 A. That would be the check 2584; is that right? 
Page67 I Page69 I 
1 just take care of it, but otherwise either Jeff or 
2 myself would have been involved. 
3 Q. If you did not have a weight? 
4 A. Yeah. 
s Q. Okay. And your meetings that we talked 
6 about -- the second week of April you testified that 
7 you talked to Mark by phone, told him you rejected the 
s potatoes. Did you ever tell Jeff Bragg that you had 
9 rejected the potatoes? 
! 10 A. Oh, yeah. Jeff and I were on the same page. 
111 Absolutely. 
12 Q. And when would you have told Jeff Bragg that 
ll you rejected the potatoes? 
14 A. Oh, Jeff and I were talking with Mel the 
15 entire time, so the three members of management were 
16 on the same page, as far as I was aware. 
17 Q. Okay. So that would have been -- the second 
111 week of April Jeff Bragg would have been aware that 
19 you rejected the potatoes? 
20 A. Correct. So it wasn't just me, but I was 
21 the one that made the communication as far as 
22 rejecting those potatoes. 
23 Q. And what do you mean, it wasn't just you? 
1
24 A. So it was a management decision. It's •• 
25 the three of us. Mel, myself, and Jeff agreed that 
1 It looks like the copy cut off a little bit. 
2 Q. Yep. 
3 A. Okay. 
4 Q. And what was this check for? 
s A. I'm not that good, man. I'm just not that 
6 good. The notes say that it is a deposit for 2013 and 
7 labor on Carreras. 
Iii Q. Okay. And deposit of 2013, that was for 
9 $175,000; is that correct? 
10 A. Yep. 
11 Q. And what was the date of this check? 
12 A. May 14, 2013. 
13 Q. So why was Sunrain putting a deposit down on 
14 the potatoes as of May 14, 2013, if they had already 
15 been rejected? 
1 16 A. Well, like I say, we were trying to help 
11 Mark out. We were trying to make sure Mark-· Mark 
18 was very frank with us that he was in big financial 
19 trouble. That any disruption in his cash flow could 
1
20 cause him to lose everything. We did not want to see 
21 that happen to Mark. As much as we've had all these 
I 22 issues with all of this, I still think Mark is a I 23 phenomenal person, and we did not want in any way, 
J 24 shape, or form want to see Mark go under, so we were 
j 25 trying to help him out. 
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tP<Slim,,nv that this 
wasn't for a for those potatoes, but 
l because you, being Sunrain,just felt bad about the 
, whole situation? 
s A. Correct. We were trying to help him out. 
6 Trying to help keep him afloat. That's the vein of 
1 all of our negotiations with Mark. 
s Q. Okay. Have you gone through the invoices 
9 received from Silver Creek and the payments made to 
Silver Creek -- have you gone through that in detail? 
A. You know, I'd rather watch paint dry than do 
accounting, so fortunately I've got very capable 
people on staff that do that, and I have reviewed 
their results, but I haven't gone through transaction 
by transaction. 
Q. And who would be the primary person who 
takes care of that? 
A. That would be Lisa who is ultimately 
responsible for that. 
Q. And Lisa is still with Sunrain? 
A. Correct. Jeff is the only one we lost. 
Unfortunately, it was a bit more stress than Jeff 
could handle. The job was just a heavy lift. That's 
why I'm losing my hair -- at least that's what I tell 
myself at night. 
Aron Derbridge 
July 2,2014 
wait to say to until the first of 
Well, as you can well that the 
community looked at that and said, oh, my goodness; 
Jeff Bragg is quitting because they found BRR at 
Silver Creek, and he's got to be responsible. None of 
that is true. None of that is true. These wheels 
7 were in motion since early January. Jeff was trying 
a to tie everything up before anybody knew about it so 
; that he could get things reSolved prior io Uiat. 
10 Q. Okay. Where is Jeff working now? 
11 A. He's actually working, to my best 
12 understanding, for the State of Washington. Something 
13 to do with management of irrigated ground. 
14 MR. WRIGHr: Okay. Let's take a quick little 
15 break. 
16 (Recess taken from 2:26 p.m. to 2:35 p.m.) 
17 (Deposition Exhibit No. 112 marked.) 
18 Q. (BY MR. WRIGHT) We are handing you what has 
19 been marked as Exhibit 112. I also admit that this is 
20 an itemization breakdown provided to me by your 
1
21 attorney just today. 
22 Have you seen this specific document before? 
23 A. Yes. 
1 2.1 Q. Okay. Did you help prepare this document? 
25 A. I did not. 

























Q. Did Jeff ever express to you complaints or l Q. Who prepared this document? 
issues on how this was handled by Sunrain? 2 A. Someone within Lisa's group, but let's say 
A. Well, you know, I think we were all unhappy 3 Lisa for all intents and purposes. 
with what the end result ended up being. I think all 4 Q. Okay. And my question is: Are you aware of 
of us were very disappointed that that's the way that 5 any payments made by Sunrain to Silver Creek for the 
it went 6 2012 crop that do not show up on here? 
As far as Jeff being unhappy, I know he was 1 A. No. For the 2012 crop, we did make payments 
really just sick over it, because he feels the same 8 to Mark in -- based on the storage and some labor work 
way about Mark that I do. I mean, the last thing we I 9 that he did, so that was -- that is outside of this. 
wanted to do was see him in this type of position. J 110 This is not capturing any of those things. Again, guess, ['m not sure if I'm answering your question. 11 Mark was great to help us out and provided us a lot of 
Q. And did Jeff resigning have anything to do 
112 
help in sorting and managing those storages just like 
with this Silver Creek seed issue? 13 he had the year previous. 
A. No. Jeff had come to Mel and I in early ,1.1 Q. And it is my understanding that there is not 
January and had said that the job was just -- it was (1s an issue with the labor or storage; is that your 
getting to him. Between the travel requirements, the j16 understanding? 
stress of growing a new business -- it started out as 11, A. That's my understanding as well. 
a very small operation and -- I mean, we are still a 118 Q. Is it your understanding that there is any 
small operation, but we had grown significantly. All 119 other issue with regards to invoices that need to be 
of those things and the time away from his wife, Jeff ,20 paid that don't show up on this spreadsheet? 
just came in and said, look, I can't do this anymore. 121 A. I don't believe so. And I'm not sure if 
I 
I can't keep up with the pace and the requirements of 
1:: 
that is - are these aJI the invoice numbers? Is that 
the job. -what that says there? 
Unfortunately, for Jeff -- and it had 24 Q. [ believe so. 
nothing to do with this. He asked us -- pardon me -- 125 A. I don't believe that these are -- this is 
I 
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Silver Creek Seed 
Sunram Varieties 
can't answer that Jeff would leave the 
would be the one that would have known that answer 
that point. J sorted out. We would 
4 to be certified seed. 
oro,IJ!e:ms and things were 
pay for what we considered 
4 Q. Okay. Would anyone else that you know of in 
5 Sunrain be able to answer that question? 5 Q. And was there any issues with the size of 
7 
A. Possibly, Lisa Swenson. 
Q. And did the parties have a typical way that 
they handled it when that seed was to be paid for by 
6 the potatoes that Silver Creek grew pursuant to this 
7 variety contract? 
a A. I don't believe we ever got into that. r 
Silver Creek? 9 never heard one n1ay or another. 
A. To my knowledge, it had been amicably worked 10 Q. Take a look at the second page, the fourth 
out all the time and no issues relating to that ever 11 paren there. It states, • Also for all seed lots every 
were evidenced to me. Nobody ever came to me and said 12 attempt will be taken to allow the seed to pass all 
we have a problem either getting our money from 13 state certification requirements." And in the last 
Mr. Johnson or having a resolution of how to get that 14 sentence it states, "Silver Creek Seed, LLC, will 
money from Mr. Johnson. I never heard that issue. 15 attempt to make its seed potatoes make U.S. fresh 
16 Q. Okay. And to the best of your knowledge, 16 grade.• 
17 was the understanding that Mark Johnson was to pay for i 17 What did Sunrain mean by this -- this 
18 the seed before he planted it or take it as a credit 1 1a language dealing with every attempt will be taken to 
19 once it was harvested and Sunrain picked up the 19 allow the seed to pass certification requirements? 
20 potatoes? 20 A. I would say that is just referring to that 
21 A. In this particular case, I c:m't answer 21 we will follow all the standard and normal processes 
22 that, because that would have been handled by the 22 and not try to be overly onerous in how we accept the 
23 day-to-day managers of the business. 23 seed. 
24 Q. Okay. And do you know if Sunrain made the 24 On the other hand, I think the contract was 
25 down payments discussed under this contract to Silver 25 quite clear that the seed had to be certified to be 
Page23 
1 Creek? 
2 A. To my knowledge, all the proper payments 
3 were paid to Mark on schedule, yes. 
4 Q. And under this blanket variety contract, 
5 what is your understanding of when the weight is to be 
6 determined for the price to be paid to Silver Creek? 
7 A. State the question again. You lost me 
a there. 
9 Q. I'm looking at the last partial sentence on 
10 Exhibit 101. It says," All prices are loaded bulk 
Page25 
, 1 sold to us. 
2 Q. And do you have any facts to support the 
3 position that Silver Creek didn't make every attempt 
4 to allow the seed to pass certification requirements? 
5 A. I have no knowledge that he did anything 
6 specifically. I can't address whether he specifically 
7 tried to cause the problem. I don't think so. On the 
s other hand, the seed had a problem, and it is what it 
9 is. It had a problem. We were not going to -- we 
10 couldn't pay for it. We could not resell it. 
1
11 deli very aboard Sunrain's trucks FOB Silver Creek 
12 LLC's storages." 
113 So is it your understanding that under the 
11 Q. So let's talk about that seed. So the 84180 
12 and the Rumba tested positive for bacterial ring rot? 
13 A. That's correct. 
I I a variety agreement the weight for the payment under 14 Q. And do you -- is it your understanding that 
15 this variety contract was to be determined when 
Ui Sunrain picked up the potatoes? 
17 A. Yes, l believe that would be the 
correction the proper way that we paid for it. 
Only -- and it had to have the certification mark with 
it when it left, of course. 
Q. And is it your understanding, did the weight 
matter at all -- what the weight was when it went into 
Silver Creek's cellars? 
A. No. There would be no -- that is not what 
we paid for. We only paid for certifiable seed that 
15 the Annabelles and the Allians and Rumbas all tested 
16 negative for bacterial ring rot? 
17 A. No. The Rumbas did test positive. 
18 Q. Sorry. The Allians, the Annabell es, the 
19 Carreras, all those tested negative; is that correct? 
A. J believe so. I would have to have all the 
data in front of me to exactly quantify that. 
Q. Okay. For all of the potatoes that were to 
be purchased under this variety contract that did not 
24 test positive for bacterial ring rot, did Sunrain make 
25 any efforts to make those potatoes certifiable? 
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SUNRAIN VARIETIES, LLC, a Delaware ) 
limited liability company, ) 
Defendant/Counterclaimant. 
) 
) _______________ ) 
Case No. CV-2013-644 
REPLY MEMORANDUM IN 
SUPPORT OF 2"d MOTION FOR 
PARTIAL SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
COMES NOW Plaintiff/Counterdefendant Silver Creek Seed, LLC ("Silver Creek"), by 
and through its attorney Andrew B. Wright of Wright Brothers Law Office, PLLC, and hereby 
submits this Reply Memorandum in Support of 2'1d Jvfotion for Partial Summary Judgment. 
I. ANALYSIS 
1. The principal Contract amount owed for the Clean Potatoes and 84180 Potatoes 
is $1,058,025.60, while the net amount owed (after considering payments to 
Silver Creek by Sunrain and 3rd parties) is $678,828.30, which is acknowledged 
by both parties. 
This Court previously granted Silver Creek partial summary judgment establishing that 
Sunrain Varieties, LLC ("Sunrain") is liable to Siiver Creek under the parties' Blanket Variety 
REPLY MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR PARTIAL SUMMARY JUDGMENT - I -
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1) potato grown Silver not test 
rot 
and to a third-party prior to the discovery of bacterial ring rot 
(the "84180 Potatoes"). Following that ruling, Silver Creek brought its 2nd Motion for Partial 
Summary Judgment, which set forth the relief it requested as follows: 
The purpose of this motion for partial summary judgment is to determine the 
Contract amount owed for the lots containing the Clean Potatoes and 84180 
Potatoes, based upon the quantity and rate for each lot. For clarification, this 
motion does not seek to address any amounts previouslv paid by Sunrain or the 
Contract amount owed for any other potatoes. 
( emphasis added). 
As explicitly noted above, and verbalized to counsel and the Court in the prior telephonic 
hearing in this matter, Silver Creek's 2nd Motion for Partial Summary Judgment did not seek an 
order that accounted for the payments received by Silver Creek from Sunrain and 3rd parties (just 
the principal amount owed of $1,058,025.60). Generally, the nonmoving party in a motion for 
summary judgment need only respond to those issues raised by the moving party in its opening 
memorandum. Silicon Int'l Ore, LLC v. Monsanto Co., 155 Idaho 538,548,314 P.3d 593,603 
(2013). However, a nonmoving party can waive this general rule if the nonmoving party raises 
the issue in its response memorandum. See e.g., State v. Rubbermaid, Inc., 129 Idaho 353, 356-
57 (1996). 
In our case, the issue of the amount of offsetting payments was not raised by Silver Creek 
in its 2nd Afotionfor Partial Summary Judgment, but was raised by Sunrain in its response 
through its sworn statements and briefing that $379,197.34 should be offset from the principal 
amount owed. Silver Creek does not dispute (nor has it ever disputed) that it received 
$379,197.34 for the Sunrain potatoes grown pursuant to the Contract. As such, for the Clean 
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now either determine principal amount 
applying payments received by Silver Creek. 
2. The undisputed evidence before Court is that the principal amount owed for the 
Clean Potatoes and 84180 Potatoes is $1,058,025.60. 
Silver Creek presented, via affidavit and copies of the actual weight tickets, the rate, 
weight at shipping, and amount owed for each variety of the Clean Potatoes and 84180 Potatoes, 
which totaled $1,058,025.60. Sunrain did not provide any specific evidence that the rate or bill 
of ladings for these potatoes is inaccurate, but instead 1) alleged that Silver Creek did not tender 
the Clean Potatoes and the 84180 Potatoes to Sunrain because the potatoes were not shipped on 
Sunrain's trucks, 2) alleged that Sunrain (if they had not already accepted or wrongfully rejected 
all of the Clean Potatoes and 84180 Potatoes) would have been able to sort, inspect, and reject 
some unknown amount of potatoes, and 3) asserted conclusory/speculative statements that the 
weight of the Clean Potatoes and the 84180 Potatoes should have somehow been less. Such 
arguments are without merit. 
A. Silver Creek tendered delivery of the Clean Potatoes and 84180 Potatoes. 
In a contract for the sale of goods, the basic obligations of the buyer and seller are for the 
seller to transfer or deliver the goods to the buyer and the buyer to accept and pay for those 
goods. See Idaho Code § 28-2-301. Under the Uniform Commercial Code (the "UCC"), 
"Tender of delivery requires that the seller put and hold conforming goods at the buyer's 
disposition and give the buyer any notification reasonably necessary to enable him to take 
delivery." Idaho Code § 28-2-503(1 ). Once the seller has tendered delivery of conforming 
goods, the buyer then has a duty to accept the goods and pay for them. Idaho Code § 28-2-
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a not to that it is not 
were 
nrnuu,,Pc that a party to a contract repudiates the contract, the other party is excused from 
performance. See Idaho Code§ 28-2-610. When the concepts of tender and delivery are 
considered in a situation where one party repudiates, courts have held that formal tender or 
delivery of goods is not a condition precedent to the buyer's duty to accept and pay for goods 
when the buyer refuses to accept the goods which it contracted to purchase. Great W Sugar Co. 
v. World's Finest Chocolate, Inc., 169 Ill. App. 3d 949,957, 523 N.E.2d 1149, 1155 (1988); 
Tenavision, Inc. v. Neuman, 45 N.Y.2d 145,150,379 N.E.2d 1166, 1168 (1978) (seller not 
obligated to make a tender when the buyer repudiates a contract). When a buyer informs a seller 
that it will not accept the goods, the seller is no longer obligated to deliver the goods in order to 
hold the buyer liable under a contr~ct for the goods. 
Additionally, the UCC imposes on buyers an obligation to cooperate with the seller if 
such cooperation is necessary for the seller's performance. Cole v. Melvin, 441 F. Supp. 193, 
204 (D.S.D. 1977) (citing UCC 2-311(3)); Idaho Code§ 28-2-311(3). If a seller is ready, willing 
and able to tender delivery of the goods under a contract, but the buyer frustrates such delivery 
by lack of cooperation, the buyer cannot escape liability by accusing the seller of failing to 
properly tender delivery of the goods in accordance with the contract. See. Cole, 441 F. Supp. At 
204. Likewise, "[i)fthe buyer intentionally absents himself from the place of delivery, making a 
tender futile, the seller is absolved from making the tender." 67 Am. Jur. 2d Sales§ 497. 
Basically, if delivery under a contract involves action by the buyer (such as sending trucks to 
pick up goods), the buyer cannot withhold such performance and then fault the Seller for failing 
to properly deliver goods. 
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adequately tendered delivery of 
ootato1!S to 
them storage until the spring of 2013, when Sunrain planned to take delivery There 
can be no genuine dispute that the potatoes were being held in Silver Creek's storages at 
Sunrain's disposition and that Sunrain was apprised that it could take delivery of those potatoes. 
In fact, it is undisputed that Sunrain sent numerous trucks to Silver Creek's storages between 
January and May 2013 to pick up loads of potatoes. The fact that Sunrain actually took delivery 
of some of the potatoes as needed clearly shows that the potatoes were at Sunrain' s disposition. 
Likewise, there is absolutely no evidence that Silver Creek ever refused or prevented Sunrain 
from taking delivery of any of the potatoes. As a result, Silver Creek tendered delivery of the 
potatoes within the meaning of the UCC, and that tender obligated Sunrain to accept and pay for 
the potatoes that conformed to the Contract. Idaho Code§§ 28-2-503(1) & 28-2-507(1). 
Additionally, it is undisputed that Silver Creek's delivering loads of potatoes as cattle 
feed to third parties and aboard non-Sunrain trucks was done at Sunrain's direction. Sunrain's 
business manager, Aron Derbridge ("Aron"), testified that he was the person that decided to send 
the potatoes to cattle feed. Deposition of Aron Derbridge., p. 37, IL 7-9. Further, Aron states 
that after allegedly "rejecting" the potatoes, he informed Silver Creek's owner that Silver Creek 
could send some of the potatoes to third parties as cattle feed. Affidavit of Aron Derbridge, ~5. 
It was after this decision and direction from Sunrain that Silver Creek loaded some of the 
potatoes onto non-Sunrain's trucks and shipped to third parties for cattle feed. It is incongruous 
for Sunrain to argue that it is not liable for potatoes delivered to cattle feed on non-Sunrain 
trucks when Sunrain was the party that directed Silver Creek to make such deliveries. Thus, any 
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if there is a dispute as to whether the potatoes were properly tendered delivery, 
Sunrain would still not escape liability for the potatoes not picked up by its trucks. Sunrain 
cannot intentionally refuse to send its trucks to pick up conforming potatoes and then 
subsequently argue that Silver Creek failed to abide by the Contract's delivery terms. The 
Contract stated that delivery of the seed potatoes would be aboard Sunrain' s trucks. Obviously, 
that term of the Contract could not be performed or satisfied by Silver Creek alone. Silver Creek 
could not compel or direct Sunrain to send trucks to Silver Creek's storages to retrieve the 
potatoes. Instead, Sunrain' s cooperation was required in order for Silver Creek to perform the 
delivery requirement of the Contract. Silver Creek was ready, willing and able to tender delivery 
of the potatoes to Sunrain under the Contract. The only reason any truck loads of potatoes were 
not delivered as called for in the Contract is because Sunrain did not send its trucks to retrieve 
those potatoes. Sunrain's refusal to cooperate with the Silver Creek and send trucks to take 
delivery of all of the potatoes rendered it impossible for Silver Creek to fully satisfy delivery as 
called for the Contract. 
Further, Sunrain now alleges that it "rejected" the potatoes in April 2013. This allegation 
is significant in multiple respects related to Silver Creek's tender and delivery obligations under 
the Contract. First, if Sunrain did in fact effectuate a rejection of the potatoes in April 2013, the 
implication is that Silver Creek had already tendered delivery of the potatoes to Sunrain. Idaho 
Code section 28-2-602 states, "Rejection of goods must be within a reasonable time after their 
delivery or tender." (Emphasis added.) It was not until after Silver Creek had tendered delivery 
of the potatoes to Sunrain that Sunrain could reject them. Accordingly, if Sunrain rejected the 
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had at that tendered their to Sunrain. If the potatoes 
them. Idaho Code § ). 
In the event Sunrain maintains that Silver Creek had yet to tender delivery of the potatoes 
remaining in its cellars when Sunrain made its alleged rejection, Sunrain would still not escape 
liability for the potatoes based on a failure of delivery. If Silver Creek had yet to tender delivery 
of the seed potatoes at the time of Sunrain's allegedly informed Silver Creek that it would not 
accept the potatoes, Sunrain's "rejection" constituted an anticipatory repudiation of the Contract. 
As a consequence of that repudiation, Silver Creek was then absolved of its requirement to 
tender delivery of the potatoes as called for by the Contract. Idaho Code§ 28·2-610. Because 
the obligation of tender of delivery was excused by Sunrain' s repudiation, the lack of such tender 
cannot be asserted by Sunrain as a reason to escape liability under the Contract. 
Based on the foregoing, there is no merit to Sunrain's arguments that it is not liable under 
the Contract for potatoes that were not delivered aboard Sunrain's trucks. 
B. In general, a seller is not obligated to speculate as to which portion of goods a 
buyer may or may not try to reject and, in our case, the Contract explicitly 
imposed the sorting obligations on Sunrain, not Silver Creek. 
The obligations between the parties in this matter are governed by the Contract. 
Specifically, the rights and liabilities of parties under a contract are established and limited by 
the terms of the contract entered into by the parties. Pern v. Stocks, 93 Idaho 866, 868, 477 P.2d 
108, 110 (1970). A breach of a contract occurs when there is non-performance of any 
contractual duty of immediate performance. lndep. Lead Mines v. Hecla Mining Co., 143 Idaho 
22, 28, 137 P.3d 409,415 (2006). Whether there has been performance of contractual 
obligations or a breach of the contract is determined by review of the contract because a contract 
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must be effect and enforced according to terms. Borchertv. Min. 109 
v. Krieger, 88 Idaho 395,417,399 P.2d 962, 
according to their plain language and terms.). 
(1964) (Contracts must be enforced 
The Contract contains no term obligating Silver Creek to sort the potatoes or providing 
that Sunrain must only pay for loads sorted to its liking. The only mention or reference to 
sorting is in paragraph 3 of the Contract, which states in pertinent part: "Seed over the maximum 
size or under the minimum will be appraised to packing quality by Sunrain at harvest time and be 
considered to be packed at Pontandon's fresh packing operation at Idaho Select or Walters's 
Produce, at either location in Idaho." (Emphasis added). This section provides that sorting of 
the potatoes by size will be done by Sunrain at harvest time, not by Silver Creek at delivery. 
That term of the Contract imposes no burden or obligation on Silver Creek to sort the potatoes. 1 
Similarly, no other terms of the Contract impose such an obligation. The lack of such terms is 
significant because the Contract contains an integration clause explicitly stating that the written 
Contract "contains the entire Agreement between the parties and supersedes any prior agreement, 
written or oral, between them and shall not be modified except by an agreement in writing 
executed by all parties." Sunrain has not provided any evidence of a written agreement imposing 
a sorting duty on Silver Creek. 
Therefore, whether or not the Clean Potatoes and the 84180 Potatoes were sorted to 
Sunrain's liking prior to being loaded onto the delivery trucks does not impact whether those 
loads conformed to the Contract. 
1 As an aside, even though it was Sunrain's duty under the Contract to sort the potatoes, Silver Creek did in fact sort 
and clean the potatoes prior to shipping because potato sprouts are toxic to dairy cattle. 
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Stm:rain failed to provide evidence establishing a i...., ... ,,u._,,.., as to 
weight the Clean Potatoes and the 84180 Potatoes. 
not 
allegations, unsupported by specific facts." Bob Daniels & Sons v. Weaver, 106 Idaho 535,541, 
681 P.2d 1010, 1016 (Ct. App. 1984). Rat.'IJ.er, the party must make a showing with factual 
details of specificity. Id Accordingly, once the moving party meets its burden through 
affidavits and evidence submitted, the burden shifts to the nonmoving party to provide specific 
evidence demonstrating a genuine issue of material fact. Nw. Bee-Corp v. Home Living Serv., 
136 Idaho 835,839, 41 P.3d 263,267 (2002). "Without such evidence, summary judgment 
would be proper." Id; Cameron v. Neal, 130 Idaho 898, 901, 950 P.2d 1237, 1240 (1997) 
("Affidavits containing general or conclusory allegations, unsupported by specific facts, are not 
sufficient to preclude entry of a summary judgment where, as here, the opposing affidavits set 
forth specific and otherwise uncontroverted facts."). 
In the present case, Silver Creek provided specific evidence---by way of both affidavit 
and bill ofladings-setting forth the variety and weight of the potatoes. Consequently, the 
burden shifted to Sunrain to provide specific evidence disputing Silver Creek's evidence. In its 
opposition, Sunrain simply argues that the weights on the bill of ladings cannot be correct and 
that there is no way to confirm that those potatoes were actually subject to the Contract. Such 
arguments alone are not enough to met Sunrain's burden in order to preclude summary 
judgment 
Sunrain needed to provide specific evidence demonstrating that there is a dispute as to the 
weight and variety of the potatoes. However, Sunrain has not produced a single piece of 
evidence suggesting that the potatoes referenced by the bill of ladings were not the varieties 
on 




preclude this from granting Silver Creek's }Jotionfor Partial Summary Judgment 
based on the specific evidence presented by Silver Creek. Therefore, Silver Creek is entitled to 
summary judgment as to the weight of the Clean Potatoes and the 84180 Potatoes as set forth in 
the bill of ladings. 
II. CONCLUSION 
Silver Creek's 2nd Motion for Partial Summary Judgment sought a determination of the 
principle amount owed under the Contract for Clean Potatoes and the 84180 Potatoes 
($1,058,025.60). Given the parties' agreement regarding amounts paid to Silver Creek, the Court 
is also certainly within its discretion to determine the net principal amount owed for the Clean 
Potatoes and 84180 Potatoes ($678,828.30). Further, there is no merit to Sunrain's arguments 
that it is not liable under the Contract for potatoes that were not delivered aboard Sunrain's 
trucks. Finally, Sunrain has failed to raise a genuine dispute of material fact as to the weight or 
rates applicable to the Clean Potatoes and the 84180 Potatoes. 
Therefore, Silver Creek respectfully requests that this Court enter partial summary 
judgment in this matter. 
DATED this£ day of September, 2014. 
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SUNRAIN VARIETIES, LLC, a Delaware ) 
limited liability company, ) 
Defendant/Counterclaimant. 
) 
) _______________ ) 
Case No. CV-2013-644 
OBJECTION AND MEMORANDUM IN 
OPPOSITION TO SUNRAIN'S 
MOTION TO RECONSIDER 
COMES NOW Plaintiff/Counterdefendant Silver Creek Seed, LLC ("Silver Creek"), by 
and through its attorney Andrew B. Wright of Wright Brothers Law Office, PLLC, and hereby 
submits this Objection and Memorandum in Opposition to Sunrain 's Motion to Reconsider, 
which requests that the Court deny Sunrain's Motion to Reconsider. This objection is supported 
by the pleadings and the Court's file in this matter. 
I. ISSUE 
This Court granted partial summary judgment establishing that Sunrain Varieties, LLC 
("Sunrain") is liable to Silver Creek under the parties' Blanket Variety Contract (the "Contract") 
for the 1) seed grown did not test positive for bacterial rot 
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and 
requests this Court to reconsider that reasoned decision based on ··newly discovered" 
evidence and argument that it did not present when opposing partial summary judgment. As 
explained in detail below, this Court was correct to grant partial summary judgment and has not 
been presented with fact or authority which would require an alteration of that determination. 
II. STANDARD OF REVIEW 
When considering a motion for reconsideration, the district court applies the same 
standard of review that the court applied when deciding the original order that is being 
reconsidered. Fragnella v. Petrovich, 153 Idaho 266, 276, 281 P.3d 103, 113 (2012). Summary 
judgment is appropriate "if the pleadings, depositions, and admissions on file, together with the 
affidavits, if any, show that there is no genuine issue as to any material fact and that the moving 
party is entitled to a judgment as a matter oflaw." I.R.C.P. 56(c). The non-moving party "may 
not rest upon the mere allegations or denials of that party's pleadings, but the party's response, 
by affidavits or as otherwise provided by this rule, must set forth specific facts showing that 
there is a genuine issue for trial." I.R.C.P. 56(e). "A mere scintilla of evidence or only slight 
doubt as to the facts is not sufficient to create a genuine issue of material fact for the purposes of 
summary judgment." Jenkins v. Boise Cascade Corp., 141 Idaho 233,238, 108 P.3d 380,385 
(2005). 
III. UNDISPUTED FACTS 
On May 10, 2012, Silver Creek and Sunrain entered into Sunrain's grower contract (the 
"Contract"), pursuant to which Sunrain agreed to 1) provide specific varieties of its proprietary 
certified seed potatoes, including 84180, Red Fantasy, Laura, Annabelle, Rumba, Allians, and 
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during year, and 
in Support of Motion for Partial Summary Judgment Johnson ,r,i 11 2. After 
entering into the Contract, Silver Creek grew the Potatoes during the 2012 growing season. First 
Johnson A.ff, 112. After the 2012 harvest, Silver Creek stored the Potatoes and Sunrain began 
picking up the Potatoes in the spring of 2013. First Johnson Aff., i[l2. In March of 2013, 
Sunrain sent trucks to Silver Creek's cellar, took delivery of the 84180 Potatoes, and re-sold 
them to a third-party. See First Johnson Ajj, ,r19. On or about March 29, 2013, a sample from 
the remaining 84180 potatoes (that were not previously re-sold to the above-described third-
party) tested positive for Clavibacter michiganensis subs. Spedonicus (referred to as "bacterial 
ring rot"). First Johnson Aff., ,113-14. 
Silver Creek and Sunrain discussed the positive test result at that time. First Johnson 
Ajj, 113. As a result, Silver Creek undertook extensive testing on all of the Potatoes. On April 
3, 2013, Silver Creek sent 1,500 tuber samples of the 84180 variety; 2,200 tuber samples each of 
the Red Fantasy, Laura, Annabelle, Rumba, and Allians varieties; and 400 tuber samples of the 
Carrera variety to Agdia and North Dakota State University for PCR testing. First Johnson Ajj, 
115. The 84180 a.'1d Rumba varieties tested positive for bacterial ring rot, while the Red Fantasy, 
Laura, Annabelle, Allians, and Carrera varieties ( collectively, the "Clean Potatoes") tested 
negative for bacterial ring rot. 1 First Johnson Aff., if115-17. 
After Sunrain knew about the positive tests for bacterial ring rot, Sunrain again sent 
trucks to Silver Creek's storages and took delivery of the majority of the remaining Potatoes. 
1 Silver Creek notes that the 1,500 tuber sample of the 84180 and 2,200 sample of Rumba varieties both tested 
negative for bacterial ring rot at Agdia, which appeared to use a different method of PCR testing than the other 
testing entities. First Johnson Aff., 116. However, the 84180 and Rumba varieties both tested for bacterial 
ring rot at North Dakota State University. First Johnson Aff., ifl 7. 
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paid Silver Creek as a on 
Potatoes. 
Sunrain has failed to pay the remaining amounts owed to Silver Creek. 
IV. ANALYSIS 
Sunrain's filings in conjunction with its Motion to Reconsider do not present fact or 
authority warranting a deviation from this Court's prior determination that Sunrain is liable to 
Silver Creek under the Contract for both the Clean Potatoes and the 84180 Potatoes. 
Specifically, 1) the Clean Potatoes met the express seed quality standards in the Contract, 2) 
Silver Creek did not breach any express warranty with regards to the Clean Potatoes, 3) Silver 
Creek did not breach any warranty of merchantability with regards to the Clean Potatoes, 4) the 
positive test of two varieties of seed potatoes did not substantially impair the value of the whole 
Contract, and 5) Sunrain did not reject the Clean Potatoes, and any alleged rejection does not 
preclude the grant of partial summary judgment. 
A. The Clean Potatoes met the express seed quality standards in the Contract. 
The rights and liabilities of parties under a contract are established and limited by the 
terms of the contract entered into by the parties. Pern v. Stocks, 93 Idaho 866,868,477 P.2d 
108, 110 (1970). A breach of a contract occurs when there is non-performance of any 
contractual duty of immediate performance. Indep. Lead Mines v. Hecla Mining Co., 143 Idaho 
22, 28, 137 P.3d 409,415 (2006). Whether there has been performance of contractual 
obligations or a breach of the contract is determined by review of the contract because a contract 
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to terms. ' 1 
When reviewing a contract to determine a a court 
examines the contract as a whole to ascertain the intention of the parties. Taylor v. Just, 138 
Idaho 13 7, 140, 59 P .3d 308, 311 (2002). "If a contract's terms are clear and unambiguous, the 
contract's meaning and legal effect are questions oflaw, and the meaning of the contract and 
intent of the parties must be determined from the plain meaning of the contract's own words." 
Id. 
Accordingly, "the intent of the parties should be ascertained from the language of the 
agreement as the best indication of their intent." Opportunity, L.L.C. v. Ossewarde, 136 ldaho 
602,607, 38 P.3d 1258, 1263 (2002); Abel v. Sch. Dist. No. 413, 108 ldaho 982, 985, 703 P.2d 
1357, 1360 (Ct. App. 1985) ("unless it contains absurdities or contradictions, the contract is best 
evidence of the parties' intent."). Finally, courts construe a contract against the person who 
prepared it. Straub v. Smith, 145 Idaho 65, 69, 175 P.3d 754, 758 (2007). Consequently, courts 
interpreting contacts must focus on the terms of the actual contract, and whatever the parties 
believed or intended the contract to mean does not create a genuine issue of material fact. 
The Contract was prepared by Sunrain from a common contract used by Sunrain when 
dealing with its suppliers of certified potato seed. Deposition of Melvin Davenport (the "Mel 
Depo."), p. 19, 11. 11-21. The recitations at the beginning of the Contract profess, 
Whereas, Sunrain wishes to secure a secure, clean source of certified potato seed 
of Proprietary varieties, for Sunrain's/ [sic] 2013 commercial planting seasons, 
AND 
Whereas, Silver Creek Seed L.L. C. is in the business to supply certified potato 
seed. 
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Commercial growing of 
potato sold as pack potatoes or for processing. See Deposition of Aron 
Derbridge (the "Aron Depo."), p. 10, 11. 1-22. Further, Sunrain's own president testified that he 
believed that above-quoted language from the Contract meant that the seed raised pursuant to the 
Contract might be sent to growers who would then raise a crop of fresh potatoes. Mel Depo., p. 
20, 11. 17-25. Commercial growers do not replant potatoes that they harvest and sell as seed to 
other growers, so the ability to recertify seed supplied to a commercial grower is inconsequential. 
Accordingly, the recitations at the beginning of the Contract are plain and clear-the Contract 
contemplated the provision and acquisition of certified seed potatoes, not recertifiable seed. 
Similarly, the section of the Contract detailing the quality standards for the seed to be 
provided under the Contract provides that Sunrain would purchase various seed potatoes grown 
by Silver Creek and that the seed must meet the Idaho "certification requirements." First 
Johnson Ajf., ill I (emphasis added). There is no requirement in this section that the seed must be 
recertifiable or meet the requirements for use in producing future generations of certified potato 
seed. The Contract simply requires that the seed potatoes grown and provided by Silver Creek 
would be certified. 
Sunrain drafted the Contract and could have included wording or terms related to 
recertification if that is what it intended or required. However, there is no mention or use of the 
term "recertifiable" or "recertification" anywhere in the Contract. There are no terms of the 
Contract from which one can objectively infer that the ability to recertify the Potatoes was a term 
of the Contract. Rather, the Contract explicitly mentions that the seed sought pursuant to the 
Contract was certified potato seed for use in commercial planting. Finally, there is no absurdity 
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various terms 
evident that seed potatoes grown under the Contract were conforming so long as 
met the requirements for certification (without any regard to whether they could be recertified). 
Pursuant to the Idaho Crop Improvement Associations' ("ICIA") rules, a seed lot 
infected with bacterial ring rot is not eligible for seed potato certification. First Johnson Ajf, 
118 at I.C.12. (p. 5). As such, the potato lots that tested positive for bacterial ring rot were not 
eligible for certification. However, contact lots-defined as "a seed lot produced on a farming 
operation using common production and handling equipment and/or storage facilities"-are not 
doomed to suffer the same fate as infected lots. First Johnson Ajf, 41[18 at I.B.10. (p. 3). Rather, 
the ICIA rules provide that all contact lots "shall remain eligible for certification provided that a 
laboratory test is negative for bacterial ring rot prior to final certification." First Johnson Ajf, 
,Il 8 at VLJ .4.B.i. (p. 16) ( emphasis added). The laboratory test is to be done on a random sample 
of 1,200 stems or tubers for seed lots that are ten acres or larger.2 First Johnson Ajf, ,I18 at 
VI.J.4.B.i. (p. 16). Thus, under the ICIA rules the Clean Potatoes remained eligible for 
certification if they passed the required laboratory testing. 
Subsequent to discovering that the 84180 variety it had grown was infected with bacterial 
ring rot, Silver Creek sent 1,500 tuber samples of the 84180 variety; 2,200 tuber samples each of 
the Red Fantasy, Laura, Annabelle, Rumba, and Allians varieties; and 400 tuber samples of the 
Carrera variety (a smaller overall lot) to Agdia and North Dakota State University for PCR 
testing. First Johnson Aff., 15. As a result of that testing, the 84180 and Rumba varieties tested 
positive for bacterial ring rot. First Johnson Ajf, ifil15-l 7. However, the Clean Potatoes all 
2 
For seed lots less than ten acres the 
at VLJ.4.B.i (p. 16). 
size is determined the certification agency. First Johnson 
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80 and Rumba varieties. 
Because the Clean Potatoes met the requirements for certification, they met the quality 
standards set by the Contract and conformed to the Contract. Sunrain has not presented any 
argument or facts which would impact this conclusion. Therefore, this Court should refuse to 
alter its decision holding that the Clean Potatoes conformed to the Contract. 
B. Silver Creek did not breach any express warranty with regards to the Clean 
Potatoes. 
Sunrain claims that the Potatoes grown by Silver Creek in 2012 breached express 
warranties contained in the Contract. Warranties made by Silver Creek when entering into the 
Contract are contained primarily in Section 13 of the Contract. Specifically, the warranties 
Sunrain claims were breached were that the potatoes sold under the Contract "(ii) are of 
merchantable quality as set forth herein, (iii) are fit for their intended use." The former is 
discussed in Section IV.A.3 of this memorandum, while the latter is addressed in the following 
paragraph. 
As explained above, the Contract's plain language is clear regarding the intended use of 
the seed potatoes subject to the Contract-they were intended to be used in Sunrain's "2013 
commercial planting seasons." Commercial planting does not require or involve the ability to 
recertify the potatoes grown by the commercial grower. Certified potato seed can be used in 
commercial growing of potatoes. Thus, if the Clean Potatoes were eligible for certification, they 
could be used in Sunrain's 2013 commercial planting just as the Contract-which was drafted by 
Sunrain-stated Sunrain intended to do. Consequently, the Clean Potatoes were fit for their 
use under to the 
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Silver Creek did not breach any 
merchantability contained or implied in the Contract. However, it is plainly apparent that 
Silver Creek made no warranty of merchantability, nor was one implied in the Contract, which 
was breached with respect to the Clean Potatoes. 
Sunrain claims, since two varieties of seed potatoes grown by Silver Creek in 2012 tested 
positive for bacterial ring rot, that the Clean Potatoes violated the implied warranty provided by 
Idaho Code section 28-2-314(2)(a) & (c). That statute provides: 
(1) Unless excluded or modified (section 28-2-316), a warranty that the goods 
shall be merchantable is implied in a contract for their sale if the seller is a 
merchant with respect to goods of that kind. 
(2) Goods to be merchantable must be at least such as 
(a) pass without objection in the trade under the contract description; and 
( c) are fit for the ordinary purposes for which such goods are used; ... 
Idaho Code§ 28-2-314. As mentioned in section 28-2-314(1), the implied warranty of 
merchantability can be excluded or modified in a contract. Exclusion or modification of the 
implied warranty of merchantability must be in writing and specifically mention merchantability. 
Idaho Code § 28-2-316(2). 
In this case, the implied warranty of merchantability was modified in the Contract. 
Section 13 of the Contract provides that Silver Creek warranted that the potatoes sold under the 
Contract "are of merchantable quality as set forth herein ... Silver Creek Seed L.L.C. makes no 
other warranties, express or implied, not otherwise contained herein." First Johnson A.ff, 111 
(emphasis added). This section is both in writing and specifically mentions merchantability. As 
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Once the quality requirements set forth in the Contract did not require (or even 
mention) that the Potatoes grown by Silver Creek be eligible for recertification. The Contract 
only referenced and required that the Potatoes meet the requirements to be certified. The Clean 
Potatoes tested negative for bacterial ring rot and thus were eligible for certification. Those 
potatoes could have been sold for planting by a commercial grower. Therefore, the Clean 
Potatoes were "of merchantable quality as set forth [in the Contract]." 
Regardless of the Contract containing an express modification of the implied warranty of 
merchantability, Idaho's adoption of the Universal Commercial Code (UCC) provides that with 
respect to the potatoes grown pursuant to the Contract, the implied warranty is displaced. The 
comments to the UCC explain that in the case of inconsistency between the implied warranty of 
merchantability and contract terms containing precise specifications of the goods subject to the 
contract, "the implied warranty of merchantability is displaced by the express warranty that the 
goods will comply with the specifications." Id.§ 28-2-316 cmt. 9. 
In the present case, the Contract contains an entire section dedicated to setting forth the 
quality standards for the seed potatoes to be provided by Silver Creek pursuant to the Contract. 
That section only requires that the seed potatoes meet the requirements for certification, without 
any mention or inference that the potatoes must also meet the requirements for recertification. 
Accordingly, even assuming that there was an implied warranty of merchantability that the Clean 
Potatoes would be recertifiable and fit for future seed production (which there was not), that 
impiied warranty would be inconsistent with the express warranty in Section 13 of the Contract 
that the seed potatoes would conform to and meet the explicit and detailed quality standards 
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meet 
Contract's explicit and detailed quality standards negates Sunrain's asserted implied warranty 
of merchantability. Id.; Idaho Code§ 28-2-617(c). Consequently, because the Clean Potatoes 
meet the Contract's specific seed quality standards requiring conformance with the ICIA 
standards for certification, Silver Creek did not breach any implied warranty of merchantability 
that those potatoes would be recertifiable. 
Furthermore, even if the implied warranty of merchantability was not excluded or 
modified by the Contract, or displaced by the specific quality standards found in the Contract, 
Silver Creek did not breach that warranty with respect to the Clean Potatoes. Idaho Code section 
28-2-314(2)(a) requires the contract goods "pass without objection in the trade under the contract 
description." (Emphasis added). Once more, the Contract only describes and requires certified 
seed potatoes for use in commercial planting, and contains absolutely no mention or implication 
of recertifiable seed potatoes for use in future seed production. As such, Sunrain got exactly 
what its contract described with regards to the Clean Potatoes-seed potatoes that meet the 
requirements for certification and could be sold to commercial growers as certified seed. 
With regards to Idaho Code section 28-2-314( c ), the implied warranty of merchantability 
(when not waived or modified) provides that the goods "are fit for the ordinary purposes for 
which such goods are used." The official comment to this section explains this statute provides 
protection to buyers of goods who will then resell them to consumers, so the implied warranty 
includes that the goods "are what they purport to be" and can be "honestly" resold in the normal 
course of business. Idaho Code§ 28-2-314 cmt. 8. Per the terms of the Contract, Silver Creek 
was to provide Sunrain with certified potato seed for use in Sunrain's commercial planting. The 




the Contract, and as certified seed the Clean Potatoes could be honestly resold by Sunrain 
to commercial growers for use in commercial production, just as the Contract indicated was 
C:1mr,iin'c; purpose Accordingly, the Clean Potatoes were fit for their ordinary use in commercial 
planting. 
Based on all of the foregoing, it is apparent that in the present case there was no warranty 
of merchantability that was breached with respect to the Clean Potatoes. As such, this Court 
should not alter its decision holding that the Clean Potatoes conformed to the Contract. 
D. The positive tests of two varieties of seed potatoes did not substantially impair the 
value of the whole Contract. 
The Contract is an installment contract, with the individual deliveries of the various 
varieties of seed potatoes being separate installments. Idaho Code section 28-2-612 governs the 
right of a buyer to reject installments of goods delivered pursuant to an installment contract. 
That section provides the following conditions for rejection: 
(2) The buyer may reject any installment which is nonconforming if the 
nonconformity substantially impairs the value of that installment and cannot be 
cured or if the nonconformity is a defect in the required documents; but if the 
nonconformity does not fall within subsection (3) and the seller gives adequate 
assurance of its cure the buyer must accept that installment. 
(3) Whenever nonconformity or default with respect to one or more installments 
substantially impairs the value of the whole contract there is a breach of the 
whole. But the aggrieved party reinstates the contract ifhe accepts a 
nonconforming installment without seasonably notifying of cancellation or if he 
brings an action with respect only to past installments or demands performance as 
to future installments. 
Idaho Code§ 28-2-612(2) & (3). This statute limits a buyer's ability to reject conforming 
installments unless there has been a breach of the entire contract. Id. § 28-2-612(2). Delivery of 
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a entire contract 
The test for determining whether nonconforming installments substantially impairs 
value of the entire contract is an objective test that looks at whether the nonconformities 
substantially impaired the value of the entire contract to a reasonable person, not whether the 
nonconformities substantially impaired the specific buyer's ability to use the goods for that 
buyer's intended purpose. Peckv. Min-E-Con P, 5 F.3d 538 (9th Cir. 1993) (unpublished table 
decision) (refusing to adopt a subjective standard for determining providence of contract 
cancelation under UCC section 6-612(3) due to the omission of the phrase "to the buyer"). 
This objective test differs from the subjective test of substantial impairment found in 
other sections of the UCC (such as 6-608) that also examine whether the value of goods was 
substantially impaired. See Griffith v. Latham Motors, Inc., 128 Idaho 356, 361, 913 P.2d 572, 
577 (1996) (the language in Idaho Code section 28-2-608 that the nonconformity substantially 
impairs the value of the goods "to the buyer" is a subjective test requiring determination of the 
purpose for which the buyer bought the goods and whether his ability to use the goods for that 
purpose was substantially impaired); Jensen v. Seigel Mobile Homes Grp., 105 Idaho 189, 193, 
668 P.2d 65, 69 (1983) (the test used under Idaho Code section 2-608 "is subjective in that the 
test is whether the nonconformities substantially impaired the value of the home to the actual 
buyer and not whether the nonconformities substantially impaired the value of the home to a 
reasonable person"). Because Idaho Code section 28-2-612 lacks the phrase "to the buyer" or 
"to him" it is plain that the impairment examination employed for purposes of that statute does 
not consider the actual buyer's purposes or needs in determining whether there has been 
substantiai impairment. 




can be described as the "loss single party buyer" and "three-legged table. an 
example of the former (the loss of single party buyer), a buyer contracts for 10 widgets, then 
PntPr<: into a contract for the re-sale of the 10 widgets to a 3rd party ( objective evidence), 1 
widget is defective, and the 3rd party cancels its contract with the buyer because the buyer is only 
able to provide 9 widgets (objective evidence). In the latter (the three-legged table), a buyer 
contracts for table legs to be installed on a table, the seller only provides 3 conforming table legs, 
and the table cannot stand with only the three legs provided by the seller (objective evidence). 
However, in our case, Sunrain asserts that the Court should do something entirely 
different- well beyond the cases addressing the "loss of single party buyer" and "three-legged 
table" - to suggest that its conclusory statements that it could not find any growers to take the 
Clean Potatoes shows that the nonconforming installment substantially impaired the value of the 
whole contract. Sunrain does not allege that it had a purchase and sale contract with a third-party 
for the Potatoes (including both infected and non-infected potatoes) and the third party cancelled 
its contract because of the infected potatoes (the loss of single party buyer) or allege that the 
infected potatoes were somehow used in conjunction with the Clean Potatoes (the three-legged 
table). 
Instead, Sunrain makes a conclusory, subjective statement that it could not find buyers 
for the Clean Potatoes. So, according to Sunrain's analysis, despite the fact that each variety of 
the Clean Potatoes (the Red Fantasy, Laura, Annabelle, Allians, and Carrera) were 100% 
certifiable as seed potatoes and complied with the explicit quality standards of the Contract, 
Sunrain does not have to pay Silver Creek because Sunrain was unable to find buyers for clean, 




Sunrain's argument is flawed because it is based upon a subjective, not objective, standard. 
Not only is Sunrain's evidence all subjective (alleging that it couldn't find any buyers) it 
is also consists of only vague, conclusory statements, which do not meet the evidentiary 
requirements of admissibility and competency of evidence mandated by Idaho Rule of Civil 
Procedure 56(e). State v. Shama Resources Ltd. Partn., 127 Idaho 267,271,899 P.2d 977,981 
(1995); Goodman v. Lothrop, 143 Idaho 622,627, 151 P.3d 818, 823 (2007) ("conclusory 
assertions unsupported by specific facts are insufficient to raise a genuine issue of material fact 
precluding summary judgment"). It is within a court's power to refuse to consider conclusory 
assertions or unsupported facts that are submitted in connection with a motion for summary 
judgment. Hecla Min. Co. v. Star-Morn. Min. Co., 122 Idaho 778, 782-86, 839 P.2d 1192, 
1196-1200 (1992). Determining whether evidence contained in affidavits and depositions in 
support of or in opposition to a motion for summary judgment is admissible, or should be 
excluded, is a threshold matter to be addressed before applying the liberal construction and 
reasonable inferences rule to determine whether the evidence creates a genuine issue of material 
fact for trial. Fragnella v. Petrovich, 153 Idaho 266,271,281 P.3d 103, 108 (2012). 
There is absolutely no evidence to back up Sunrain's second-hand, conclusory, and 
blatantly self-serving claims. There is I!Q evidence that the positive tests for bacterial ring rot in 
the 84180 and Rumba varieties (i.e., the nonconforming installments) substantially impaired the 
value of the Clean Potatoes or their use for commercial planting. There is no evidence that 
Sunrain lost a contract with a buyer for the Potatoes. In fact, Sunrain's Business Manager, Aron 
Derbridge ("Aron"), testified that there is no such documentation to support such a claim. Aron 
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if use an 
substantially impair the value of the whole- the fact that Sunrain paid the $175,000 deposit after 
knowing about the bacterial ring rot in the 84180, the fact that Sunrain itself bought non-infected 
seed grown on farms which had other seed grown that year that tested positive for bacterial ring 
rot (Aron Depo., p. 32, 1. 6 top. 34, l. 1 O; Deposition of Doug John, p. 43, 1. 23 to p. 46, L 70), 
etc. 
Moreover, Sunrain' s allegations of impairment themselves are based on premises that are 
patently false. For example, Sunrain asserts that it "did not receive the benefit of its bargain and 
if required to accept the seed potatoes tendered by Silver Creek it would have been left holding 
seed potatoes that could neither be sold for commercial production nor used for development of 
future generations of seed potatoes." 3 Memo Supporting Reconsideration, p. 14. Such 
statements are misleading and simply contrary to the evidence and law applicable to this case. 
First, such statements assume that the Contract and the agreement it represented called 
for seed potatoes that were recertifiable. As explained in more detail above, the plain language 
of the Contract-which was drafted and supplied by Sunrain-only calls for certified seed to be 
used by Sunrain for commercial planting. Further, the Contract contains an integration clause 
stating that the written Contract "contains the entire Agreement between the parties and 
supersedes any prior agreement, 'vvritten or oral, between them and shall not be modified except 
by an agreement in writing executed by all parties." First Johnson Aff., 111. The Contract only 
calls for certified seed, and there has been no evidence or allegation of any written modification 
of the Contract. It is a well-established principle that courts must respect the contract provisions 
Sunrain also that tests for bacterial rot in two varieties of the Potatoes "eliminated 
any value [of the Contract] to Sumain." Memo Supporting Reconsideration, p. 8. 




certified seed for use in commercial production. Accordingly, with regard to the Clean Potatoes, 
Sunrain was not deprived of the benefit of its bargain but instead got exactly what it contracted 
for \vith Silver Creek. 
Second, Sunrain erroneously presumes that the Clean Potatoes could not be sold for 
commercial production. As repeatedly explained, seed used for commercial production does not 
need to be recertifiable, certified seed may be used for commercial planting. The Clean Potatoes 
were eligible for certification; thus, the Clean Potatoes could have been certified and sold for 
commercial production. As mentioned, Sunrain itself has bought non-infected seed grown on 
farms which had other seed grown that year that tested positive for bacterial ring rot. Aron 
Depa., p. 32, l. 6 top. 34, l. 10; Deposition of Doug John, p. 43, L 23 top. 46, 1. 7. 
Under the ICIA rules, the Clean Potatoes remained eligible for certification if adequate 
laboratory testing was performed and the results were negative for bacterial ring rot. First 
Johnson Ajf, ,i18 at VLJ.4.B.i. (p. 16). After the 84180 variety tested positive for bacterial ring 
rot, Silver Creek undertook the required laboratory testing to enable the Clean Potatoes to remain 
eligible for certification. First Johnson Ajf, ,r15. However, the Clean Potatoes were never 
certified because Sunrain decided that they would instead be sold as cattle feed. See Aron Depo., 
p. 37, 11. 7-9. Silver Creek was doing all that was required of it under the Contract with regards 
to allowing the Clean Potatoes to meet the Contract requirements and be available for Sunrain' s 
intended use as outlined in the Contract. Simply because Sunrain chose not to have the Clean 
Potatoes certified and then sell them to commercial growers does not mean that it could not have 
done so. 
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admissible evidence that raises a genuine dispute as to whether the value of the Contract was 
substantially impaired by the Contract's installments that were nonconforming. Therefore, this 
Court should maintain its finding that the Sunrain had a duty to accept the Clean Potatoes 
because those installments conformed to the Contract. 
E. Sunrain did not reject the Clean Potatoes, and any alleged rejection does not 
preclude the grant of partial summary judgment. 
On Silver Creek's motion for partial summary judgment, this Court found that Sunrain 
presented no admissible evidence that it rejected the entire seed crop grown by Silver Creek 
under the Contract. On reconsideration, Sunrain alleges that "newly developed evidence" 
demonstrates that disputed issues of fact exist regarding Sunrain's alleged rejection of the 
Potatoes.4 
a. Sunrain's receipt and retention of the proceeds from the Potatoes sold as cattle 
feed was an act inconsistent with Silver Creek's ownership of the Potatoes and 
constituted acceptance of those potatoes. 
Pursuant to a contract for the sale of goods, a buyer may choose to accept all or part of 
the goods despite their failure to conform to the contract. See Idaho Code§ 28-2-601. Such 
acceptance can be shown in a number of ways, and Idaho statutes specifically provide that 
(1) Acceptance of goods occurs when the buyer 
4 
As an initial note, the "new evidence" on which Sunrain relies (new testimony from Aron and Mel 
Davenport ("Mel")) can hardly be considered new evidence. Aron and Mel are employees and agents ofSunrain. 
Any testimony or infonnation they provided was available to Sunrain prior to Silver Creek taking their depositions. 
Sunrain could have obtained that evidence at anytime. Furthennore, when opposing partial summary judgment 
Sunrain actually submitted an affidavit of Aron that discussed the alleged rejection. Sunrain and Aron could have 
included their claimed "new evidence" in that affidavit, but did not. Submitting such evidence for the first time on 
reconsideration does not make it "new." Regardless of whether Sunrain is simply presenting evidence and argument 
that it chose to omit when opposing summary judgment, Sunrain's present arguments regarding its alleged rejection 
of the Potatoes do not raise a genuine dispute of material fact precluding this Court's grant of partial summary 
judgment with regards to the Clean Potatoes. 
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wrongful as against the seller it is an acceptance only if ratified by him. 
Idaho Code § 28-2-606. Under the above-quoted subsection, "a buyer can bind himself, despite 
his instance that he is rejecting or has rejected the goods, by an act inconsistent with the seller's 
ownership." Id cmt. 4. Such acceptance may arise when a buyer takes possession of goods, 
keeps them, and appropriates them to his own use, Mohr v. Shultz, 86 Idaho 531,538,388 P.2d 
1002, 1007 (1964), or when a buyer sells the goods for profit or as part of its business, see 
Borges v. Magic Valley Foods, Inc., 101 Idaho 494, 496-97, 615 P.2d 273, 275-76 (1980) 
(buyer's resale of goods for profit in the course of its business is inconsistent with the seller's 
ownership of the goods and results in the acceptance of the goods); see also Bicknell v. Owyhee 
Sheep & Land Co., 31 Idaho 696, 176 P. 782, 783-84 (1918) (when a buyer of goods under a 
contract offers to sell the goods which he has contracted to purchase, the buyer's actions 
constitute acceptance of the goods). Goods that are accepted by the buyer must be paid for at the 
contract rate. Idaho Code § 28-2-607(1 ). 
In the present case, Sunrain admits that it took possession of the allegedly rejected 
potatoes and delivered them as cattle feed to third-parties. Memo Supporting Reconsideration, p. 
20. Further, there is no dispute that Sunrain retained all of the proceeds it received from selling 
those potatoes as cattle feed. Aron Depo., p. 41, 11. 5-8; First Johnson A.ff, 121. If the potatoes 
belonged to Silver Creek (because they were rejected by Sunrain), Sunrain had no right to keep 
the proceeds of their sale as cattle feed. By retaining the proceeds, it was Sunrain, not Silver 
Creek, who profited from the sale. Such action by Sunrain was inconsistent with Silver Creek's 
ownership of the Potatoes and constituted acceptance of those potatoes. 
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Aron testified that after Sunrain allegedly rejected the Potatoes understood 
"rejecting" the Potatoes and having no further responsibility for them, Sunrain's agents 
made the decision to sell the Potatoes as cattle feed. Aron Depo., p. 37, 11. 7-9. The decision to 
sell what were allegedly Silver Creek's potatoes (due to the claimed rejection) is undisputedly an 
act inconsistent with Silver Creek's ownership of those potatoes. It is clear under Idaho law that 
selling, or offering to sell, goods for which one has contracted to purchase equates to an 
acceptance of those goods. Borges, 101 Idaho at 496--97; Bicknell, 176 P. at 783-84). 
Accordingly, Sunrain's actions in this case resulted in acceptance of the Potatoes. 
Sunrain also engaged in other acts inconsistent with a rejection of the Potatoes. After the 
positive tests for bacterial ring rot in two varieties of the Potatoes, and Sunrain' s alleged 
rejection of the Potatoes, Sunrain paid Silver Creek a $175,000.00 down payment on the 
Potatoes as called for by the Contract on May 14, 2013. This payment came well after the 
parties received the test results on March 29, 2013, indicating the presence of bacterial ring rot in 
two varieties the Potatoes. It also came weeks after Sunrain allegedly "rejected" the Potatoes 
during telephone calls and meetings with Silver Creek in April 2013. Making such a large 
payment on account of the Potatoes is inconsistent with allegations that they were "rejected" and 
of no value to Sunrain See Idaho Code § 28-2-206 cmt. 3 ("payment made after tender is always 
one circumstance tending to signify acceptance of the goods"). Similarly, Sunrain's $460,000 
offer to Silver Creek during its discussions on what Sunrain wanted to do with the Clean 
Potatoes is inconsistent with its allegations that it "rejected" the Clean Potatoes. Aron Depo., p. 
40, lines 10-14. 
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b. Sunrain accepted the Potatoes because it did not unequivocally reject the 
Potatoes. 
In order to avoid acceptance and instead reject goods, a buyer must take affirmative 
action. Idaho Code § 28-2-602 cmt. 1. Numerous courts have interpreted the UCC to require 
that the buyer unequivocally or unambiguously notify the seller of any rejection. See e.g., T. J 
Stevenson & Co., Inc. v. 81,193 Bags o.fFlour, 629 F.2d 338,358 (5th Cir. 1980) ("The [UCC] 
presumes that the buyer accepts goods unless, following a reasonable opportunity to inspect the 
goods, the seller is unequivocally and seasonably notified that the buyer is rejecting the goods."); 
CMI Corp. v. Leemar Steel Co., Inc., 733 F.2d 1410, 1414 (10th Cir. 1984) ("Seasonable notice 
ofrejection requires that a buyer give the seller clear and unambiguous notice of his rejection 
withinareasonabletime.");HCIChemica/s (USA), Inc. v. HenkelKGaA, 966F.2d 1018, 1023 
(5th Cir. 1992) (buyer's rejection of goods under UCC 2-602 must be clear and unambiguous). 
Idaho courts also appear to follow the view that the UCC requires clear and unequivocal notice 
ofrejection. See G & H Land & Cattle Co. v. Heitzman & Nelson, Inc., 102 Idaho 204,209, 
628 P .2d 1038, 1043 (1981) ( court noted that the buyer's rejection was "absolute and 
unequivocal"); Figueroa, 123 Idaho at 158 (mere expressions that goods were nonconforming 
and request for seller to stop shipment was not notice of rejection); Beal v. Griffin, 123 Idaho 
445, 450, 849 P .2d 118, (Ct App. 1993) (buyer's call informing seller that the goods were 
damaged and inquiring how the problem would be addressed was not notification of a rejection). 
Given the requirement for unequivocal notice of rejection, a buyer's mere expressions 
that goods do not conform to the contract requirements do not equate to a rejection of the goods. 
Figueroa v. Idaho 1 1 845 567, 1992); Maggio 




When a buyer fails to make an effective rejection of goods, he is deemed to have accepted 
goods. Idaho Code§ 28-2-606(l)(b); Pennfield Precision, Inc. v. Atl. Castings & Eng'g Corp., 
CIV .A. 89-3146, 1990 WL 15 8193 (E.D. Pa. Oct. 16, 1990) (UCC deems buyer to have accepted 
goods unless he seasonably and unequivocally rejects them). 
Two cases help illustrate how the foregoing principles would apply to the facts of the 
present case. In the first, the parties entered into contracts under which the seller would ship 
barrels of sodium cyanide to the buyer, who would then resell the sodium cyanide to others. HCI 
Chemicals, 966 F .2d at IO 19. Several shipments of damaged drums where delivered to the 
buyer, who then delivered the barrels to his purchaser without inspecting them. Id. The 
purchaser rejected the nonconforming goods and cancelled its contract with the buyer. Id. The 
buyer later informed the seller that the goods were nonconforming and that the buyer would hold 
the seller responsible for any and all costs that arise because of the delivery of nonconforming 
goods. Id. The buyer ultimately sold the damaged goods for a reduced price. Id. The court held 
that while the buyer clearly informed the seller that the goods were nonconforming and that it 
considered the seller responsible for the damage, such communication did not clearly and 
unambiguously notify the seller that the buyer would not accept the goods. Id. at 1023; accord 
T J Stevenson, 629 F.2d at 358 
Similarly, in Clv/J Corp. the buyer ordered seventy five counterweight inserts for use in 
its manufacture of oil pumps. 73 3 F .2d at 1410. When the buyer received the inserts it found 
that they were too thick for its use. Id. at 1412. The buyer notified the seller of the problem and 
the parties thereafter discussed whether the buyer could have the inserts ground down to the 
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at 3. A or two after the notified 
at 
attempts, the parties were unable to find someone to grind down the inserts, so the 
requested that the seller take the inserts back. Id. The court found that the foregoing 
circumstances did not give rise to a rejection of the goods because the buyer did not provide the 
seller clear and unambiguous notice of his rejection. Id. 
The present case presents a significantly similar factual scenario. Aron testified that he 
first notified Mark Johnson ("Johnson," an agent of Silver Creek) that Sunrain was rejecting the 
Potatoes as seed during a telephone call in early April 2013, but that at that time Sunrain was still 
exploring whether the Potatoes could be sold to a fresh packer, to commercial growers, or as 
cattle feed. Aron Depa., p. 8, 1. 6 top. 10, L 7. Aron further explained that he and Mel 
subsequently met with Johnson in late April 2013 to discuss the Potatoes. Aron testified that at 
the meeting the parties discussed that the Potatoes did not meet Sunrain's needs under the 
Contract (because they were not recertifiable) and what the parties could do with the Potatoes. 
Aron Depo., p. 22, 1. 10 top. 23, L 19. The parties discussed selling the Potatoes to commercial 
growers and that Sunrain was still seeking out commercial growers to which the Potatoes could 
be sent, as well as possibly running the Potatoes as fresh pack potatoes. See Aron Depo., p. 23, 
11. 1-19. Similarly, Mel explained that at the meeting Sunrain told Silver Creek that the Potatoes 
did not conform to the Contract and the Sunrain would not be responsible for the alleged 
nonconforming seed. Mel Depo., p. 10, 1. 16 top. 11, L 13. Finally, subsequent to the preceding 
telephone calls and meetings, Sunrain paid Silver Creek a down payment of $175,000.00 towards 
the contract price of the Potatoes, made the decision to sell the Potatoes as cattle feed, and kept 
the proceeds. 
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be done 
and Sunrain 's payment toward the Potatoes do not establish a clear and unequivocal 
rejection of the Potatoes. It cannot seriously be argued that Sunrain's expressions that the 
Potatoes did not meet its needs and Sunrain could not accept the Potatoes as seed was a clear, 
unambiguous, or unequivocal rejection of the Potatoes when Sunrain admits that during those 
same conversations it informed Silver Creek that it was concurrently seeking out buyers of the 
seed. Sunrain's declarations that it was actively seeking buyers for the Potatoes indicated that 
the Potatoes were not useless and that Sunrain had yet to determine that it was not going to 
accept the Potatoes. 
Additionally, Sunrain's making the $175,000.00 down payment on the Potatoes after 
learning of the bacterial ring rot tests and while it was continuing to seek buyers for the Potatoes 
would not be a clear and unambiguous notice to Silver Creek that Sunrain rejected the Potatoes. 
Sunrain unequivocally rejecting the Potatoes as seed is simply incongruent with its continuing to 
seek sales of the Clean Potatoes as seed and paying Silver Creek a down payment of $175,000.00 
for the Potatoes. At best, any alleged rejection of the Potatoes would be ambiguous, not the 
required absolute and unequivocal. Consequently, under the UCC, Sunrain must be deemed to 
have accepted the Potatoes. 
c. The evidence submitted on reconsideration does not raise genuine factual 
dispute. 
On reconsideration, there is deposition testimony from Aron and Mel in which each 
asserts that they rejected the Potatoes at a meeting with Silver Creek in late April 2013. When 
each Aron and Mel's testimony is considered in light of the other's testimony, neither person's 
because 
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Mel testified and meet 
not meet 
not accept (was rejecting) the seed. Mel 0, 16 to L 7. 
Aron also testified of being at the April 2013 meeting with Mel and Johnson. Aron 
Depo., p. 22, IL 10-24. Aron testified that he was the one who told Johnson that Sunrain was 
rejecting the Potatoes. Aron Depo., p. 23, 1. 20 top. 24, L 24, 1. 11. Later in his testimony, 
Aron again asserted that he was the one who communicated Sunrain's rejection of the Potatoes. 
Aron Depa., p. 67, 1. 5 top. 68, 1. 2. When asked if Mel also told Johnson that Sunrain was 
rejecting the potatoes, Aron responded: "I'm 100 percent certain that Mel didn't." Aron Depo., 
p. 68, 11. 3-6. 
There is a clear contradiction in Sunrain's evidence as to the communication of the 
alleged rejection of the Potatoes to Silver Creek. 5 In particularly relevant commentary, the Idaho 
Supreme Court noted that "the purpose of summary judgment is served by a rule that prevents a 
party from creating sham issues by offering contradictory testimony." Tolmie Farms, Inc. v. JR. 
Simplot Co., Inc., 124 Idaho 607,610,862 P.2d 299, 302 (1993). Accordingly, arguments that 
the above-referenced-and blatantly contradictory--evidence provide sufficient evidence from 
which the finder of fact could conclude that Sunrain rejected the Potatoes are tenuous at best. 
In light of the foregoing, Sunrain 's motion for reconsideration fails to raise a genuine 
dispute as to whether Sunrain rejected the Potatoes. 
5 Silver Creek also points the Court to Section B of Silver Creek's Reply Memorandum in Support of Amended 
Motion for Partial Summary Judgment wherein it was highlighted that Sunrain' s discovery responses asserted that 
there was no agreements between the parties other than the Contract and shipping tags, as well as that when Sunrain 
rejected the Silver Creek crop that many of the shipments were already in transit. Those discovery responses are in 
direct contradiction to the evidence Sunrain presented when objecting to partial summary judgment and on 
reconsideration. Sunrain now alleges that it rejected the Potatoes and agreed with Silver Creek to clear them as 
cattle feed priOi to actually shipping the Potatoes off as cattle feed. The fact that, after being served with Silver 
Creek's motion for partial summary judgment, Sunrain's allegations regarding rejection of the Potatoes markedly 
changed should raise serious reservations as to whether a genuine dispute of material fact truly exists, or whether the 
recent change is position is simply an attempt to create a factual issue in order to avoid summary judgment 
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Sunrain had a duty to accept the Clean Potatoes, so any rPi,P,r,1",n» 
Sunrain's liability potatoes. 
would be wrongful as to the Clean Potatoes and not absolve Sunrain of liability to Silver Creek 
for those potatoes. As explained in detail above, the Clean Potatoes conformed to the Contract 
and the positive test for bacterial ring rot in two other varieties of the Potatoes did not 
substantially impair the value of the whole Contract. Because the value of the whole Contract 
was not substantially impaired, Sunrain had a duty to accept the conforming instaliments (i.e., 
the Clean Potatoes). See Idaho Code §28-2-612. Therefore, any rejection of the Clean Potatoes 
was wrongful and rendered Sunrain liable to Silver Creek to the extent necessary to put Silver 
Creek in the position it would have been if Sunrain accepted the Clean Potatoes and paid for 
them pursuant to the Contract. See Idaho Code §§ 28-2-703 to 2-710. In the present case, that 
amount is the rate contained in the Contract. 
Therefore, even if this Court was to determine that there is a genuine factual dispute as to 
Sunrain's alleged rejection, that dispute is not material to granting partial summary judgment 
holding Sunrain liable for the Contract price because such rejection would be wrongful. 
e. Idaho Code section 28-2-603 is not applicable in this case. 
Sunrain continues to claim that it took possession of the seed potatoes sent to cattle feed 
in accordance with a duty of merchant buyers arising under Idaho Code section 28-2-603 and in 
response to Silver Creek's instructions. See }demo Supporting Reconsideration, p. 20. As 
explained in prior briefing in this case, section 28-2-603 has no application to the seed potatoes 
sent to cattle feed in this case and in no way justifies Sunrain's actions as to those potatoes. 
First, according to the plain language of the statute, section 28-2-603 is implicated when 
a buyer rejects are at 
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which act is rejection 
where there wouid be a need for the buyer to reship, store, sell, or deliver the goods to a third 
party. See id. cmt. 1. 
Sunrain's allegations that it rejected the seed potatoes sent to cattle feed before taking 
delivery of them can only mean that those potatoes remained in Silver Creek's possession or 
control because they were located in Silver Creek's storages at that time. In that situation, 
section 28-2-603 would not apply to Sunrain or the potatoes because Sunrain did not have 
possession or control of those potatoes. Likewise, .t\.ron testified that after Sunrain allegedly 
rejected the Potatoes it understood that it was no longer responsible for those seed potatoes. See 
Aron Depa., p. 24, 11. 19-22. 
Second, Sunrain's contentions that it was simply following Silver Creek's instructions 
when it was delivering the potatoes as cattle feed is unsupported by the evidence and directly 
contradicts the testimony of Sunrain's own employees. For example, Aron stated as follows: 
Q. [by Silver Creek's counsel]. Okay. And who made the decision to send the potatoes 
to cow chow? 
A. [Aron]. I did. 
Aron Depa., p. 37, 11. 7-9. That direct and simple statement clearly shows that Sunrain, not 
Silver Creek, was the party responsible for sending the potatoes to cattle feed. Further, Aron has 
also stated that after "rejecting" the Potatoes he send Mark a text message stating that Mark 
could send some of the potatoes off as cattle feed. If Silver Creek was the party directing the 
sale of potatoes as cattle feed, it would be Mark-not Aron-informing the other that he could 
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was not at 
Sunrain. 
In any event, section 28-2-603 is inapplicable to the seed potatoes in this case and does 
not absolve Sunrain of its actions with regards to the Potatoes sold as cattle feed or Sunrain's 
liability for the Clean Potatoes. 
V. CONCLUSION 
Based on the foregoing, this Court correctly granted partial summary judgment to Silver 
Creek Sunrain's Motion to Reconsider does not present new evidence or authority that raises a 
genuine question of material fact precluding the determination that the Clean Potatoes conformed 
to the Contract and that Sunrain is obligated to pay Silver Creek the rate contained in the 
Contract for those potatoes. Therefore, Silver Creek respectfully requests that this Court deny 
Sunrain's Motion to Reconsider. 
DATED this _j{_ day of September, 2014. 
WRIGHT BROTHERS LAW OFFICE, PLLC 
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